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The appearance of Brouwer's fixed point theorem in 1912 and its gener-
alizations have resulted in a great breakthrough of a number of scientific
research areas. Brouwer's theorem states that every continuous func-
tion from a compact and convex nonempty set into itself has a fixed
point, i.e., an element which is mapped by the function into itself.  How-
ever, the nonconstructive proofs of these fixed point theorems limited
their further applications to real world problems.  In 1967 Scarf gave
the first elegant constructive proof of Brouwer's fixed point theorem on
the unit simplex.  The unit simplex is the subset of the Euclidean space
in which all components of every point are nonnegative and sum up to
one. From then on a significant development in computing fixed points
was initiated.
Scarf's algorithm subdivides the unit simplex in a large number of the
so-called primitive sets. Starting in a corner of the unit simplex, the
algorithm generates a sequence of adjacent primitive sets until within
a finite number of steps a primitive set is found that yields an approx-
imate fixed point. However, operating with primitive sets needs an
extremely high computer storage. In order to deal with this shortcom-
ing, in 1968 Hansen developed an approach of choosing the primitive
sets through a systematic way. But the pivot steps for moving from one
primitive set to an adjacent one of Hansen's procedure were identical
to the ones of a regular triangulation of the Euclidean space discov-
ered by Freudenthal in 1942 and made operational on the unit simplex
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by Kuhn in 1960. This subdivision of the unit simplex into simplices
was first used by Kuhn in algorithms for computing fixed points in
1968. Kuhn's original idea motivated many people to develop more
efficient algorithms based on simplicial subdivisions. Since then almost
all the algorithms for computing fixed points have been invented with
triangulations. Actually, Kuhn proposed two simplicial algorithms on
the unit simplex by himself. Kuhn's artificial start algorithm starts
artificially outside the unit simplex and generates a sequence of adja-
cent full-dimensional simplices. Kuhn's variable dimension algorithm
starts at one of vertices of the unit simplex and generates a sequence
of adjacent simplices of varying dimension. Both algorithms of Kuhn
terminate within a finite number of steps with a simplex yielding an
approximate fixed point. The accuracy of approximation is completely
determined by the grid sizes of the simplices.  When the accuracy is not
high enough one could restart the algorithm with a subdivision having
simplices with smaller grid sizes. However, Kuhn's methods have the
drawback that they discard all the information about the location of
the fixed point obtained in the former implementation since they can
only restart outside the unit simplex or at one of the vertices of the
unit simplex. In order to deal with this drawback, in 1971 Merrill pro-
posed an algorithm on the Euclidean space that starts at an arbitrary
point on an artificial layer. This method is called the Sandwich al-
gorithm, which was later rediscoverded on the unit simplex by Kuhn
and MacKinnon in 1975. To handle the same drawback, Eaves also
proposed in 1972 an algorithm for computing fixed points on the unit
simplex, called the simplicial homotopy algorithm, which was gener-
alized to the Euclidean space by Eaves and Saigal in the same year.
In both the Sandwich method and the simplicial homotopy algorithm,
a homotopy function is constructed that deforms a trivial system into
the original system. The fixed points of the homotopy function yield
a curve which connects a fixed point of the trivial system with a fixed
point of the original system. To follow this curve, the underlying space
is subdivided into simplices and the homotopy function is linearized
on each of these simplices. Then starting on the trivial layer, both
the Sandwich method and the simplicial homotopy algorithm follow a
piecewise linear path from the (unique) fixed point of the trivial system
to an approximate fixed point of the original system. Within a finite
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number of steps the Sandwich method reaches a simplex on the original
layer, which yields an approximate fixed point.  If the accuracy is not
good enough, one can restart the Sandwich method at the approximate
fixed point obtained in the previous implementation with a smaller
grid size of the simplices of the triangulation. The simplicial homotopy
algorithm decreases continuously and automatically grid sizes of the
simplices. It terminates as soon as the accuracy is high enough. So one
doesn't need to make a restart of the simplicial homotopy algorithm in
order to get a more accurate approximate fixed point. Both the Sand-
wich method and the simplicial homotopy method, however, need an
extra dimension to start the procedure and in order to guarantee that
the algorithms terminate within a finite number of steps. In addition,
they both generate a sequence of full-dimensional simplices. Simplicial
restart algorithms without an extra dimension were initiated by van
der Laan and Talman in 1979. These so called variable dimension algo-
rithms start at an arbitrary point in the unit simplex or the Euclidean
space and generate a sequence of adjacent simplices of varying dimen-
sion. They terminate within a finite number of steps with a simplex
yielding an approximate fixed point.  When the accuracy is not high
enough, one can restart these algorithms at the approximate fixed point
found in the previous implementation with a smaller grid size of the
simplices of the triangulation. By now many simplicial variable dimen-
sion algorithms have been proposed both on the unit simplex and on the
Euclidean space. These methods differ from each other in the number
of rays along which the algorithms can leave the starting point. Simpli-
cial algorithms might therefore be distinguished into three classes: 1)
Sandwich algorithms, 2) simplicial homotopy algorithms, 3) simplicial
variable dimension algorithms. Simplicial algorithms for computing
fixed points have an advantage over Newton-type methods for their
global convergence and capacity to deal with problems in which the
underlying function is not differentiable or even not continuous.  They
have sometimes a shortcoming in converging slowly but they can be
combined with Newton-type methods as has been suggested by Saigal
and Todd in 1976.
It is obvious that triangulations play a basic role in simplicial algorithms
for computing fixed points. The first triangulation of the Euclidean
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space was proposed by Freudenthal in 1942 for the topological proofs
of some theorems. This triangulation was later made operational by
Kuhn in 1960. The first application of Freudenthal's triangulation to
simplicial algorithms was done by Kuhn for computing fixed points on
the unit simplex in 1968. Utilizing Freudenthal's triangulation, Eaves
constructed the first triangulation of continuous refinement of grid sizes
of the unit simplex for simplicial homotopy algorithms in 1972. Eaves
and Saigal proposed the first triangulation of continuous refinement of
grid sizes of the Euclidean space in the same year. To improve simplicial
algorithms, a new simplicial subdivision of the Euclidean space, the so-
called Union Jack triangulation, was proposed by Todd in 1974, and in
the same year Saigal also constructed a triangulation of the Euclidean
space based on Freudenthal's triangulation. Numerical experience has
shown that the efficiency of simplicial algorithms depends heavily on
the underlying triangulation. In order to compare various simplicial
subdivisions, Saigal proposed in 1974 as the first theoretical measure
of efficiency of triangulations the number of simplices of a triangula-
tion in a unit cube. In 1975 Saigal, Solow and Wolsey introduced as a
measure of efficiency of triangulations the diameter of a triangulation.
According to these two measures they discovered that Freudenthal's
triangulation, the Union Jack triangulation and Saigal's triangulation
have the same number of simplices in the unit cube and that in the
n-dimensional Euclidean space the diameter of Freudenthal's triangu-
lation and the diameter of the Union Jack triangulation are the same,
whereas the diameter of Saigal's triangulation is equal to or greater than
n times that of Freudenthal's triangulation. They therefore concluded
that Freudenthal's triangulation and the Union Jack triangulation are
superior to Saigal's triangulation. This theoretical result is confirmed
by some numerical tests. In 1976 Todd investigated systematically the
efficiency of triangulations. He proposed as a theoretical measure of
efficiency of triangulations the average directional density of a trian-
gulation. Depending on this measure Todd showed that Freudenthal's
triangulation and the Union Jack triangulation are better than Saigal's
triangulation. To improve simplicial homotopy algorithms, Todd con-
structed further in 1976 a new triangulation of continuous refinement
of grid sizes based on the Union Jack triangulation. Motivated by mea-
sures of efficiency of triangulations, van der Laan and Talman found in
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1980 an optimal transformation such that Freudenthal's triangulation
under this transformation has the smallest average directional density.
Their transformed Freudenthal's triangulation provides a more efficient
simplicial subdivision for their original variable dimension algorithm on
the Euclidean space. Since the triangulations proposed by Eaves, by
Eaves and Saigal and by Todd have a fixed refinement factor of two,
it stimulated to construct triangulations of continuous and arbitrary
refinement of grid sizes.   In  1980 van der Laan and Talman proposed
a triangulation of continuous and arbitrary refinement of grid sizes for
simplicial homotopy algorithms based on Freudenthal's triangulation.
At the same time Shamir discovered independently a similar triangu-
lation.  In 1982 Kojima and Yamamoto found a series of triangulations
of continuous and arbitrary refinement of grid sizes based on Freuden-
thal's triangulation and on the Union Jack triangulation. After these
developments, in 1984 Eaves gave a comprehensive investigation on tri-
angulations for simplicial homotopy algorithms. These triangulations
have made a big improvement of simplicial homotopy algorithms.  In or-
der to get rid of the artificial level, in 1987 Broadie and Eaves combined
simplicial variable dimension algorithms together with simplicial homo-
topy algorithms. It seems to be natural that not every triangulation is
as suitable as another one for a simplicial algorithm and more impor-
tant that for different simplicial algorithms the same triangulation is
not always most efficient. From this view point, in 1987 Doup and Tal-
man constructed a triangulation based on Freudenthal's triangulation
for use in the simplicial variable dimension algorithm of van der Laan
and Talman on the unit simplex. By utilizing the location of the start-
ing point their triangulation has caused many advantages in efficiency
and led to several new simplicial variable dimension algorithms on the
unit simplex and the Cartesian product of the unit simplices called the
simplotope. All together, in order to improve simplicial algorithms and
to construct more efficient triangulations for simplicial algorithms, a
large number of triangulations have been constructed for over the last
two decades.
The history of development of simplicial algorithms and their applica-
tions is only about twenty years, but a huge amount of literature has
appeared. Allgower and Georg presented an excellent survey on these
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topics in 1980. Above we only gave a historical description of simplicial
algorithms on the unit simplex and the Euclidean space. Simplicial
algorithms on simplotopes also have been developed recently. For this
we refer to Doup's comprehensive description of simplicial algorithms
on simplotopes in 1988.
Numerical tests have shown that the underlying triangulation influences
considerably the efficiency of simplicial algorithms. Hence, it is very
significant to propose better triangulations for simplicial algorithms.
Our research interest in triangulations for simplicial algorithms was
stimulated by this fact. In this monograph a new triangulation of the
Euclidean space is constructed. It is called the Dl-triangulation. This
triangulation induces a simplicial subdivision of every unit cube. It is
shown that the Dl-triangulation is superior to all other well-known tri-
angulations for simplicial algorithms according to measures of efficiency
of triangulations such as the number of simplices in a unit cube, the
diameter, and the average directional density. Secondly, a new triangu-
lation of the unit simplex is presented. It is called the Ti-triangulation
and is a combination of the Di-triangulation and the Union Jack tri-
angulation.  It is suitable only for one of variable dimension methods
on the unit simplex.  Next, we consider how to incorporate in gen-
eral  the Dl -triangulaton in variable dimension algorithms  on  the  unit
simplex. A version  of  the Dl -triangulation is developed  such  that  it
induces according to the Dl-triangulation a simplicial subdivision of
each of the subsets, into which a simplicial variable dimension algo-
rithm subdivides the unit simplex. In addition, we discuss how to use
the Dl-triangulation in simplicial variable dimension algorithms on the
Euclidean space. Therefore, another version of the Dl-triangulation is
given such that it induces according to the Dl-triangulation a simpli-
cial subdivision of each of the subsets, into which a simplicial variable
dimension algorithm subdivides the Euclidean space. It is also consid-
ered how to use the Dl-triangulation in simplicial homotopy algorithms.
Therefore, a new triangulation of continuous refinement of grid sizes is
constructed. It is called the 1)3-triangulation. This triangulation is su-
perior to the other triangulations for simplicial homotopy algorithms.
However, the D3-triangulation has a fixed refinement factor of two. In
order to loose this limition, a triangulation of continuous and arbi-
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trary refinement of grid sizes is given.  It is called the D2-triangulation.
But this triangulation doesn't induce the D -triangulation as its special
case. Therefore, another triangulation of continuous refinement of grid
sizes is presented, called the D;-triangulation, such that its refinement
factors can be chosen as arbitrary even integers while it induces the
1)3-triangulation as its special case.
This monograph is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives the basic
concepts and several applications of fixed point theorems. Existing
triangulations of the unit simplex and the Euclidean space are de-
scribed in Chapter 3. The Di-triangulation is introduced in Chapter
4. The Ti-triangulation is presented in Chapter 5. How to use the Dl-
triangulation in variable dimension algorithms on the unit simplex and
on the Euclidean space is considered in Chapter 6 and 7, respectively.
The 1)3-triangulation is proposed in Chapter 8. The D2-triangulation
and the D;-triangulation are described in Chapter 9. Finally, Chapter
10 concludes with some computational results.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
As an elegant mathematical tool for proving the existence of a solu-
tion for some significant mathematical problems, Brouwer's fixed point
theorem and its generalizations have applications to economics, game
theory, networks, transportation, engineering, and many other fields.
Brouwer's fixed point theorem simply says that a continuous function,
mapping a convex and compact nonempty set into itself, has a fixed
point.  One of its generalizations, Kakutani's fixed point theorem, con-
tains a more extensive situation. In scientific research areas a great
number of problems can be reduced or are equivalent to the existence
problem of a fixed point. Fixed point theorems were initially proved by
nonconstructive approaches. Thus they were only able to show the ex-
istence of fixed points.  It was Scarf who proposed the first method to be
able to yield an approximate fixed point. Since then the computation of
fixed points and applications have been developed considerably. Most
algorithms for computing fixed points triangulate or subdivide the set,
on which the problem is defined, into simplices and are therefore called
simplicial algorithms. This monograph is focused on triangulations and
their applications in simplicial algorithms on the unit simplex and on
the Euclidean space. This chapter introduces in the first section some
basic notations, states in the second section some relevent fixed point
and related existence theorems, and gives in the last section some ap-




In this section some basic notations used in this monograph are given.
The k-dimensional Euclidean space is denoted by Rk. We write the real
line as R.  The set of all nonnegative vectors in Rk is represented by
Rt. The n-dimensional unit simplex is equal  to  the  set Sn defined  by
 n -
{ '  ,  =.1    f; "-  1 1.
For a given finite set A, #(A) or IAI denotes the number of elements
in A. We say that a set in the Euclidean space is compact if it is both
closed and bounded and that a set is convex if any convex combination
of two points in the set belongs to it. The convex hull of a set is equal
to the intersection of all convex sets containing this set. The convex
hull of a set A is denoted by conv(A). The affine hull of a set is equal
to the intersection of all afilne subspaces containing this set. The affine
hull of a set A is denoted by aff(A). For a given set A, its dimension
means the dimension of the linear subspace parallel to the affine hull
of A and is denoted by dim(A).
Definition 2.1.1. The vectors yo, yl,..., 1/k in Rn are affinely inde-
pendentif
k                     k
E aiys = 0 and  E ai = 0
j=0 j=0
imply aj = 0 for all j.
The  convex hull  of k  +  1 affinely independent vectors  yo,  yl ,  . . . ,  yk  is
called a k-dimensional simplex or a k-simplex. The vectors yo, yl, . . .,
yk are called vertices of the simplex. Let a denote a k-simplex. A face
of a is a simplex that is the convex hull of some of vertices of a.  A
face T of the k-simplex a i s a facet if dim(T) =k-1. A facet T of
the k-simplex a is called the facet opposite to vertex y of a if y is the
vertex of a not being a vertex of T.
Definition 2.1.2. Let C be a convex subset of IP with dim(C) = m.
G is a triangulation or a simplicial subdivision of the set C if
- 11 -
Figure 2.1: Not a triangulation
1.  G is a collection of m-dimensional simplices,
2.  C is equal to the union of all simplices in G,
3.  for  any al  and  02  in  G, the intersection of al  and  02 is either
empty or a common face of both al and a2,
4.  every z in C has a neighborhood meeting only a finite number of
simplices in G.
Example 2.1.3. The following figures show the geometrical interpre-
tation of the definition of a triangulation of a set. The collection of
simplices in Figure 2.1 is not a triangulation of S2, whereas the collec-
tion of simplices in Figure 2.2 is a triangulation of S2.
A very important property of a triangulation G of a convex set C is
that every facet of a simplex in G either lies in the boundary of C and
is a facet of no other simplex in G or it doesn't lie in the boundary of
C and is a facet of exactly one other simplex in G.
- 12 -
Figure 2.2: A triangulation
For a given vector x € If, we define its 1-norm, 2-norm, co-norm by
n
11=111 -   Izil,
11=112= 4=1 +Z i+ . . . +4,
z  co = max Izil,1<i<n
--
respectively. Let G be a triangulation of a convex set C.  For a simplex
a €G, the diameter of a is equal to
diam(0) = max {  x - y  O61 Z, Y € a}.
Sometimes we also call the diameter of a simplex the grid size. The
mesh of G is equal to
mesh(G) = sup {diam(a) l a€G} .
The n-dimensional unit cube is denoted by Un, i.e.,
Un = {z €R n  l o s x i S l  for i=1,2, · · · ,n} .
- 13 -
Let G be a triangulation of Un. The number of simplices of G in Un is
denoted by A/(G).
The set BUn represents the boundary of Un.  Let T and T' be two
different facets of G in BUn. Furthermore, let ao, ai,  · · ·, om  be a
sequence of adjacent simplices, i.e., ai n ai+1 is a facet of both ai and
Cri+1 for i= 0,1, · · · ,m-1.  If T isa facet of ao and T' a facet of am,
then we call ao, 0-1,  . . . , am a path of length m+l from T to T:  The
distance between T and 1-' is defined to be the length of the shortest
path between them.
Definition 2.1.4. The diameter of G is equal to the maximal distance
between any two facets in OUn.
The diameter of G is denoted by D(G).
The set [x, y] denotes the line segment between z and y in Rn.  Let G
be a triangulation of R':.
Definition 2.1.5. The average directional density of G is equal to
avglid||2=1 fl.im-,gm- avgll:Il,Sr i#({cr €G l a n [x, z + td]  36  0}),
where t and r are in R, the inner average is taken with respect to the
Lebesgue measure on the ball of radius r, and the outer average is taken
over a random vector d uniformly distributed on the surface of the ball
of radius one, and where the limits are assumed to exist.
The average directional density of G is denoted by A(G). It measures
simply the expected number of simplices of G met by an average unit
length of randomly placed lines.
Let   C  be a nonempty convex subset  of  IP. A function  f   :   C   -+   R  is
called convex on C if
f(Azi + (1 - A)=2) 5 Af(Zi) + (1 - A)f(Z2) (2.1)
- 14 -
for any different  x1  and  x2  in  C  and  any  0  5  A  5  1. A function
f: C -+Ris called quasi-convex on C if
f(Azi + (1 - A)z2) S max  f(zii), f(=2) (2.2)
for any different  xi   and  x2   in  C  and  any  0   5   A   5 1.A function
f: C --*Ris called strictly convex on C if the strict inequality in
inequality 2.1 holds for any 0<A<1. A function f:C- +R i s
called strictly quasi-convex on C if the strict inequality in inequality 2.2
holds for any 0<A<1. A function f:C- +R i s called concave,
quasi-concave, strictly concave, and strictly quasi-concave on C if -f
is convex, quasi-convex, strictly convex, and strictly quasi-convex on
C, respectively.
2.2 Fixed Point Theorems
Let C b e a compact and convex nonempty subset of Ir.  Let f:C -0 C
be a continuous function. In 1912 Brouwer obtained the following con-
clusion.
Theorem 2.2.1. There exists a point z- in C such that f(Z-) = z:
We call a point which is mapped by f to itself a fixed point of f in C.
Let  X  be a subset  of R"  and  let y denote  the  set of subsets  of  Rm.
Furthermore, let F:X- +Y b e a point to set mapping such that F(z)
is not empty for every z €X.
Definiton 2.2.2.  F is upper semicontinuous at a point zo € X if for
every open set H containing F(zo) there exists a neighborhood N(Zo)
of zo such that F(z) is contained in H for every z € N(zo). F is upper
semicontinuous on X if F(x) is compact and upper semicontinuous at
every xEX.
Let F be an upper semicontinuous mapping from C to the set of
nonempty convex subsets of C.  In 1941 Kakutani proved the following
result.
- 15 -
Theorem 2.2.3. There exists a point z* € C such that z* € F(x*).
L e t f:C- *R n b e a continuous function.
Definition 2.2.4. A point x* € C is a stationary point of f if
(z - =*)Tf(=*) 5 0
for all z € C.
From Theorem 2.2.3 we can prove the following results.
Corollary 2.2.5. There exists a stationary point z* of f in C.
A continuous function f : Sn -+ Rn+1 is called a complementary func-
tion on Sn if z-rf(x) = O for all x € Sn.
Corollary 2.2.6. If f is a complementary function on Sn, then there
exists at least one point z- such that f(=*) 50.
A continuous function f : Sn -+ Rn+1 is called an excess demand func-
tion if
1. z.rf(z) = O for all z € Sn,
2. xi = O implies fi(x) 2 0 for all i.
Corollary 2.2.7.  If f is an excess demand function on Sn, then there
exists at least one point x* € Sn such that f(z-) = 0.
2.3 Applications
In this section some applications of the exsistence theorems stated in
the previous section are discussed to such as economics, game theory,
and mathematical programming.
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2.3.1  A Pure Exchange Economy
Let there be n+1 commodities, indexed by i€N o defined by the set
{0,1, · · · , n}, traded among m consumers, indexed by j  € M defined
by the set  {1,2, · · · , m}. Consumer j  has an initial endowment of the
commodities equal  to  wj  € R +1, where  «  is his end6wment  of com-
modity i. We assume that tut > 0 for all i and j. Under a price vector
p € Rtl\{0},the budget set of consumer j is equal to the set
Bj(p) = <z € 14+1 | PT= 5 PTwi and z S  Iwi  .
Let a utility function us : IC:+1 --0 R represent the preference ordering
of consumer j over all commodity bundles.  It is assumed that uj is
continuous, strictly monotone and strictly quasi-concave. For a given
price p € 14+1\ {0}, the demand dj (p) of consumer j is determined  by
his preference and his budget constraint as follows: dj (p) of consumerj
maximize uj(z)
subject to x € Bi (p).
The solution dj(p) isuniquely determined foragiven pricep €  14+1\ {0}
and dj is continuous on  RF-+1 \ {0}.   From the strict monotonicity of uj it
is clear that consumer j will use up all his income. Thus p.rdj (p) = p.rws
for p € 14+1\{0}. Further, dj is homogeneous of degree zero, i.e.,
dj(Ap) = dj(p) for A > 0. Let d(p) = E;11 dj(P) denote the ag-
gregate demand of the consumers under price p € 14+1\ {0} and let
W = EZ=1 wi denote the aggregate endowment of the consumers.  Then
d is continuous on IC;+1 j 10 , pTd(p) = p.rw for p € R7+1 \ {0} (Walras'
law), and d is homogeneous of degree zero. Thus one can normalize a
price p €  127+1\ {0}  so  that  the  sum of its components is equal  to  one.
For a given price p € Sn, when pi = 0, from the strict monotonicity of
us  it is obvious that di (p)  2 Wi. Therefore, the function z  :  Sn  -+  Rn+1,
defined by z(p) = d(p) - w, is an excess demand function on the unit
simplex Sn.
Definition  2.3.1. A price vector p* in Sn is an equilibrium price vector
if z(p*) = 0.
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From Corollary 2.2.7 the following result is concluded.
Theorem 2.3.2. There exists an equilibrium price vector in Sn.
2.3.2 A Finite n-Person Normal Form Game
Let P = (01,02,00·,#n,Rl,R2,00.,Rn) bea finite n-person normal
form game, where 0, is the set of pure strategies of player i and Ri :
Hy=i dij -+ R i s the payoff function for i=1-2, · . · ,n. A mixed strategy
si of player i is a distribution over all his pure strategies. The number
st. denotes the probability with which player i takes his pure strategy
ti € 0, when he plays a mixed strategy 80 Let
Si =  <si   Z  st. = 1, st. 2 0 for all * C #i  l tife.
for i=1,2, · · · ,n. Define 0 - Hy=101 and S= Hin- Sj.  When a mixed
strategy s is played, the payoff of player i is equal to
R.(S) = E II;=13;'14(0)
t€*
for i= 1,2, · · · ,n.
Definition 2.3.3.  A Nash equilibrium is a mixed strategy s* such that
E (80, - St'*)Hillia;j•Ri(0) 5 0
0€$
for all i.
Let 0-i = (01,0 o 0,0,-1,ti+1,* 0 0,0*) and 0-i = II,·0,05·  For i =
1,2, · · · ,n, let 4. :S- +R b e defined by
.4. (8)  =       E      IL#is,0 R,·(0)
0-,€04
for all 0, E *i. Define the mapping
f= (fti  :0 1€ 01; fti :0 2€ 02; I* · ; .4„ :t n€ *n)T.
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Then s- is a Nash equilibrium if and only if s* is a stationary point of f
in S. Thus from Corollary 2.2.5 the following conclusion is derived.
Theorem 2.3.4. Every finite n-person normal form game has a Nash
equilibrium.
2.3.3 An Exchange Economy with Linear Pro-
duction Technologies
Let there be n+1 commodities indexed by i€ {0,1, ···,n}, a finite
number of consumers,  and m firms indexed  byj€{1,2,···,m}.   Sup-
pose that the consumers have an initial aggregate endowment w €
R +1. Assume that the aggregate demand of the consumers, d(p), is
convex-valued and upper semi-continuous on the price space Sn and
satisfies Walras' law, i.e., for x € d(p), PTZ = p.rw for p € S: The
production activity of firm j at a unit level is a vector ai € Rn+1 whose
negative components correspond to the inputs and whose positive com-
ponents correspond to the outputs. Let y € R denote an activity level
vector with component yj the activity level of firm j for j =  1,2, · · · ,m.
Let A b e equal to the matrix (al, a2,...,am).  Then the vector Ay is the
aggregate net input-output vector  for an activity level vector  y  €  R .
For a price p € Sn, Al.p is equal to the unit level profit of the activities.
Assume that it is not possible to produce without input, i.e., Ay 2 0
and 7 2 0 imply y=0.
Definition 2.3.5. A vector (p*, y-)T E Sn x RT is an equilibrium if
1. Ay- t w€ d(p'),
2. ATP. 5 0.
From Theorem 2.2.3 the following result is induced.
Theorem 2.3.6. There exists an equilibrium vector in Sn x R .
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2.3.4 Convex Programming
Let us consider the problem
(CP)
minimize f(z)
subject to 9,(Z) 5 0,  i=1,2, · · · ,m,
where f and gi, i =  1,2, · · · ,m, are functions from R"  to R. Assume
that these functions are convex on RP.
Definition 2.3.7. A subgradient of a convex function h at a point
x E Rn is equal to a vector < such that
h(y) - h(z) 2 CT(z - y)
for all y E Rn.
Let Oh(z) denote the set of all the subgradients of h at z € R':. Then
ah(x) is called the subdifferential of h at z € IP. It is obvious that
Oh  is upper semicontinuous on  RA.   Let  q(z)  =  maxisism gi(z)  for
z    €    Rn. Let I(x) be equal to {i   q(z) = gi(z)} for z  €  Rn.  Then
8q(z) is equal to the convex hull of the set Ui€I(x)agi(X). Since f and
9„ i=1,2, · · · ,m, are convex, af and Bq are convex-valued and upper
semicontinuous on IP.  Let the mapping p defined by
C {z} - af(z), if q(z) < 0,
p(z) = C  {z} - conv(af(x) U 8q(z)),   if q(z) = 0,
l  {=} - aq(Z), if q(z) > 0
for z E Rn. Then p is convex-valued and upper semicontinuous on Rn.
From Theorem 2.2.3 the next result is induced, see [133].
Theorem 2.3.8. If there exists a point x € Rn with q(z) < 0, then the
set of the fixed points of p coincides with the set of optimal solutions
of problem (CP).
Corollary 2.3.9. If there exists a point z € Rn with q(z) < 0 and if
the set {x I q(x) 5 0} is bounded, then problem (CP) has a solution.
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2.3.5   A Balanced Game without Side Payments
Let there be n players indexed byi, i€N defined by the set {1,2, · · · , n}.
Let 2N denote the set of all nonempty subsets of N. An element in 2N
is called a coalition. A cooperative game is a pair (N, f), where f is
a mapping from 2N to the set of subsets of Rn.  The set fts) denotes
the payoffs that the players in coalition S € 2N are able to get by
their cooperation regardless of the actions of the players outside of the
coalition. Let RS denote the ISI-dimensional subspace of Rn with co-
ordinates indexed by the elements in  S.   If z €  Rn  and S € 2N, then
xs will denote the projection of z on Rs.  The following assumptions
are imposed on f. For S € 2N, the set f(s) satisfies that
1. for y € IT, if x € f(S) and xi = yi for all i € S, then y € f(S),
2. for y € Rn, if z E f(S) and y S z, then y € f (S),
3. f(S) is closed,
4. <xs I x€ f(S) is nonempty and bounded from above.
Without loss of generality we assume that the set f({i}) has been
normalized to the half space {z I x,5 0}  for i = 1,2, · · · ,n,a n d that
the other f(S)'s have been shifted accordingly.
Definition 2.3.10.  The core of the game (N, f) is equal to the set
C(N, f) =  Z € f(N)  there are no S € 2N and y € f(S)  such that yi >x i for all i E S
Let B be a collection of nonempty subsets of 2N. Define Bi to be equal
to the set {S €B l i€S} . Theset B i s called balanced if there exist
nonnegative numbers fs, S € B, such that ES€B, ps = 1 for all i E S.
Definition 2.3.11. A game (N,f) is balanced if for every balanced
set B, the intersection of f(S) over all S€B i s contained in f(N).
The following conclusion is induced from Theorem 2.2.3, see [167].
Theorem 2.3.12. Every balanced game has a nonempty core.
Chapter 3
Existing Triangulations
Triangulations or simplicial subdivisions appeared originally in the cat-
egory of topology.  Now they play a basic role in simplicial algorithms
for computing fixed points. Numerical experience has shown that sim-
plicial algorithms depend heavily on the underlying triangulation. In
order to develop more efficient simplicial algorithms, a great number
of triangulations have been proposed. The introduction of new trian-
gulations is caused by the fact that for different simplicial algorithm
not always the same triangulation is the most efficient one and each
of simplicial algorithms needs a triangulation suitable to itself.  This
chapter introduces in Section 1 some of the most well-known triangu-
lations of the unit simplex Sn, gives in Section 2 some triangulations of
Rn, and describes in Section 3 and 4 some triangulations of continuous
refinement of grid sizes, respectively.
3.1 Existing Triangulations of Sn
In the sequel, let N denote the index set  {1,2, · · · ,n}  and No the in-
dex set  {0,1, · · · , n}.  For i=0,1, · · · ,n, the vector ui denotes the i-th
unit vector in Rn+1, i.e., ui = (0'...,1,···,0)T with the one on the
i-th place. For i=0,1, · · · ,n-1, the (n + 1)-vector qi+1 is defined by
qi.1.1 =u i- ui+1.  We call a vector s= (31, 32,..., Sn)T a sign vector if
8, E 1-1, tl} for all i.
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The most well-known triangulation of the n-dimensional unit simplex
Sn is the Q-triangulation proposed by Freudenthal in [51].  It has appli-
cations to simplicial algorithms such as the Sandwich method and the
(n + 1)-ray variable dimension algorithm on the unit simplex.  The sim-
plices of the Q-triangulation can be described as follows.  Let a positive
integer m be given. We call m-1 the grid size. Next, a vector y € Sn is
chosen such that every component of y is a nonnegative multiple of 1/m
with Yn 0 0. Further, take a permutation T = (71 (1), lr(2), · · · , T(n)) of
the elements of N  such  that  if Yk  -  0  with  k  >  0  then  i  > j, where
gr(i) =k and lr(j) =k t l.
Definition 3.1.1. For the vector y and the permutation x given as
above, the vectors yo,  y l' . . . ,y n are given as follows:
0y  =y,
 11 - yi-1   q,r(i)/m,  i=1,2, · · · ,n.
Clearly, the vectors yo, yl,  . . .,  Yn are affinely independent points in
S: Their convex hull is therefore an n-simplex and is denoted by
Q(y, r).   Let Q represent the collection of simplices Q(y, ir) for all  y
and x given as above. Then Q is a simplicial subdivision of Sn, called
the Q-triangulation with grid size m-1. It is illustrated in Figure 3.1
for n=2 and m=4.
Secondly, we describe the Jf-triangulation of Sn given by Todd in [176].
The simplices of the Jf-triangulation are defined as follows. Let a pos-
itive integer m be given.  Then a vector y € Sn is chosen such that myo
is odd and my, is even for 1 5 i<n.A sign vector s E R'l i s taken
such that for all k > 0, if Yk = 0 and sk = 1 then sk+1 = 1. Take a
permutation T = (r(1), gr(2),···, gr(n)) of the elements of N such that
when Yk - 0,i f s k=1 then i>j and if sk+1 = -1 then i<j, where
r(i) =k and r(j) =k+1.
Definition 3.1.2. For y, T and s given as above, the vectors yo, yl,
...,yn are given as follows:
 = '1-  344q'(')/m,  i= 1,2, · · · , n.
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Figure 3.1: The Q-triangulation for n=2 and m=4.
Let J; represent the collection of simplices J£ (y, X, 3) that are the con-
vex hull of yo, yi, ..., yn, as obtained from Definition 3.1.2, for all y,
r ands given as above.  Then J; is a simplicial subdivision of Sn, called
the J;-triangulation with grid size m-1. It is illustrated in Figure 3.2
for n=2 and m=4.
Next, we give the U-triangulation of the affine hull of Sn presented by
van der Laan and Talman in [110]. It has a smaller average directional
density than all other known triangulations of Sn but it is only able to
subdivide the affine hull of Sn into simplices. The simplices of the U-
triangulation are defined as follows.  Let u denote the (n+1)-vector such
that all its components are equal to one. For i=1,2, · · · ,n,w e define
the (n + 1)-vector ti by ti =u- (n + 1)ui, i.e., ti = (1,.··, -n,···, 1)T
with the -n on the i-th place.  Let a positive integer m be given.
Then choose an (n + 1)-vector y in the affine hull of Sn such that
y  = u/(n +1) + m-1 Ili aiti, where ai,  i  =  1,2, · · · ,n, are integers.
Take a permutation T = (X(1), x(2), · · · , f(n)) of the elements of N.
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Figure 3.2: The J;-triangulation for n=2 and m=4.
Definition 3.1.3.  For y and T given as above, the vectors yo, Vi,.. 9
yn are given as follows:
yo = y,
1/'  - 1/i -1  + t*(')1m,  i =  1,2, · · · ,n.
Let U represent the collection of simplices U(y, ir that are the convex
hull of yo, yi, . .., yn, as obtained from Definition 3.1.3, for all y and
r given as above. Then U is a simplicial subdivision of the affine hull
of Sn, called the U-triangulation with grid size m-1. It is illustrated in
Figure 3.3 for n = 2.
Finally, we introduce the V-triangulation of Sn proposed by Doup and
Talman in [25]. This triangulation has stimulated to develop several
new simplicial variable dimension algorithms for computing economic
equilibria. The simplices of the V-triangulation are defined as follows.
Let a vector zo € Sn and a positive integer m be given. The projection
vectorv(H) of zo on the subset Sn(H) = {z € Sn I xi = 0 for all i 0 H}
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Figure 3.3: The U-triangulation for n = 2.
of  Sn,  H  C  No  and H 36 0, is defined  by
(  0                                                ifi 0 H,
vi(H) =    (1 - Ej€H Zjo)/(Ej€H x; + IHol)   if i €Ho,=9(1 + IHol)/(Ej€H x9 + IHol) otherwise
for i  = 0,1, · · · ,n, where Ho is the set of the indices j  CH such that
z  = 0. When H is empty, we define v(H) = zo. Take a permutation
p=  (p(1), p(2), · · · , p(n))  of n elements out of No.  Let T denote the set
of indices in the permutation p. Further, let us define the (n + 1)-vector
tup(i) by
wP(i) = u({p(1),···,p(i)}) - U({p(1), ···,p(i - 1)})
for i=1,2· · · ,n. Next, choose a vector
y = z° + Z Apc,)wp(i)/m,
i=1
where Ap(i), i= 1,2, · · · ,n are integers such that m-1 2 Ap(1) 2      2
Ap(n) 2 0.  Take a permutation gr = (,r(1), Mr(2), · · · , T(n)) ofelements in
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Figure 3.4: The V-triangulation for n=2 and m=2.
T such that when r(i) = p(k) and x(j) = p(k -1) for some 1<k s n,
i > j if Ap(k-1) = Ap(k)·
Definition 3.1.4. For y and T given as above, the vectors yo, yl, . . .,
yn are given as follows:
YO = Y,
 6 = yi-1 + WT(i) m,  i= 1,2, · · · ,n.
Let V represent the collection of simplices Ucy,T) that are the convex
hull of yo, yl, . . ., yn, as obtained from Definition 3.1.4, for all y, T
and p given as above. Then V is a simplicial subdivision of Sn, called
the V-triangulation with grid size m-1. It is illustrated in Figure 3.4
for n=2 and m=2.
We remark that also other triangulations of Sn have been proposed such
as the iterated barycentric subdivision used by Shapley in [167] and its
closely related triangulation proposed by Zangwill in [198], and so on.
However, these triangulations are not appropriate to use in simplicial
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algorithms and are therefore not considered in this monograph.
3.2 Existing Ttriangulations of R':
Let N again denote the index set {1,2, · · · , n}. The vector ui represents
the i-th unit vector in Rn for i=1,2, · - · ,n.
The Ki-triangulation is the best known simplicial subdivision of Rn
and was proposed by Freudenthal in [51].  It has applications in all
simplicial algorithms. We describe the simplices of the Ki-triangulation
as follows. A vector y € Rn is chosen such that every component of
y  is an integer.  Take a permutation T  =  (lr(1), lr(2),··0, lr(n)) of the
elements in N.
Definition 3.2.1. For y and x given as above, the vectors yo, yl, ...,
yn are given as follows:
yo = y,
 i =  i-1 + 11*(i),  i= 1,2, · · · ,n.
Let Ki denote the collection of simplices  Ki (y, T)  that  are the convex
hull of yo, yi, . . ., yn, as obtained from Definition 3.2.1, for all y and
T given as above.  Then Ki  is a simplicial subdivision of Rn, called the
Kl-triangulation. It is illustrated in Figure 3.5 for n=2 and n=3.
Next we introduce the Ji-triangulation given by Todd in [179].  A nice
property of this simplicial subdivision is that it subdivides Rn symmet-
rically into simplices. The simplices of the Ji-triangulation are defined
as follows. First, a vector y is chosen in Rn such that every component
of y i s odd.  Then a permutation gr = (T(1), lr(2), · · · , lr(n)) of the ele-
ments in N and a sign vectors= (81,34     ,Sn T are taken.
Definition 3.2.2. For y, f and s given as above, the vectors yo, yl,
..., y" are given as follows:
yo=y









,/ 'Figure 3.5: The Ki-triangulation for n=2 and n=3.
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Let Ji denote the collection of simplices Ji(y, ,r, 8) that are the convex
hull of yo, yi, . .., yn, as obtained from Definition 3.2.2, for all y, gr
and  s  given as above.    Then Ji forms a simplicial subdivision  of  Rn,
called the Ji-triangulation. It is illustrated in Figure 3.6 for n=2 and
n = 3.  Note that when all components of y are even, Ji also subdivides
Rn into simplices.
A less efficient simplicial subdivision of Rn is the so called IIi-triangulation
described by Saigal in  [150].  It can be obtained with a linear transfor-
mation from the Ki-triangulation and is related to the Q-triangulation
of Sn.  We give the simplices of the Hi-triangulation as follows.  Let
us define the n-vector pi by pi = (0,...,0,-1,1,0,···,0)T with -1 on
the i-th place for i= 1,2, · · · ,n-1, and pn = (0,...,0,-1)T.  Then a
vector y is chosen such that every component of y is an integer. Take
a permutation x = (x(1), lr(2), · · · , r(n)) of the elements in N.
Definition 3.2.3. For y and T given as above, the vectors yo, 7,1, . . .,
yn are given as follows:
yo = y,
1/i=Yi-1 +13%(i), i=1,2,···,n.
Let Hi denote the collection of simplices Hi (y, T) that are the convex
hull of yo, yl, ..., yn, as obtained from Definition 3.2.3, for all y and
7r  given as above.  Then  IIi  is a simplicial subdivision  of Rn, called the
IIi-triangulation. It is illustrated in Figure 3.7 for n=2 and n=3.
The next simplicial subdivision we introduce has been used in the 2n-ray
and (3'1 - 1)-ray variable dimension algorithms on IP. It is called the
K'-triangulation proposed by Todd in [180]. The simplices of the K'-
triangulation are defined as follows. Choose a vector y such that every
component of y i s a n integer. Then define I+(y) = {i€N l y, >0} ,
I-(y) = {i€N l y, < 0}, and Io(y) = {i€N l y, = 0}. A sign vector
is chosen such that si = 1 for i € I+(y), si = -1 for i € I-(y) and si E
{-1,+1} for i€ Io(y).  Take a permutation T = (,r(1), sr(2),..·, lr(n))
of the elements in N.
















Figure 3.7: The IIi-triangulation for n=2 and n=3.
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·, y': are given as follows:
70=Y
1/' = 1/,-1 + ST(i)14'r('),  i=1,2, · · · ,n.
Let K' denote the collection of simplices K'(y, r, 3) that are the convex
hull of yo, yi, . . ., yn, as obtained from Definition 3.2.4, for all y, T
and s given as above. Then K' forms a simplicial subdivision of Rn,
called the K'-triangulation. It is illustrated in Figure 3.8 for n=2 and
n = 3.
Finally, we introduce the A*-triangulation presented by van der Laan
and Talman in [110].  It has a smaller average directional density than
other known simplicial subdivisions of Rn.   It can be used in the (n + 1)-
ray variable dimension algorithm on the Euclidean space.  Let us define
the n-vectorai by ai = (-1, · · · , ntv nFT, · · · , -1)T with the number
ntqntlon the i-th place for i  =  1,2, · · · ,n.  Then a vector y i s chosen
such that y = EZ=i aiai, where ai is an integer for all i. Finally, take a
permutation ;r = (x(1), lr(2), · · · , lr(n)) of the elements in N.
Definition 3.2.5.  For y and 7r given as above, the vectors yo, yl, . ..,
yn are given as follows:
0y =y,
Yi=Yi-1 + a'(i),i=1,2, · · · ,n.
Let A' denote the collection of simplices A-(y, ir) that are the convex
hull of yo, yl, . . ., yn, as obtained from Definition 3.2.5, for all y and
Mr given as above. Then A* is a simplicial subdivision of Rn, called the
A--triangulation. It is illustrated in Figure 3.9 for n=2 and n=3.
Note that also other triangulations of Rn have been proposed such as
the triangulations obtained by Lee in [123] and the middle cut trian-
gulations given by Sallee in [160], and so on. However, since these
triangulations are complicated to use in simplicial algorithms, they are















Figure 3.9: The A*-triangulation for n=2 and n=3.
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3.3 Existing Triangulations of Continu-
ous Refinement of Grid Sizes of (0,1] x
 n
In a triangulation of continuous refinement of grid sizes of the set
(0,1]  x  Sn, for some sequence of positive integers ko,  k i, · · · , the set  Sn
on level 1 is subdivided into simplices according to some triangulation
with grid size m-1 for some positive integer m, whereas on level do/(4
where  do  =  m  and  di  =  ki-ldi-i  for i  =  1,2,···, the  set  Sn  is sub-
divided into simplices according to the same triangulation with a grid
size being a factor ki-i smaller than the one on level do/di_i.  The first
of these triangulations have a fixed refinement factor of grid sizes equal
to 2.
Let No again denote the index set {0,1, · · · , n}.  Let the (n + 2)-vector
ui denote the i-th unit vector in Rn+2 for i=0,1, · · · ,n t l. Then we
define the  (n + 2)-vector hi  by hi = u,+1 -u i for i = 1,2, · · · ,n.
As follows we introduce the IG-triangulation of continuous refinement
of grid sizes of (O, l]x Sn. Itisthe first triangulation for simplicial homo-
topy algorithms on Sn and was proposed by Eaves in [34].  Let a positive
integer m b e given.  Then take a permutation ;r =  (x(0), gr(1), · · · , ir(n))
of the elements in No.  Let g denote the integer such that x(g) =0. For
an integer k 21, choose a vector y such that yo = 2-k and
y = you° + ul + yo   Aihi/m,
where Ai are integers for all i such that 2/:m  2 11  2  · · ·  2  An  2 0,
AM,(i) < A%(j) if both x(i) > ,r(j) and i < j, Af(i) 5 2/:m - 1 for all
O  f  i  s 9-1,  and  where  AT(i)  is odd for all g+l  S  i  s n. Then define
f 0       if A=(i) is odd,
Wr(,) =  1/m otherwise
fori=0,1,···,g-1.
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Figure 3.10: The KA-triangulation for n=2 and m=l.
Definition 3.3.1. For y and T given as above, the vectors y-1, yo, . . .,
yn are given as follows:
y-1 = y,
1/i  = yi-1  + yohx(i)/m,  i  =  0, · · · ,9 -  1,
yg = yg-1 - yo(E A wfo)h'r(j) + ES=,+i hfu)/m) + youo,
yi = yi-1 + 2yohT(i) j m,i=g t l, · · · ,n.
Let KA denote the collection of simplices KA(y, gr) that are the convex
hull of y-1, yo,  . .., yn, as obtained from Definition 3.3.1, for all y
and x given as above. Then IG is a simplicial subdivision of continuous
refinement of grid sizes of (0,11 x Sn, called the Kj-triangulation.  It is
illustrated in Figure 3.10 for n=2 and m=1.
Next we introduce the JA-triangulation of continuous refinement of grid
sizes of (0,1] x Sn. This triangulation was proposed by Todd in [176].
The simplices of the J;-triangulation are defined as follows. Let a pos-
itive integer  m be given.   For an integer  k 2 1, choose a vector  y  such
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that yo = 2-k and
y = you° + ul + yo    Aihi/m,
i=l
where 2/:m 2 A  2. . .E A n 2 0 and Ai is odd for all 1 S i s n.  Let us
define
f -1 ifli= 1(mod4),
ti == <
l + l  if Ai = 3(mod4),
for i  =  1, · · · ,n.   Then take a permutation gr  =  (gr(0), lr(1),···, x(n))
of the elements in No and a sign vector s= (31,32,      , Sn)T such that
8,    2    85   if   both   Xi    =    Aj    and   i    <   j,   8*(i)    =   t,(i)   for   i   =   g  -1-   1,··  ·  ,n,
and such that when A,(i) = A,(j), if both ss(j) = +1 and i<j then
7r(i) < lr(j) and if both sf(i) = -1 and i<j then x(i) > gr(j), where g
is the integer such that Tcg, = 0.
Definition 3.3.2. For y, 7r and 8 given as above, the vectors y-1, yo,
...,  yn are given as follows:
y-1 - y,
yi = yi-1 + 1/08'r(i)/1,r(i)im,  i=0, · · · ,9-1,
yg - yg-1 - yo Eln-9+1 3%(j)hfu)/m + yoho,
yi . yi-1 + 2yosjr(i)hT(0/m,  i =g+1, · · · ,n.
Let J6 denote the collection of simplices JACy, T, s ) that are the convex
hull of y-1, yo, .. ., yn, as obtained from Definition 3.3.2, for all y, T
and 8 given as above. Then J6 forms a simplicial subdivision of contin-
uous refinement of grid sizes of (0,1] x Sn, called the J -triangulation.
It is illustrated in Figure 3.11 for n=2 and m=1.
Finally, a triangulation is given with arbitrary refinement of grid sizes
of (0, l] x Sn as proposed by van der Laan and Talman in [111]. Let Ni
denote the index set  {1,2, · · · ,n+ 1}.  Take a sequence of integers do,
di,..., such that do =m>0 and for i=0,1, · · · , 4+1  - kidi, where
ki is an arbitrary positive integer. First of all, for i = 0,1, · · ·, we sub-
divide  [do/4+1, do/di]  x  Sn into simplices such that  all grid points are
contained  in   {do/di}   x  Sn  U  {do/di+i}   x  S"  and on level do/di+1  the
triangulation of Sn is a refinement with factor ki of the one on level
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Figure 3.11: The JA-triangulation for n=2 and m=1.
dol di. Combining the  triangulations of [do/d,+1, do/di]  x  Sn  over  all  i,
we obtain a triangulation of (0,1] x Sn.  For i = 0,1,··; let Gi be the
Q-triangulation of Sn  with  grid size d,-1.   For a grid point  w  of Gi,  let
the n-vector a(w) be defined by
i
aj(w) = (1 - E wi)di
1=1
for j=1,2, · · · ,n, and the number c(w) by
c(w) =l t (Eaj(w))mod(n + 1).
j=1
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For i=1,2, · · · ,n t l, let qi be the i-th column of the (n +1)x(n+ 1)-
matrix Q defined by
-1    0    · · ·    0    +1
+1   -1   · · ·    0     0
Q= :     :    ..    :     :    .
0     0    · · ·   -1    0
0 0 · ··   +1   -1
For  a  simplex  a  =  Q(y, x)  6   Gi,  we  give  a new representation  of
this simplex by a = Q(r, p) with vertices ri, r2,  ..., rn+1  such that
c(ri)   =  i  for  i  = 1,2,···,ntl, where  r  is  a grid point  and  p  =
(p(1), p(2), · · · , p(n + 1)) is a permutation of the elements in Ni satis-
fying that
ri = r;-1 + qp(j)/4, j =2,3, · · · ,n t l.
Next, let pi,j=1,2,···,ntl, be nonnegative integers with sum equal
to ki. For a given simplex a = Q (r, p)  € Gi with  vertices  ri,   r2,...,
rn+1, we define the center point v(a) of a by
n+1
v(a) =   P;ri/ki.
1=1
Note that v(a) is a grid point of Gi+i.  Let T be a proper subset oi Nl•
Then we define the finite subset A(T, a) of grid points in G +1 by
ACT, a) =  <z € a   Z= .1,(a) + EjET Bjqj/di+1for positive integers pj, j  €  T   J
Now a triangulation of [do/di+i, do/di] x a is obtained by connecting all
the grid points  in  A(T, a) on level  {do/(4+1 }  x  Sn  with the vertices ri,
i /T, on level {do/di} x Sn for all T. The union of such triangulations
over all a  € Gi forms a triangulation of [do/di+i, do/di]  x Sn. There-
fore, we obtain a triangulation with arbitray refinement of grid sizes of
(0,11 x Sn by combining the triangulations of [do/di+1, do/di] x sn over
all i. This triangulation is illustrated in Figure 3.12 for n = 2.
We remark that other triangulations with arbitrary refinement of grid
sizes of (0,1] x Sn have been given by Shamir in [166]. Shamir's trian-
gulations are quite similar to the above triangulation.
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Figure 3.12: The triangulation with arbitrary refinement for n = 2.
3.4 Existing Triangulations of Continu-
ous Refinement of Grid Sizes of (0,1] x
Rn
The first simplicial subdivision of continuous refinement of grid sizes of
(0,1] x Rn is the so called IG-triangulation and was proposed by Eaves
and  Saigal in  [42]. This triangulation has a factor of grid refinement
of two. The simplices of the IG-triangulation are defined as follows.
Let No again denote the index  set  {0,1,···,n}  and  let uc represent
the i-th unit vector in R +1  for i  =  0,1, · · · ,n.   Take a permutation
T = (,r(0), Gr(1), · · · , Mr(n))  of the elements  in  No.    Let g denote  the
integer such that f(g) = 0.  For an integer k 2 1, choose a vector
y  such that  yo  =  2-k,  y (i)/yo  is an integer for  i  =  0, · · · ,g -  1,  and
yx(,)/yo is odd for i=g+1, · · · ,n. Then define






Figure 3.13: The IG-triangulation for n = 2.
fori=0,1,···,g-1.
Definition 3.4.1.  For y and 7r given as above, the vectors y-1, yo, .. .,
yn are given as follows:
7-1 = y,
yi = y,-1   you'(i), i = 0,···,9-1,
1/g = yg-1  - 1/0(Elg-  Wir(j)U'r(j) + EU x(A) + youo,'=9+1 u
yi = yi-1 + 2youT(i),i=g+1,···,n.
Let K:, denote the collection of simplices IG(y,,r) that are the convex
hull of y-1, yo, . . ., yn, as obtained from Definition 3.4.1, for all y
and T given as above.  Then IG is a simplicial subdivision of continuous
refinement of grid sizes of (0,11 x Rn, called the K3-triangulation. It is
illustrated in Figure 3.13 for n = 2.
Next we introduce the .6-triangulation of continuous refinement of grid
sizes of (0,1] x Rn proposed by Todd in [177]. According to numerical
experience this triangulation is more eflicient than the IG-triangulation.
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Take a permutation gr  =  (,r(0), ir(1), · · · , f(n)) of the elements in  No.
Let g denote the integer such that x(g) = 0.  For an integer k 21,
choose a vector y such that yo = 2-k and yi/yo is odd for all i. Let us
define
ti =   -1   if yi/yo
= 1(mod4),
+1   if yi/ = 3(mod4),
for i= 1,2, ···,n. Choose a sign vector s= (sl, 32,      , sn)T such that
3%(i) E {-1, tl} for i - 0,···,9-1, and s,r(i) = t'r(i) fori= gtl, ···,n.
Definition  3.4.2.  For y,  T  and 8 given as above, the vectors y-1,  yo,
.,yn are given as follows:
7-1 = y,
Y'  =  1/,-1  -1. YOS'r(,)11TC,),i-0,· ·· ,g -  1,
yg = yg-1 - yo El=g+1 8,(AUT(j) t Youo
Vi = Y,-1 + 2703,r(i)UT('),i =g t l, · · · ,n.
Let J3 denote the collection of simplices .13(y' lr, S) that are the convex
hull of y-1, yo, . . ., yn, as obtained from Definition 3.4.2, for all y, x
and s given as above. Then 6 forms a simplicial subdivision of contin-
uous refinement of grid sizes of (0,1] x Rn, called the 6-triangulation.
Also this triangulation has a factor of grid refinement of two. It is il-
lustrated in Figure 3.14 for n = 2.
One can use the same approach as that in the previous section to ob-
tain a triangulation of continuous arbitrary refinement of grid sizes of
(0,1] x Rn. This triangulation is illustrated in Figure 3.15 for n = 2.
We remark that other triangulations with arbitrary refinement of grid
sizes  of (0,1]  x  Rn  have bee proposed by Shamir  in [166], Kojima and
Yamamoto in [95], and Broadie and Eaves in [5]. Especially, Broadie
and Eaves have considered how to combine simplicial homotopy algo-




Figure 3.14: The 6-triangulation for n - 2.
A
Figure 3.15: The triangulation with arbitrary refinement for n = 2.
Chapter 4
The Dl-Triangulation of Rn
The efficiency of simplicial algorithms depends heavily on the underly-
ing triangulation and every different simplicial algorithm needs a trian-
gulation suitable to itself. Therefore, in order to develop more efficient
simplicial algorithms, it is important to introduce triangulations that
are superior to other triangulations according to certain measures. In
this chapter, we introduce a new triangulation of Rn.  It is called the
Di-triangulation. This simplicial subdivision of Rn is quite different
in structure from the triangulations of Rn discussed in the previous
chapter. It has the important property that it subdivides every unit
cube into simplices and that it can directly be applied to the Sandwich
method and both the 2-ray and the 2n-ray variable dimension meth-
ods. The Dl-triangulation is superior to both the Ki-triangulation
and the Ji-triangulation according to measures of efficiency such as the
number of simplices in a unit cube, the diameter, and the average di-
rectional density. This chapter is organized as follows. In Section  1,
the  Dl-triangulation is given. Its pivot rules are described in Section
2. We compare the Dl-triangulation with several other triangulations
of R" according to three measures of efficiency in Section 3,4, and 5,
respectively. This chapter is based on Dang's [13].
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4.1 The Di-Triangulation of Rn
For ease of notation, again  let N denote the index  set  {1,2, · · · ,n} ,  let
No denote the index set  {0,1,···,n},  and  let ui denote the  i-th  unit
vector in Rn  for i  = 1,2, · · · ,n. Assume n  22. The simplices of the
Di-triangulation of Ro are defined as follows.
Let  D   denote   the  set   {y  €  R"  l all components of y  are  even}.     Take
y € D.  Then a sign vector s in le is chosen such that si E {-1, +1}
for all i€N and an integer p such that 0<p<n-1. Finally, take a
permutation T = (lr(1), r(2), ···,x(n)) of the n elements of N.
Definition 4.1.1. For y, lr, 8, and p given as above, the vectors yo, yl,
· · ·,yn are given as follows.  If p = O, then yo = y and
lr(k)yk =1 1 -1- s,r(k)u      ,  k -1,2, · · · , n.
If p 2 1, then y o=y+3,
yk - yk-1 - 81<(k)US(k), k=1,2,···,p-1, and
yk =1 1-  ST(k)tz,(k),  k=p' . . . , n.
Lemma 4.1.2. Let yo, yl, ..., Vn be obtained from Definition 4.1.1.
Then yo, yl, . . ., yn are affinely independent.
Proof.  If p = 0, then let
zl - 71 _ 70 = S (1)UT(1),
z2 = 1/2 - yl = ss(2)u,r(2) - SMr(1)u,(1),
Zn - yn _ yn-1 = 8,r(n)Ugr(n) - Sgr(n-1)Ulr(n-1).
Obviously, zi, %2,..., zn are linearly independent.
If p 21, then let
zk =11/:- Yk-1 = -ST(k)141,·(k), k = 1,2,·-·,p-1,
ZP  =  yp _  yp-1  -  - ELp+l ST(k)U'r(k),
Zk =y k- yk-1 = S (k)u'(k) - S (k-1)1 'r(k-1),  k -p-1-1, · · · ,n.
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Suppose that zl, z2,..., zn are linearly dependent. Then there exists
a vector q= (ql, qh "·,qn)T 0 0 such that
qIZI + 42Z2 + . . . + qnzn =0.
When p=n-l,i t i s necessary that
ql - "   - qn-2 =0,
-qn-1 + qn = 0,
qn == 0.
We conclude that
q l=q 2= · · · =q n -0.
When l i l p<n-1,w e must have that
qi =e= · · · = qp-1 - 0,
qptl = O,





qn-2  =  3qn,
qp+2 = (n - (p + 1))qn,
qp+2 + qp = 0.
Hence,
(n-(p+1)+1)qn=0·
Since p < n - 1, we conclude
q l=q 2- " ' =q n - 0.
This means that the hypothesis is incorrect, i.e., zi, z2,..., zn are lino
early independent. Therefore, yo, yi ,  .0 ,  yn are affinely independent.
END
Let yo,  yi,  . .,  yn be obtained from Definition  4.1.1.   Then  by
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Lemma 4.1.2 their convex hull is an n-simplex.  It is denoted by
Dl (y, lr, 8, p).    Let Di denote the collection of simplices  Di CY, lr, 3, p)
for all y, 7r, and s given as above.
Lemma 4.1.3. The union of all a € Di is equal to R'l.
Proof. Let x be an arbitrary point in Rn. For each i € N, let
y =   l=i]       if Lxi] is even,[Zi] + 1  otherwise,
and
f 1    if lx,] is even,
Si - <
l -1 otherwise.
It is obvious that for all i€N
0 5 si(Zi - yi) 5 1.
Choose a permutation T = (sr(1), ir(2), · · · , ir(n)) of the elements of N
such that
0 5 sir(1)(Zir(1) - 1/,r(1)) 5  - '5 ST(n)(Z,r(n) - 7%(n)) 5 1.
If El=13,(xi - yi) 5 1, let
qi= 340(Z*(1) - 741/E",qni 844(Z (n)-Y (n)),
and qo =1- I;=1 qj· Obviously,qj 2 0 for all j and E;=o qj =1.
Take p = O. Let yo = y and
yk =y+ ST(k)uT(k) for k=1,2, · · · ,n.




Thus z € Dl (Y, 7r, S, p).
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Suppose  El=i si(Zi  -  yi)   >1.We  show that there exists an integer
1  5  p  S  n-1  such that the following system has a nonnegative solution,
Et=j qi = 3,(1)(xT(j) - YW(j)), j = 1,2 ·· · ,p - 1,
Ef=o qi + q k= S'r(k) (Xir(k) - Y,r(k)  ,  k=p, · · · ,n,
qotqi + ···tqn= 1.
In fact, rewriting the system, we obtain that
*      - Sgr(1) Z,(1) - Vir(1)),
qj-1   = sir<j)(zir<j) _ yir(j)  - Sur(j-1)(Zir(j-1) - 14(j-1)),
j  =  2, · · · ,p -  1,
qp-1   = -sgr(p-1)  Z,r(p-1) - Yx(p-1)  
+ (Ey=p 8%(j)(zf(j) -yfu)) - 1)1(n - p),
qk         = S,r(k) (Z,(k)  - Y,r(k)  
+ (1 - E;=p S,r(j)(Z (j) - ygr(j)))/(n - p),
k=p, · · · ,n.
For p=n-1,i f qn-2 2 0, then it is clear that qj 2 0 for all j€No.
Otherwise, there exists an integer po with 1 5 P o S n-2 such that
0 5 -Sgr(po-1)(Zir(po-i) - 14(po-1))
+ (Eln-po sf(j)(x,(j) - y,(j)) - 1)/(n - po)
and
0  >  -ST(Po) (Zir(po)  - Yur(po))
+ (E;=po+l 8,(j)(z,r(i) - 1%(j)) - 1)/(n -po- 1),
and hence,
Sgr(PO) Zgr(po) -  (PO)    (1 - Ej -po ss(j (Z:r(j) - 1/,r(j)))/(71 - PO)
2 450)(=,(po) - Ys(po)) + (1 - 4*)(=fam) - 7,r(po))
- (n - po - 1)8 (po)(z,(po) - 7%(po)) - 1)/(n - po) = 0.
Therefore, by taking p to be equal to po, qj 2 0 for all j € No.
Let 1 S P E n-1 b e the integer such that the above system has a
nonnegative solution. Let yo =y+s,
1/k = Vk-1 - Sir(k)1 ,r(k),  k=1,2, · · · ,p -1,
Yk=y-1- Sgr(k)14'r(k),k=P'...,11.
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Thus z € Di(y,T, S, P).
From these results, the lemma follows immediately.
END
Lemma 4.1.4. For any 01 and 02 in Di, al n 02 is either empty or a
common face of both 01 and 02.
Proof. Let x € IT be arbitrary. From Lemma 4.1.3, it follows that
z € a for some  a   =   Di CY, 7r, 8, p) with vertices yo,  yl,  . . ., yn, i.e.,
Z = Elo qiy, for some qi 2 0 for all i with Eto qi = 1.  Then x lies in
a face of a whose vertices are equal to yj for j € J, where J is defined
by the set {i € Nolqi> 0}. It is sufficient to show how yj, j € J, can
be generated from z independent of y, gr, 8 and p. Thus these vertices
are found for any simplex of Dl containing x.
For each i € N, let
f lz,] if Lzi] is even,
Ti = <
l  [zi] + 1   otherwise,
and
C  1     if xi - ri > 0,
t i= <  0      i f z i-r i=0,
C  -1   if xi - ri < 0.
Let w = Et=i ti(Zi - ri). Further, let
f ri + tj   ifi-j,Yi(tj) = i
l r, otherwise,
for i=1,2, · · · ,n, and define
y(tj) = (yl(tj), 72(tj), ···, Yn(tj))T.
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Then
<y fl , y(t2 ,"' , 7(tn)' r} =  yj  I j €J  
if w < 1, and
(y(ti), y(t2), ' ' ' , 7(tn)  \r = <yj I j€J  
if w = 1.
Suppose that w >  1.  Let Ti, 1'2, ..' T, be subsets of N such that
Ut=1Tk =N and that for each 1 S k s g,
ti(xi - ri) = tj(xj - rj)
if i,j€Tk and that for any 1-l e<f f l g,
ti(xi - ri) < tj(xj - rj)
if i €Te and j €T,. Let To denote the empty set. Next let i(k) denote
an arbitrary element of Tk for k - 0,1, · · · ,g. Since w>1, there exist
unique O s v<g and q 2 0 such that
1= ti(v)(xi(v) - ri(v)) + (1- 1 Tv+1 1- · · · -I T s I)q
+1 11,+il (ti(,+1)(Zi(v+1) - ri(,+1)) - ti(v)(=44 - rAM)) +
+ 1 11 1 (1,·(g)(x«g) - r,·(9)) -ti(v)(Zi(v) -ri(v)))
and
ti(t,+1)(Zi(v.1.l) - ri(v+l)) - ti(v)(Xi.(v) - r,(v)) -q 2 0.
For 0 S k s v, let
f ri + ti   if i 0 Uf=oTi,yi(Tk) = 1
lr, otherwise,
for i=1,2, · · · ,n, and define
7(Tk) = (yl(Tk),Y2(Tk), ···,y„(Tk))T.
For v+1 S k 5 9, let, for each j€ Tk,
#i(j) = 1
f rittj   ifi = j,
l ri otherwise,
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for i=1,2, · · · ,n, and define
     =   1  ,  2  , ' - ,  n  ).1..
Furthermore, let
#=i
f g-1   if ti(g)(Zi(g) - ri(g)) - ti(u)(zi(v) - TiCv)) -q=0,
l 9    otherwise.
If q = 0, then
ly(Tk) 10 S k<v}U (Ut=.+1 {0(j) I j€ Tk}) = {yj |j E J} ,
and if q > 0, then
{v(T:) 1 0 5 k s v}U (LII=v+1 {1(j) I j€ Tk}) =  vj |j€J  .
From the above results, the lemma follows immediately.
END
Theorem  4.1.5.   The  set  Dl  is a triangulation of Rn.
Proof. Let z E Rn be arbitrary. It is clear that z is only contained
in  a finite number of simplices  of Di. Using Lemma 4.1.2, Lemma
4.1.3, and Lemma 4.1.4, we conclude the result of the theorem.
END
This simplicial subdivision of Rn is called the Dl-triangulation. In
Figure 4.1, the Di-triangulation of R': is illustrated for n=2 and
n = 3.
4.2 Pivot Rules of the Dl-Triangulation
Let a = Di (Y, x, 8, p) with vertices yo, yl, . . .,  n be given. We wish to
obtain the unique n-simplex, 8 = Di (y, *, 5, P), with vertices #0,  1, ...,
#n containing all the vertices of a except vertex yi. Table 4.2.1 shows
how 9, *, 5, and p depend on y, gr, 3, p, and i. From this table it is









Figure 4.1: The Dl-triangulation for n=2 and n=3.
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the vertex of 8 not being a vertex of a.
We remark that simplices of the Dl-triangulation can be represented
in more than one way. More precisely, if p is equal to 0 or 1 then for a
given y and s every permutation T yields the same simplex.  If p > 1,
then for a given y and 8, every permutation T with the same 7r(1), lr(2),
· · ·, lr(p - 1) also yields the same simplex.
Table 4.2.1. The Pivot Rules of the Dl-Triangulation
i          p         9                   3                   i                              P
O o y s x   1
i 2 1   0        7                8- 2844      71.                          p
U«0
O l y s T   0
0  25p y 8 - 23*(1) r P
U'r(1)
1<i                 y                      s                      (x(1), · · · , r(i + 1),    p
<P gr(i),···, ir(n))
-1
p-1 25p y     3     71.        p
-1
i >p     1 S p    y                        s                        (,r(1), · · · , T(p -1),    p
-1     < n 71 (i), lr(p), · · · ,              tl
-1 :r(i - 1),
7r(it 1), · · - , r(n))
n -1 n -1 y +23,(n) s - 23%(n)      71.                          P
14'r(n) 14'r(n)
n         n-1   y + 28 (n-1)   s- 23 (n-1)   71                               p
U'r(n-1) u'r(n-1)
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4.3 The Number of Simplices of the Dl-
Triangulation in a Unit Cube
In this and the next two sections we compare the Dl-triangulation with
the other triangulations of R':. First of all, in this section we count the
number of simplices into which the different triangulations subdivide
the unit cube.
Theorem 4.3.1. The number of simplices of the Dl-triangulation in
the unit cube is equal to dn defined by
dn=n+n(n-1)+···+n(n-1)...4.3+2.
Proof.  Let Q denote the collection of simplices in Dl that triangulate
the unit cube Un, i.e.,
Q= <Dl Cy, lr, 8,p) l y- 0,8= (1, 1, ...,1)T  .
From Definition  4.1.2, it follows that in Q there are only one simplex
with p equal to zero, one simplex with p equal to one, and n!/(n-qtl)!
simplices with p equal to q, 2 5 q s n-1.T h u s
I Q I   =1+1+ n!/(n - 1)! + n!/(n - 2)! + · · · + n!/2!
=2+n+n(n-1)+···+n(n-1)...4.3.
Since the union of all simplices in Q is equal to Un, the theorem follows
immediately.
END
Theorem 4.3.2. The number of simplices in the unit cube of the Ki-
triangulation, the .4-triangulation, and the IIi-triangulation is n!.
Proof. The proof is trivial.
END
Therefore,
N(Ki)  = N(Ji)  = A/(Hi)  =  n!
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and
A/(Di) -ntn(n -1)+ ···tn(n-1)···4·3 + 2.
Theorem 4.3.3. If n 2 3, then dn < n!.  As n goes to infinity, dn/n!
converges to e - 2.
Proof. For n = 3, we have (4 < 3! since (6 - 5 and 3! = 6. Suppose
that dn-1 < (n - 1)!for n 24. Thus ndn-1 < n!. From
ndn-1 = n(n-1)+n(n-1)(n-2)+· · ·tn(n-1) · · · 4·3+2n = dnt(n-2),
we obtain that dn = ndn-1 - (n - 2) < n!. By the induction principle,
the conclusion that dn <n! for n 2 3 follows directly.
Furthermore,
dn/n! = 1/(n - 1)! + 1/(n - 2) !t· · · + 1/2! + 2/n!,
so dn/n! converges to e-2 a s n goes to infinity.
END
The last theorem implies that the number of simplices of the Dl-
triangulation in the unit cube is less than ones of the other triangu-
lations. Moreover, the ratio of the number of simplices in the unit cube
between the Dl-triangulation  and the other ones converges  to  e -  2
when n goes to infinity.
4.4 The Diameter of the Dl-Triangulation
In this section we calculate the diameter of the Dl-triangulation and
compare it with the diameters of the other triangulations that also
subdivide the unit cube into simplices.
Theorem 4.4.1. The diameter of the Dl-triangulation is equal to
D(Dl) = 2n - 3.
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Proof.    Let  a  be the simplex  Di (Y, lr, s, p)  such  that  y  -  0,  s  =
(1,1,···,1)T, p - n-1, and,r = (1,2,···,n) and let T be a facet
of a opposite to the vertex yo =y+ s. Clearly, T lies in the boundary
of the unit  cube  Un.  Next, let a  be the simplex Di (9, *, 8, p)  such that
9=0,3= (1,1, ···, 1).r, p =n-1 and * = (n, n - 1, ···,3,2,1) and
let i= be a facet of e opposite to the vertex 90 - # +3.  Then f also lies
in the boundary of the unit cube Un. Furthermore, let 01, 0 0 0, am-1 be
a sequence of simplices of Dl in Un such that a,·-i and ai are adjacent
for i =2, · · · ,m-1,0 and al are adjacent, and am_1  and 8 are also
adjacent. It is easily seen that the smallest m is equal to 2n - 4. The
distance between T and f is obviously the greatest distance between
any two facets in the boundary of Un. Therefore,
D(Dl)  = 2n - 3.
END
Theorem 4.4.2. The diameters of the Ki-triangulation and of the
Jl-triangulation are the same and equal to
D(Ki)  = DCA ) =  1  + n(n - 1)/2,
and the diameter of the Hi-triangulation is such that
D(Hi)  2  (n3 -n -7 6)/6.
Proof.  Let a b e the simplex Ki(y, sr) such that y=0 and :r =
(1,2,···,n) and let T bea facet of a opposite to the vertex yn =y-t u,
where u is the vector with all components equal to one. Next, let a be
the simplex Ki (9, *)  such that  # =  0 and  * =  (n, n - 1, · · · ,1)  and  let
T be a facet of a opposite to the vertex gn =9+ u. Furthermore, let
ai, · · ·, am-1 be a sequence of simplices of Ki in Un such that ai-1 and
a, are adjacent for i=2, · · · ,m-1,0 and al are adjacent, and am-1
and 8 are also adjacent. It is easily seen that the smallest m is equal
to n(n - 1)/2. The distance between T and f is obviously the greatest
distance between any two facets in the boundary of Un. Therefore,
D(Ki) =1+ n(n - 1)/2.
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Since the Ji-triangulation and the Ki-triangulation coincide on Un,
D(Ji)= D(Kl).
Let a be the simplex Hi (Y, gr) such that y  =  (1,0,···,0)-r  and x  =
(1,2,···,n)  and  let  T  be a facet  of a opposite  to the vertex yo  =  y
Next,  let  8  be the simplex  Hi (9, *)  such  that  g  =   (1,1,···,1)1.  and
1 =  (n,n-1, · · · ,1)  and let  f be a facet of 8 opposite to the vertex
 n -y- Ul. Furthermore, let 01,..., am-1 be a sequence of simplices
of IIi in Un such that ai-i and 0, are adjacent for i=2, · · · ,m-1,0
and ai are adjacent, and am-1 and a are also adjacent. It is easily seen
that the smallest m i s equal to (133 -n t 6)/6 -1. Thus the distance
between T and f i s (n3 -n t 6)/6. This means that
D(Hi )  2  (n3 -n t 6)/6.
END
The above conclusions show that the diameter of the Dl-triangulation
is in the order n smaller than the diameter of the Kl-triangulation
or the Ji-triangulation and at least in the order n, smaller than the
diameter of the IIi-triangulation.
4.5 The Average Directional Density of
the Dl-Triangulation
From Eaves and Yorke [44],  we know that for a triangulation the average
directional density and the surface density are equivalent. Firstly, we
calculate the surface density  of  the Dl -triangulation and obtain  then
the average directional density of the Di-triangulation from its surface
density. For the definition of the surface density we refer to Eaves and
York  [44].
For a simplex a, the volume of a is denoted by V(a) and the surface
area of a is denoted by SA(a). Let
a° = conv(fo, Ul,...,Un'l),
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01 = conv(IU, Ul,U2,...,Un ),
02  = conv( u, u -u l, U2,..., Un ),
an-1 = Conv   u, u - Ul'. . . ,u-U l-u 2- . . . - Un-2, Un-1,unl).
The surface density of the Dl-triangulation is equal to
SD(Di) = (SA(ao)/V(ao) +    n!/(n -k+ 1)!SA(ak)/V(ak))/dn.
Let
TO0 - com,(Jul, U2,...,Unl),
4 = conv( 0, u2,...,Unl),
e = conv(fo, ul,...,Un-1   
which give all of the facets of ao. Then the surface aera of ao is equal
to
SA(00) = nV(e) + V(To).
Clearly,
V(TO) = (1/(n - 1)!)   det[ul, u2,...,un] 1= 1/(n - 1)!
and
V(1-00) = (1/(n - 1)!) | det[n-1/2u, u2 - ul,...,un - ul] 1= ni/2/(n - 1)!.
Therefore,
SA(ao) = (n + ni/2)/(n - 1)!.
Since V(00) = 1/n!, we obtain that
SA(ao)/V(ao) = n(n + ni/2 .
Let
7  = Conv(<Ul, UY,..., Unl'1,J,
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T  = COnV <U, 142, . . . , Unl),
721  - Conv(JU, Ul, UB,...,Unl,
71 = conv( u, ul,U2,...,Un-1 ),




ql =0 o 0= qn-1 = (n2 -3 n + 3)-1/2
and
qn = -(n - 2)(n2 - 3n + 3)-1/2.
Then
-                           -
0   1   · · ·   1     qi
1  0  ···  1   q2
V(T ) = (1/(n - 1)!) 1 det     E    E     · .    i       i        I
1  1  ···  0  qn-1
1  1  ···  1   qn
-                           -
= (n, - 3n + 3)1/2/(n - 1)!.
Moreover,
V TA )= ni/2/(n - 1)! and V(01) = (n - 1)/n!.
Therefore,
SA(01) = (n(n2 - 3n + 3)1/2 + ni/2)/(n - 1)!.
Hence,
SA(al)/V(al)= n(n(n' - 3n + 3)1/2 + ni/2)/(n - 1).
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For k=2, · · · ,n-1, let
Tk = Conv( 14 - u l' . . . ,U-U l- . . . - Uk-1, Uk,· ..,Un ),
T =   COnV({U, U- U l' . . . . ,U-U l- . . . - Uj-1,
U-U l- . . . -u j+1, . . . ,U-u l- . . . -u k-1, Uk,..., Un ),
j=1, · · · ,k- 1,
and
73# -   COnV( U,U- U l, . . . ,u-u l- . . . - 14/c-1,
uk,...,uj-1, uj+1,..., Un ),
j= k, · · · ,n,
which give all of the facets of ak. Then the surface aera of ak is equal
to
k-1
SA(ak) = V(Tok) +E V(Tjk) + (n-k+ 1)V(Tnk)
j=1
for k=2, · · · ,n-1. Directly,
0  0  ···  0  0  ···  0  1
1  1  ···  1  1  ···  1  0
0  1  ···  1  1  ···  1  0
V(1-ok)    = (1/(n - 1)!) I det     E     E      .    E
E
:: 10  0  ···  1  1  ···  1  0
0  0  ···  0  0  ···  1  0
0  0  ···  0  1  ···  0  0
-                                   -
= (n - k)/(n - 1)!.
Now suppose that  1 S j S k-1.  If j<k-1, let
qj = 2-1/2,    qj+l = -2-1/2,
qj+2 = " ' =q n= 0.
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If j=k-1, let
qk-1 = -(n - k)((n -k t 1)2 - (n-k+1) + 1)-1/2
and
q k= . . . =q n= ((n -k t 1)2 - (n-k+1) + 1)-1/2.
Then for every j€ {1,2, · · · ,k- 1},
1  1  ···  1  1  ···  1  1  ···  1   0
0  1  ···  1  1  ···  1  1  ···  1   0
0  0  ···  1 1 ... 1  1  ···  1   0
0 0 ··· 0 1 ··· 1 1 ··· 1 qj
V(T k) = (1/(n - 1)!) I det    0   0          0   1   · · ·   1   1   · · ·   1   qj+1     1
0   0   · · ·   0   0   · · ·   11   · · ·   1   qk-1
0  0      0  0       0  0  ···  1   qk
0  0...00  ···01···  0   qn-                                                     -
- < 21/2(n - k)/(n -
1)! ifj#k-1,((n -k+1)2 -(n-k+l)+1)1/2/(n -1)!   i f j=k-1.
Let
qi =q 2 -·=qn-k = ((n-kt 1)2 - 3(n-k+1)+3)-1/2
and
qn-k+1 - -(n -k- 1)((n -k t 1)2 - 3(n -k+1) + 3)-1/2.
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Then
-                                          -
1  1  ···  1  1  ···  1    0
0  1  ···  1  1  ···  1    0
0  0  ···  1  1  ···  1     0
V(Tnk)  = (1/(n - 1)!) I det   0  0                                    1... 0 0 ... 1  qi
0  0  ···  0  1  ··· 0 qn-k
0  0  ···  0  1  ···  1  qn-k+1
= ((n -k+ 1)2 - 3(n -k+1) + 3)1/2/(n - 1)!.
Thus,
SA(ak) = (n - k)/(n - 1)!
t(n-k t 1)((n -k+ 1)2 - 3(n -k+1) + 3)1/2/(n - 1)!
+ 21/2(k - 2)(n - k)/(n - 1)!
+ ((n -k t 1)2 - (n-k+1) + 1)1/2/(n - 1)!.
Moreover,
1  1  ···  1  1  ···  1
0  1  ···  1  1  ···  1
V(ak)   = (1/n!)   det    0   0   · · ·   1   1   · · ·   1      
0  0  ···  0  0  ···  1
0  0  ···  0  1  ···  0
= (n - k)/n!.
Hence
SA(Ok)/V(ak) = n((n - k) + 21/2(k - 2)(n - k)
+ (n -kt 1)((n-k+1)2 -3(n -k+ 1)+3)1/2
+ ((n -k+ 1)2 - (n-k+1) + 1)1/2)/(n - k).
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From the above results we obtain that the surface density of the Di-
triangulation is equal to
SD(Di)=   (n(n + nl/2)
+ EXT n!/(n -k+ 1)!(n((n -k) + 21/2(k - 2)(n -k)
+(n-kt 1)((n -k+1)2-3(n-k+1)+3)1/2
+((n -k+ 1)2 - (n-k+1) + 1)1/2)/(n - k))
+ng(n2 - 3n + 3)1/2 + n99/(n- 1))/dn.
Let
gn = I'(n/2)/((n - 1)P(1/2)I'((n - 1)/2)).
From [44] we know that the average directional density of a triangu-
lation is gn times its surface density. Hence, the average directional
density of the Dl-triangulation is equal to
A(Di) = SD(Di)gn·
It  is   well-known  that the average directional density  of  both   the  I<1 -
triangulation and the Ji-triangulation is equal to
A(Ki) = A(Ji) = n(2 + (n - 1)21/2)gn•
Since for an arbitrary simplex aDI in Di and an arbitrary simplex (Kl
in Ki we have that when n > 2,
SA(04)/V(aDJ < SA(OKJ V(OKJ.
Therefore,
A(Di) < ·A(Ki) = A(Ji)
when n  >  2.  Thus, the average directional density of the Dl-triangulation
is smaller than the average directional density of the Ki-triangulation
and the Ji-triangulation.
The A--triangulation of R't was obtained by van der Laan and Talman
in [110] from the transformation of the Ki-triangulation. Its average
directional density is smaller than the average directional density of
the Dl-triangulation. However, the A--triangulation can not induce a
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simplicial subdivision of a unit cube and is only suitable for one of the
available variable dimension algorithms on R . Finally in Table 4.5.1
we give all the results obtained above.
Table 4.5.1.
Triangulation Number of Simplices Diameter Average Directional Density
Ki(Ji)        n! 1+n n(2 + 21/2(n - 1))9n
(n - 1)/2
Di ntn(n-1)+··· 2n - 3 SD(Di)gn
+n(n - 1) · · ·4·3+2
Chapter 5
The Ti-Triangulation of the
Unit Simplex
Simplicial subdivisions of the unit simplex Sn that underlie simplicial
algorithms have until now only been based on the Ki-triangulation,
the Ji-triangulation, or the IIi-triangulation of IP.  In the previous
chapter we saw that the Dl-triangulation is superior to all these tri-
angulations according to measures of efficiency such as the number of
simplices, the diameter, and the average directional density. Therefore,
it is interesting to develop simplicial subdivisions of the unit simplex
Sn that are suitable to underly simplicial algorithms on Sn and being
based on the Di-triangulation of Rn. In this chapter, we propose such
a simplicial subdivision, called the Ti-triangulation of Sn. It induces
a suitable simplicial subdivision for the (n + 1)-ray variable dimension
method on the unit simplex proposed by van der Laan and Talman in
[108]. Section 1 introduces the new simplicial subdivision of Sn, Sec-
tion 2 describes its pivot rules, and Section 3 gives a comparison on the
triangulations of the unit simplex. This chapter is based on Dang and
Talman's [15].
5.1 The Ti-Triangulation
Assume  n  2  2.   Let N denote the index  set  {1,2, · · · , n}.    For i  =
1,2, · · · ,n,  let  u,  be the i-th unit vector in  IP.   Next,  let a positive
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integer m be given. Further, let us define the set Cn(m) by
Cn(m)={x€Irlmkxikz22 -okzn20 •
We will construct a simplicial subdivision of Cn(m).  Then the Ti-
triangulation of the unit simplex Sn with grid size m-1 is obtained
from this triangulation.
Let D denote the set {y € Cn(m) I all components of y are even}. Let
yo = m and Yn+1 = 0· Take y € D. Let us define
I(y) = {i€N l y i+1 <y i< yi-1},
I+(y) = {i€N I yi+1 =v i< yi-1},
I-(y) = {i€N I yi+1 <v i= yi-i},
J(y)  =  {i  €  N  I  yi+1  - yi  =  yi-1 }
Then it is obvious that for each yED,
N = I(y) u I+(y) u I-(y) u J(y).
Takea sign vectors = (81,82,...,Sn)T such that for j € N1I(y), if
35 =1 then sk =lfor all k<j with Yk = Yj, if sj = -1 then s,c = -1
for all k>j with Vk = Yj, and if yl =m then 31 = -1, and if yn =0
then sn = 1.  Let us define the set K(y, s) by
K(y, s) =  i €N  
i € I(y),or i E I+(y) and s, = 1,  or i € I-(y) and si = -1
Takea permutation x = (T(1), x(2), ···,x(n)) ofthe elements ofN such
that for k and j i n N jI(y) with both k<j  and yj = yk, if sj =1 then
sr-1(k) > gr-1(j) and if sk = -1 then lr-1(k) < lr-1(j). Let q denote
the nonnegative integer such that lr(i) € K(y, s) for i  = n-q+1, · · · ,n
and lr(n -q)0 K(y, s).  Take an integer p such that 0<p<q-1.
Definition 5.1.1.  For the vector y, the permutation T, the sign vector
3, and the number p given as above, the vectors yo, yl, . . ., yn are given
as follows.
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When q<2, yo=y+B and
k k-1
% (k) ,k=l,2, · · · ,n.y  =y     - 8%(k)U
When 25 q<n,yo=y+8,
yk = 1/k-1 - s,r(k)t:T(k),  k=1,2, · · · ,7 1-q-1,
and i f p=0 then yn-9 =y and
yk =y -1- as(k)14'(k),k= n-q-1-1' . . . , n,
and if p 2 1 then
yk = yk-1 - ST(k)14"Ck)    k= ,1-q, · · - ,7 1-q -1- p-1,
Yk =y 4- sT(k)11'r(k),  k== n-q t p, · · · , n.
When q=n,i f p=O t h e n yo=yand
1/k = &1 -1- 3,r(k)11TCk),  k= 1,2, · · · , n,
and if p 2 1 then yo = y + 8,
1/k = yk-1 - 81,(k)14'Ck),  k - 1,2, · · · ,p-1,
Yk =y .1- ST(k)1444, k= p,p -1- 1, . . . 'n.
Let yo, 1/1, ..., 1/n be obtained as given in the definition.  Then it is
obvious that they are affinely independent. Thus their convex hull is
a simplex. The vectors yo, yi, 0 0 0, yn are the vertices of this simplex.
Let us denote this simplex by Ti Cy, #r, S, p). Further, let Ti denote the
set of simplices Ti Cy' lr, 8, p) for all y, gr, 8 and p given as above. As
follows, we show that Ti is a triangulation of Cn(m).
Lemma 5.1.2. The union of all simplices in Ti is equal to Cn(m).
Proof. Clearly, every simplex in Ti is contained in Cn(m). Now let
x E Cn(m) be arbitrary. Then z E Tl (y, x, 8,p) with y, gr, 8, and p
determined as follows. The vector y is equal to
Lzi] + 1   if l=i] is odd and l=d < m,
vi = <  Lxd - 1   if l=i]  is odd and  l=d = m,zj otherwise,
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for i=1,2, · · · ,n, and the sign vector s i s equal to
( -1  if Lzil is odd and l=i] < m, or Lxi] is even and l=i] = m,
Si = <
l 1  otherwise,
for i=1,2, · · · ,n.  It is obvious that y E D.
The permutation x is such that
Sir(1)(Z (1) - 7%(1)) 5 8,(2)(Zir(2) - YT(2)  f' - '  Sir(n)(ZT(n) - Y,(n) 
and   for   i   <   j   with   8,(i)    =   ST(j)   and  1/r(i)    =   14,(j),   if  s,(i)    = -1   then
lr(i) < lr(j) and if 8,(i) = 1 then lr(i) > gr(j).
When q < 2, then p is equal to 0. Let
 0     - ST(1)(Z (1) - Y:r(1)),
191      = 8,(2)(Z (2) - Yjr(2)  - 8'r(1)(Zir(1) - Yir(1) ,
 n-1   - ST(n) X:r(n) - 16r(n)  - S,r(n-l) Z,r(n-1) - Y,r(n-1) ,
Bn       = 1 - si(n)(Zur(n) - Y,(n))•
It is obvious that A 20 for all k and that
E 1 4=1 andz=I Ayk,
k=0 k=0
where yk is as defined in Definition 5.1.1 for k=0,1, · · · ,n.  Thus
z € Ti(y,x,S,p).
When q = n, the proof is the same as that of Lemma 4.1.3.
Suppose 2 S q<n. Let
n
il = -qs,r(n-q)(Z'r(n-g) - 1/ir(n-g)  +  Z  ST(k)(Zjr(k) - V,r(k))·
k=n-q
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If P  5 1,  then  p is equal  to  0.   Let
00        - SMY(1) Zir(1) - 11,r(1) ,
01         = 8,(2)(Zf(2) - 1/,r(2)  - 8%(1)(Xf(1) - y,(1)),
13,1-4-1   = sir(n-q)(Z,r(n-q) - 14(n-q)) - sgr(n-q-1)(Z,r(n-q-1) - y,r(n-q-1)),
 n-q -1 -B,
6         - s,r(j)(Xgl.(j) - Ygr(j)  - 8,·(n-q)(X'r(n-q) - 14(n-q) ,
for j=n-q+1, · · · ,n.  It is obvious that A 2 0 for all k and that
E A =land x - E Ayk,
k=0 k=0
where yk is as defined in Definition 5.1.1 for k=0,1, · · · ,n. Thus
x € Tl(y,x, 8,p).
Now suppose B>l.  Then p, 1 5 p S q-1,i s the integer such that
the following system has a nonnegative solution,
 0           - 3 (1)(Z (1) - yx(1)),
131           = 8,(2) <Z,r(2) - 1/,r(2)  - Sir(1)(Z (1) - Yir(1)),
1 n-qtp-2     =  8'r(n-gtp-1)  ZT(n-gtp-1)  - Y,r(n-qtp-1) 
- 8:r(n-q+P-2) (Z'r(n-qtp-2)  - 16,(n-qtp-2)  ,
A-gtp-1     =  -ST(n-qtp-1)  Z,r(n-gtp-1)  - 1/,r(n-qtp-1)  
+ (ELn-qtp agr(k)(Xjr(k) - Ygr(k)) - 1)/(q - p),
Bj                         -  Sfcj, (Z.(j)  -  Y,(j) )
+ (1 - lit=n-q+P sf(k) (Z,(k) - Y.(k)))/(q - P),
for j=n-q+p, · · · ,n.
Next, we show that such an integer p exists.  In fact, for p=q-1,
if A-2 2 0, then it is obvious that A 2 0 forallk. Otherwise, since
p >1, there exists 1 S p o S q-2 such that
0   5 -sw(n-q+po -1) Z,r(n-qtpo-1) - Yx(n-qtpo-1) 
     =n-gtpo SS(k)(Zi(k) - vjr(k)) - 1)/(q - Po)
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and
      -Sx(n-gtpo)(IT(n-qtpo) - Y:r(n-qtpo) 
+ C#ZE=n-g+po+1 844(3%(4 - 1/*(k)) - 1)/(q - po - 1),
and hence,
ST(n-9+Po)(Zs(n-g.1.po) - Y,r(n-gtpo))
+ (1 - E =n-qtpo s*(k)(Zjr(k) - Y (k)))/(q - PO)   2 0.
Then p is equal to po. It is clear that A 2 0 for all k and that
EA=landz=I Bkyk,
k=0 k=0
where yk is as defined in Definition 5.1.1 for k= 0,1, ···,n. Thus
x E Ti(y'lr, S,P)
From the above conclusions, the lemma follows immediately.
END
Lemma 5.1.3. For al and 02 in Ti, the intersection of al and a2 is
either a common face of both 01 and 02 or empty.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 4.1.4.
END
Theorem 5.1.4. Ti is a triangulation of Cn(m).
Proof. From Definition 5.1.1, Lemma 5.1.2, and Lemma 5.1.3,
the theorem follows immediately.
END
We call this simplicial subdivision the Tl-triangulation of Cn(m). It is
illustrated in Figure 5.1 for n=3 and m=2.
Let No denote the index set  {0,1, · · · , n}. Take arbitrarily an interior
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A
i   
Figure 5.1: The Tl-triangulation of Cn(m) for n=3 and m=2.
point zo € Sn.  For a proper subset H of No, let us define the set Sn(H)
by
Sn(H) = {z € Sn 'zi = O for alli € H}.
Then the orthogonal projection vector of zo on Sn(H), v(H), is defined
by
f  0                                            if i € H,vi(H) = <
l =9 + (1 - Ej*H Z )/INo\HI   if i 0 H,
for i=0,1, · · · ,n.  Next, let us define the (n + 1)-vector hi by
hi = v({i}) - Zo
for i = 0,1, · · · ,n.  For a proper subset  H o f No, let the set A(H) be
given by
A(H) =  z €S n   2- :O+ Ej€H Ajhj,  1.
1
6 2 O for all j € H  J
It is obvious that the union of the sets A(H) over all subsets H with
HI  = n i s equal to Sn.  Take a permutation 7(H)  =  (7(1), 7(2), ···,7(n))
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of elements of H.  Then let us define the set A(7(H)) by
A(7(H)) =  z € Sn  
x = Zo + Ey=1 Ajwj,
1 2.  1 2 1 2 2  - •k A„2 0  i'
where
wi = v({7(1)}) - Zo
and
ub = v({7(1), ···,7(j)}) - v({7(1),···,7(j - 1)})
for j =2, · · · ,n.  It is obvious that the set A(H) is equal to the union of
the sets A(7(H)) over all permutations of the elements in H. Further,
it is easily seen that the set A(7(H)) is homeomorphic to Cn(m). Let
W denote the (n + 1) x n matrix with the i-th column equal to w' for
i= 1,2, · · · ,n.  Then
A(7(H)) =  zo + m-1Wl: I x € Cn(m) .
Thus, the Tl-triangulation of Cn(m) induces a simplicial subdivision of
A(7(H)) after the same transformation and translation. It is denoted
by Ti (7(H)). For H C No with  H  = n, a simplicial subdivision of
the set A(H),  Ti (H),  can be derived from the union of Ti(7(H))  over
all permutations of elements of H. Finally, a triangulation of Sn is
obtained from the union of Ti(H) over all H C No with IH j = n. We
call this simplicial subdivision the Tl-triangulation of the unit simplex
with  grid  size  m-1.   It is illustrated in Figure  5.2  for  n  =  2  and  m  =
2.  It is clear that the Ti-triangulation induces similarly to the Dl-
triangulation a simplicial subdivision of each of the subsets A(H) for
H being a proper subset of No. These sets underlie the (n + 1)-ray
variable dimension method. This algorithm was introduced by van der
Laan and Talman in [108] using Sperner's labelling rule for computing
fixed points or equilibria. We remark that this algorithm con't be used
to compute stationary points of a function on Sn.  It is refered to Doup
[24] for various integer and vector labelling rules.  In the next chapter we
introduce a version of the Di-triangulation of Cn(m) which is suitable
for every known variable dimension algorithm on Sn.
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-1
Figure 5.2: The Ti-triangulation of Sn for n=2 and m=2 with
zo = (1/3,1/3,1/3)T.
5.2 Pivot Rules of the Tl-Triangulation
In this section, we give the pivot rules of the Tl-triangulation of Cn(m).
Let
0 -Ti CY, 7r, 3, p)
be a simplex of the Ti-triangulation of Cn(m) with vertices yo, yi,
. . ., yn.  We want to obtain the parameters of a simplex of the Ti-
triangulation, say
a=T(9'*,5-,P),
such that all vertices of a are also vertices of a except vertex yi, unless
the facet of a opposite yi lies in the boundary of Cn(m). Table 5.2.1
describes how y, *,3, and p are determined from y, T, 8, p, and i.  From
this table, it is easy to obtain the vertices of a, in particular the vertex
opposite to its facet shared with a.
In this table, 4 is the nonnegative integer such that *(k) E K(#, 5) for
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k=n-qtl, · · · ,n a n d *(n-q) 0 K(#,3-). Moreover, if #1r(n-1) = 9*(n)
and 3%(n-1) = 3-,r(,1), P* = 0; otherwise P. = P.
Table 5.2.1(1): The Pivot Rules of the Ti-Triangulation
i           q           py,T,8            9              8             i                        P
0                                                            y               8- 2sr(1)    T                           p
UT(1)
lsi q=1 V,(i) = Vf(,+1)   BD(1)
<n ST(i) = ST(i+l)
otherwise            y                   s                   (x(1),..., sr(i + 1),    p
lr(i),..., T(n))
n                                                                         y + 2sr(n) 8 - 23 (n) T q--1
UT(n) UT(n)
2 5 q                                        y               8- 2sr(1)    f                           P           3
<n-1 Ux(1)
r(1) E JCY)        y                8-28,(1)    r                            p
ur(1)
2 Sq 0 *(1) € I+Cy) y 8 - 2sr(1)    T
0 =n-1 UI-(y) U 1r( 1 )
P 2  1       r(1)  €  I+(y) v s - 23,r(1) gr P+1
UI-(y) U (1)
1 Si 25 q VT(i) - yir(i+l)   BD(2)
En-q <n ST(i) = ST(itl)
-2 otherwise            y                  s                   (sr(1),..., gr(i + 1),    p
*(i),..., T(n))
Table 5.2.1(2): The Pivot Rules of the Ti-Triangulation
i                           q                 p                 y,lr,  8                         9                   8       *                                                 P
25q 7,(i) = 7,(i+1)   BD(3)
<n Sur(i) - Sgr(i+1)
otherwise            y             s    (er(1),..., T(i + 1),    p
1Si xi,...,lrn
=n-q P 2,1    T(i) € K(y, s) y s     (x(1),..., er(i + 1),     p t l
-1 71 (i),..., T(n))
1/,(i) - Y,(i+1)   BD(4)
ST(i) = ST(i+1)
otherwise            y             s     (,r(i),...,lr(i + 1),     p               1
,r(i),..., 1r(n))                          3 
0                        y        S T P+1  '
n-q     1        y s x ,P-1
p 2 2   y (i) = Vr(,+1)   BD(5)
ST(i) = ST(i+l)
i
otherwise            y             s     (gr(1),..., gr(i + 1),    p-1
71'(i), . . . , ir(n))
n-q<i                                                           y             s    (gr(1), ...,lr(it 1),    p
<n-q lr(i),..., ir(n))
+P-1
n-q P22            y S T P-1
+P-1
Table 5.2.1(3): The Pivot Rules of the Ti-Triangulation 
q        p           V, T, 3             7                3                *                               P
n-q 25q 1 S p                                             y                          s                          (,r(1),..., T(n -q+p- 1),     p+1
+P - 1 <n <q-1 :r(i), lr(n -q t p),...,
<i
71·(i- 1), %(i + 1), . . . , T(n))
i=n-1 V - 23«n) 3 - 23,(n)       Mr                                    p.
1 Sp UM·(n) 141(n)
=q-1 i=n y -231r(n-1)    8 - 23«n-1)    ('r(1),...,Mr(n),lr(n -1))       pi
U'(--1) lk" n-1)
n-q 744= 74"0 BD(6)0
<i ar<;1 = SI(n-q)
otherwise                y                          s                          (,rfl),..., T(n-q- 1),             p
Jr(i), gr(n- g),..., T(i- 1),
gr(i + 1),..., Mr(n))
0                                7                3                T                               ptl
1                                  7                 3                 T                                 P- 1
0 2SP ir(1) € I+Cy) y 3 - 23«1) 'r P-1 4uI-(V) U« 1 ) (C>
T(1) € 1(y)          7                    8- 23.(1)        T                                       p              1
UM(1)
0                      ir(:) E  I+(y) y 3 - 23«i) (71·(i), Mr(1), . . . , % (4-1)             p
UI-(v) u"(') Mr(it 1), . . . , gr(n))
T(i) € 1(7)          V                    8- 28,(,)        'r                                       p
u'(')
1<i  q=n i<p-1                                        y                          a                          (11(1),..., T(itl),                     p
Mr(i),..., *(n))
i=p-1                        7                3                r                               p-1
itl>p                    y              a              (71·(1),...,71·(p -1),ur(i), P+1
1 Sp ir(p),..., T(i - 1),
<n-1 ,(i +1),..., T(n))
n-1 i=n-1 7 + 28*(n) 3 - 23,(n)        'r                                          P.
ux(n) ur(n)
i=n V + 2/«n-1)    s - 23*(n-1)    (gr(1)...., Mr(n),T(n - 1))       pi
UI(n-1) t:*(n-1)
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5.3   Comparison of the Triangulations of
the Unit Simplex
In the previous chapter it was demonstrated that the Dl-triangulation
of Rn is superior to the other well-known triangulations of R" according
to measures of efficiency of triangulations, for example, the number of
simplices in a unit cube, the diameter, and the average directional den-
sity.  From the definition of the Ti-triangulation of Cn(m), it can be seen
that the Ti-triangulation is obtained by combining the Dl-triangulation
and the Ji-triangulation, i.e., we triangulate all cubes with one of its
vertices belonging to D according to the Dl-triangulation. Let Ki de-
note the simplicial subdivision of Cn(m) derived from the restriction
of the Ki-triangulation to Cn(m). Next, let A/(Ti) denote the number
of simplices of the Ti-triangulation in Cn(m) and A/(Ki) the number
of simplices of the Ki-triangulation in C#(m).  It can easily be shown
that
lim lim A/(Ti)/N(Ki )  = e -2.n-*co m-+00
Hence, the Ti-triangulation of the unit simplex is superior to the tri-
angulations that are obtained from the Ki-triangulation or the Ji-





Algorithms on the Unit
Simplex
Simplicial variable dimension algorithms to compute fixed points on the
unit simplex were initiated by Kuhn in [98]. Kuhn's variable dimension
algorithm subdivides the unit simplex according to the Q-triangulation
and starts at one of vertices of the unit simplex. It generates a se-
quence of adjacent simplices with varying dimension and terminates
as soon as an approximate solution is yielded. If the accuracy is not
good enough, one can restart Kuhn's variable dimension algorithm at
one of the vertices of the unit simplex with a finer simplicial subdivi-
sion.  However, it is obvious that Kuhn's algorithm loses all information
about the location of a solution obtained in the previous implementa-
tion when restarting. To overcome this drawback, van der Laan and
Talman originated a new generation of simplicial variable dimension
algorithms on the unit simplex in [108].  Van der Laan and Talman's
variable dimension algorithm also subdivides the unit simplex accord-
ing to the Q-triangulation, but it can start at an arbitrary grid point.
Van der Laan and Talman's algorithm leaves this grid point along one
out of n+1 different rays.  It also generates a sequence of adjacent
simplices with varying dimension and terminates in case that an ap-
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proximate solution is obtained.  If the accuracy is not high enough,
one can restart the algorithm at the grid point closest to the approx-
imate solution obtained in the previous implementation. In this way
the algorithm becomes efficient. However, the (n + 1)-ray variable di-
mension algorithm of van der Laan and Talman in [108] can only be
used to compute fixed points or zero points on the unit simplex. To
compute stationary points, van der Laan, Talman and Van der Heyden
in [122] generalized that algorithm. Also the Q-triangulation under-
lies this algorithm.   In  [25]  Doup and Talman proposed  the  (n +  1)-
ray variable dimension algorithm to compute stationary points on Sn,
based on the more efficient V-triangulation. Also other variable dimen-
sion algorithms based on the V-triangulation have been proposed. The
(2n+1- 2)-ray variable dimension method was introduced by Doup, van
der Laan and Talman in [29] and the 2-ray variable dimension method
by  Doup and Talman  in  [26].   For a survey  of all these variable dimen-
sion methods on the unit simplex, we refer  to  Doup  [24]. The simplicial
subdivisions of the unit simplex that underlie all these algorithms are
the Q-triangulation or the V-triangulation. Both these triangulations
are based on the Ki-triangulation of R':.  As was seen in Chapter 4, the
Di-triangulation of Rn is superior to the Ki-triangulation according to
measures of efficiency such as the number of simplices, the diameter,
and the average directional density. Therefore, it is significant to be
able to apply  the Dl -triangulation to variable dimension algorithms  on
the unit simplex. Since it is not straightforward to incorporate the
Dl-triangulation in variable dimension algorithms on the unit simplex,
in this chapter we consider  how   the Dl -triangulation  can be adapted
for use in the variable dimension methods mentioned above on the
unit simplex. A version of the Dl-triangulation is proposed such that
it induces similarly to the Dl-triangulation a simplicial subdivision of
each of the subsets, into which a variable dimension algorithm subdi-
vides the unit simplex. One can incorporate this version directly in all
known variable dimension methods on the unit simplex. It is expected
that the cost of computation can be reduced when using versions of
the Dl-triangulation instead of the Ki-triangulation. This chapter is
organized as follows. Section 1 introduces the new version of the Dl-
triangulation, called the Dul-triangulation. Section 2 gives the pivot
rules of the Dul-triangulation. Section 3 and 4 describe how to apply
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this triangulation to the (n + 1)-ray and the (2n+1 - 2)-ray variable
dimension methods on the unit simplex, respectively. This chapter is
based on Dang and Talman's [18].
6.1 The Dul-Ttiangulation
The Dul-triangulation is based on the Di-triangulation of lin intro-
duced in Chapter 4. The Dui-triangulation will be used as the underly-
ing simplicial subdivision for variable dimension algorithms on the unit
simplex.
Let a positive integer m be given and let N denote the index set
{1,2, · · · , n}.  Furthermore, let us define the set Cn(m) by
an(m)={z€Irlmkxlkx22- kxn20 ·
The Dvl-triangulation subdivides simplicially the set Cn(m). The sim-
plices of this triangulation can be represented by some specilic vector
y, permutation x, sign vector s, and integer p.  Let D denote the set
ly E (n(m) lall components of y are even}.
Takey€D.Let 1 5 h s n b e t h e integer such that for j=1,2, · · · ,h,
it holds that Ym,+1 = Ym,+k for k= 2,3,···, nj, and for j = 1,2, · · · ,h-
1, it holds that Ym,+nj > ym,+1+1, where ml =O,n A=n-m A, and
mj -1- nj = mj+1 for j = 1,2, ···,/: - 1.
Take a sign vectors= (81,82, ...,sn)T such that
Sm,+1 = · · · = Sm,+k, =1
and
Sm,tk,+1 - " ' = Smj+n, - -1
for j  =  1,2, · · · ,h, where  ki  -  0  if yl  =  m,  kb  =  nh  if Yn  =  0,  and
0 5  4  5 nj for j =  1,2, · · · ,h.
Forl   s  j  S  h  and   1  5  k  S   kj,  let the n-vector 9(mj  +  k) be given  by
f I   i f m j t l s i s m j t k,
9,(mj t k) = 0 otherwise,
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for i=1.2, · · · ,n.
For 1 5  j  5  h  and  kj +1 5  k  S nj, let the n-vector g(mj +k) be given
by
f  -1   i f m j t k s i s m i t nj,
9,(mj + k) = < O0 otherwise,
for i=1,2, · · · ,n.
Take an integer p such that 0 5 P S n-land if h=land ki  - O o r n
then p = 0.
Finally, take a permutation T of the elements of N such that for 1 5
j Sh,
lr-1(mj +1) > lr-1(mj +2) > · · · > ir-1(mj + kj)
and
T-1(mj +k j+1) < r-1(mj + k j +2) < · · · < T-1(mj + nj)
and when p 2 1, there exists no 1 5-j s h such that m j t l s lr(k) S
mj +k j for all P S k s n o r m i t k i t l s lr(k) S m j t n j f o r all
PSksn.
For i=1,2, · · · ,n, let u: denote the i-th unit vector in Rn.
Definition 6.1.1.  For the vector y, the permutation :r, the sign vector
s, and the number p given as above, the vectors yo, yl, . . ., yn are given
as follows.
If p = 0, then yo = y and
yk =y + 9(71.(k)),  k=1,2, · · · ,n.
I f p 2 1, then y o=y+s,
1/k - yk-1 - s'r(k)11=(k), A:= 1,2,···,p- 1, and
yk = y +g(,r(k)), k =p,p + 1,·. ·,n.
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Let yo, yi, . . ., yn be obtained from the above definition.  Then it is
obvious that they are affinely independent. Thus their convex hull is
a simplex with vertices yo, vi, 0 .., yn.  Let us denote this simplex by
Dvi (Y, ir, s, p).  Let Dvi be the set of simplices Dvl(Y, lr, 8, p)  for  all
y, r, 8, and p given as above. We will show that Dul is a simplicial
subdivision of Cn(m).
For the given y and 8 as above, let a be defined by a = El=i aj, where
ai -  2
if 0  <  kj  <  ns,
1 otherwise,
for j=1,2, · · · ,h.
For the given y, x, 8, and p as above, let
rj =j{mj t k   l s k s ks} n {x(k) I l s k f l p-1}1
and
qj =1 {mj t k l k j t l s k s nj} n {gr(k) I l s k s p-1}1
for j=1,2, · · · ,h.
Lemma 6.1.2. The union of all a € Dvi is equal to Cn(m).
Proof. Clearly, every 0 € Dul is a subset of Cn(m). Let x e Cn(m)
be arbitrary. Then x E Dvi (11, lr, 8, p) with y, r, s, and p determined
as follows.
Take the vector y equal to
f  l=d + 1  if Lzi] is odd and l=d < m,
yi = <  l=d - 1  if l=i] is odd and lx,J = m,
I lz,j otherwise,
for i=1,2, · · · ,n and the sign vector s equal to
f  -1    if lx,]  is odd and  lx,]  < m
Si - C or l=,1 is even and lx,j = m,
( 1  otherwise,
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for i =  1,2, · · · ,n.  It is obvious that y  ED.  Take the permutation T
such that
8,(1) Z (1) - yur(1)) 5 Sur(2)(Z%(2) - 14(2)  5' - '5 8%(n) ZT(n) - Yw(n) 
and for 1 5 j s h,
lr-1(mj +1) > gr-1(mj +2) > · · · > lr-1(mj + kj)
and
T-1(mj +k j+1) < 7r-1(mj +k j +2) < · · · < Mr-1(mj + nj).
Suppose o = l. Then take p = O. Now, let yo = y and
yk =y+9(T(k)),  k -1,2, · · · ,n,
and if 81 = 1, let
A =1- 31(Xi - yl),
dl = Sn<Zn - yn ,
 2 - Sn-1(Zn-1 - Yn-1  - Sn(Zn - Yn ,
A = 31(21 - Yl  - 82(Z2 - 72 ,
and  if 31  -  -1,  let
Bo-1- sn(xn - Yn),
01 - 31(zi - yi),
 2 - 82(Z2 - 72  - 81(21 - Yl ,
A = Sn Zn - yn  - Sn-l In-1 - Yn-1 •




z E Dul CY, 7r, S, 1)).
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When a = n, the proof is the same as that of Lemma 4.1.3.
Now suppose that 1<a<n. For 1 5 j s h, let
. Smj+1 Zmj+1 - ymj+1  t Smjtn, Zmjtn,  - ymitnj  
if aj = 2,
Sm,+1 Zm,+1 - Ym,+1 11] = < if aj = 1 and smj+1 = 1,
Sm,+n, (Xmjtnj - Ymitnj  
if aj = 1 and sm,+1 - -1.
Let B = El=i Bj·
Suppose that B S l.  Take p - 0 and let yo = y and
yk -y+g(T(k)),  k -1,2, · · · ,n.
For 1 S k En,let
'  ST(k) (X'r(k) - 1/gr(k))
if x(k) = mj + kj and kj 2 1 or x(k) =
mjtks +l and kj S nj- 1 for somel s j S h,
A  =  c    S,r(k) (Zx(k)  - 1/T(k)   -  S,r(k)+1  Z (k)+1  - 14(k)+1 
if 1 5 x(k) -m j<k j for some 1 19 j s h,
S,r(k) (=T(k)  - ygr(k))  -  Sur(k)-1 (Zir(k)-1  - Ygr(k)-1  
ifkjtl<,r(k)-mj Snjfor somelsjsh,
and let 0 0=1-p.  Then it is clear that Bk 2 0 for all k, E -0 B k=l,
and
Z =    kyk.
k=0
Thus
z €  Dul (Y, ir, 8,1)).
Now suppose B  >  l.  Let pmas denote the largest I  SPS n -1  such
that there exists no 1 5 j s h such that mj +1 5 gr(k) S m j t k j for
allpsksnormjtkitlsgr(k) Smjtnj forallpsksn. Next
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we show that we can take the integer p, 1 5 p s pmar, such that the
following system has a nonnegative solution,
130          S (1)(Z,r(1) - 1/,r(1)),
01            Sur(2) (X'r(2) - Y,r(2)  - S'r(1) (ZMr(1) - 11,(1)),
 P-2 S,r(P-1)(Z*(p-1) - Ygr(p-1))
- 8,r(p-2) (Z*(P-2) - Ygr(p-2) ,
Pp-1 -S (p-1)(Zir(p-1) - y,(p-1))
+ (Ilip A,(9 - 1)/(c(p) - 1),
.
8:r(k) (XS(k) - 1/,(k)) - Ss(k)+1 (Z (k)+1 - 11*(k)+1  if 1 5 x(k)- mj < kj - rj for some l sj s h,
Sjr(k) (Z,(k) - Ygr(k) ) - (E;=p AT(i) - 1)/(c(p) - 1)
A       <           if 15 x(k) - mj = kj - rj
or ks t q j t l= ,r(k) -m j S n j for some 1 5 j S h,
8,r(k)  Z:r(k)  - Yir(k))  -  Sgr(k)-1 (Z'r(k)-1  -  Y,r(k)-1  
ifkjtqjtl <sr(k)-mis nj for somel s j S h,
for k = p,p + 1,· · ·,n, where for i = p,· · ·,n,
* 0                                ifl < gr(i)-mj 5 kj -rj
orkjtqj-1-15 x(i)-mj <nj
for some 1 5 j s h,
X49 = c  Sm,+1(Xm,+1 - Ym,+1 if 1 = gr(i) - mj S kj - rj
for some 1<j s h,
Smj+nj (Z'n,+n,  - ym,+n, )    if kj  t q i + 15  lr(i) -m j  =  nj
for some 1 5 j s h,
and
h
Ap) = E C,(p)
j=1
With
(   0     if rs  -  kj  and  qj  -  nj  -  kj,
cj(p) =   2   ifrj<kjandqj< nj - kj,1 otherwise,
for j=1,2, · · · ,h.
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If Bp-1 2 0 in case p = Pmar, it is clear that Bk 2 0 for all k, and wetake
p equal to pmax· Otherwise, since B > l, there exists 1 5 Po 5 Pmas - 1
such that
0 5   -sir(po-1)(ZT(po-1) - 1/f(po-1))
+(ELpo A,r(i) - 1)/(c(po) - 1)
and
0 >   -ST(PO)(Z,r(po) - 71(PO) 
+(Et=po+i Agr(i) - 1)/(c(po + 1) - 1),
and hence,
n
ST(po)(=T(po) - YT(po)) - (E 1%(i) - 1)/(c(po) -1)2 0.
i=pO
Thus, if p = po  then #;:  2  0 for all k.  We take p equal to po. Obviously,
Et=oA =l. Let yo=yta,fork= 1,2,-.·,p- 1, let
yk - yk-1 - 8*(k)UT(k),
and  for  k =p,p+ 1, · · · ,n, let
yk =7+ 9(,r(k)).
We easily obtain that z = EX=o Bkyk. Therefore,
Z €  Dul (V, 71 , 8, p).
From the above conclusions, the lemma follows immediately.
END
Lemma  6.1.3.  For 01  and 02  in  Dul, the intersection of al  and  02  is
either a common face of both al and 02 or empty.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 4.1.4.
END
Theorem 6.1.4.  D 1 is a triangulation of Cn(m).







Figure 6.1: The Dul-triangulation of Cn(m) for n=3 and m=2.
theorem follows immediately.
END
This simplicial subdivision is called the Dul-triangulation of Cn(m).
The Dvi-triangulation of Cn(m) is illustrated in Figure 6.1 for n=3
and m = 2.
The Dul-triangulation of Cn(m) is such that the set Cn(m) is subdi-
vided into simplices according to the Dl-triangulation of Rn with grid
size m-1 except along the boundary of Cn(m). Moreover, contrary to
the Ti-triangulation introduced in Chapter 5, every t-dimensional face
of Cn(m) is also simplicially sudivided according to the Dl-triangulation
of Rt,lstfin-1. Therefore, the Dul-triangulation of Cn(m) is su-
perior to other triangulations of this set according to the conclusions
in Chapter 4.
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6.2 Pivot Rules of the Dul-Triangulation
Let a = Dvi (y, lr, s, p)  be a simplex of the Dul-triangulation of Cn(m)
with vertices yo, vi, . .., yn. We want to obtain the parameters of the
Simplex  8   =   Dvi (9, *,3, P) sharing  with   a the facet opposite  to  the
vertex yi,i€{0,1,···, n}, of a, in case that this facet of a does not lie
in the boundary of Cn(m). In Table 6.2.1, we show how 9, *, 5 and
p depend on y, r, s, p and i. From this table, it is easy to obtain each
vertex of 8, and in particular the vertex opposite to the facet shared
with c.
In this table, lr* and p* denote that if, for some 1 5 j s h,
1 S x(k) - mj S k j for k=n-1,n
or
kjtls-,r(k)-,74 5 fijfor k=n-1,n,
then
r* = (r(1), · · · , r(n - 2), x(n), x(n - 1))
and
' k   if there exists 1 5 k s n-2 such that 1 5 'r(1)-mjskj
for all k<l s n and x(k) doesn't or
p* = <       kj +1571 (1) - mj< fij
for allk<isnand x(k) doesn't,
0 otherwise;
otherwise, 7r* - T and p* = p, where h,  j, kj, and fij satisfy that
for  j  =  1,2, · · · ,h, it holds  that  9-m,+1  =  #mj+k  for  k  =  2,3,···, fij,
and  for  j  =   1,2, · · · ,h -  1, it holds  that 9mjtnj > Ym,·+iti, where
7711 = 0, nA = 71 - 7YlA, ancl ;Tzj -1- iij = Inj+1 for j = 1,2,···,h - 1,
and  for  j   =   1,2,· · · ,h, it holds  that  smj+1   =   · · ·   =   sm +4_ =   1   and
3 +4+1 = · · · = amj+,j= -1, where ki =O i f 9 1=m,a n d 4 - iiA if
 n - 0.
Table 6.2.1(1). The Pivot Rules of the Dvi-Triangulation
i          p                                                                       9                  8                  R                               p
a = 1,st = 1 V i=m-1 BD(1)
otherwise y + 2slul s - 2slul T n-1
0           0 0=1,s i= -1 y + 2snun    s - 2snun x n-1
0 2 2                                             y               s               X                          ptl
0         1                                                                  y                S                sr                            p-1
yir(1) = 0 or m   BD(2)
0 p22 otherwise          y               s- 23,r(1)    x                          p
Ur(1)
1 Si 0 1 5 x(i)-mj=kj yx(i) = 0 or m    BD(3)
<n orkj+1= otherwise         y              s- 23,(i)    T                         P            8
x(i) - mj S nj for ur(i  
somelsjsh
otherwise BD(4)
for some 1 5 j s h, BD(5)
lsi 15 lr(k) -.mj S kj
<P fork=i,i+lor
-1 k j t l s r(k)-mj
<n j for k=i,i t l
otherwise                                                  y                   s                   (sr(1),..., gr(i + 1),    p
lr(i),..., ir(n))
i=P P22                     y     s     x          p-1
-1
Table 6.2.1(2). The Pivot Rules of the Dvi-Triangulation
ip       91*  B
for some 1 5 j s h, i<nand either    y + 2s,(n) s - 23,r(n) (gr(1),..., Mr(p - 1),
1 5 lr(k)-mj S k j    14(n) 0 m-1 UT(n) U (n) X(i), n-1forpsksn or 8,(n) 0 1 x(p),..., r(i -  1),
and k# i ,r(i + 1),..., x(n))
orkjtls i=n and either y+ 23,(n-1)     8-23 (n-1)     (ir(1),..., lr(p -1),    n-1
ir(k) -m j S n j for    V,(n-1) #m-1 uT(n-1) uv(n- 7r(n),
PSksn or 3,(n-1) 0 1 lr(p),..., lr(n -  1))
andk#i otherwise BD(6)
P s i     1 S p     for somel S j s h,                                        7                         3                          (gr(1),..., r(p -1),     p t l             I
Sn <n-   15 x(i)-mj-kj
r(i), *(p),...,                              E
1          -rj or kj + qj + 1 x(i- 1),
= ir(i) - mj 5 nj :r(i  +  1),..., lr(n))
otherwise BD(7)
i=n-1 and y + 234n) s - 2s,r(n)       x
either UT(n) Ux(n)
&(n) 0 m-1
15P or sr(n) 961
= n- i = n and either    y + 2sir(n-1)    s - 2sir(n- 1)    gr'                              p*




6.3   The (n + 1)-Ray Variable Dimension
Method Based on the Dul-Triangulation
In this section   we   deal   with   how   to   use   the Dvl -triangulation  in   the
(n + 1)-ray method proposed by Doup and Talman in [25].  Let f :
Sn -6 I/+1 be continuous on Sn. Our purpose is to find a stationary
point of f in Sn, i.e., a point x* in Sn such that (z - z*).rf(Z*) 5 0 for
all  z  €  Sn.
Let No denote the index  set  {0,1,···,n}.   For i  =  0,1, · · · ,n,  let  u,
denote  the  i-th unit vector  in  Rn+1. Take arbitrarily an interior point
Zo € Sn as an initial point. For T C No, let us define the set A(T) by
ACT) .  = €S n    x=Z o t ZieT Ai(u' _ Zo),   1 Ai20foralli€T
and the set Sn(T) by
Sn(T) = {z € Sn l xi = O for all i 0 T}.
It is obvious that the dimension of A(T) is equal to t, where t is equal to
ITI.  Let H be a nonempty subset of No.  Then the orthogonal projection
vector of zo on Sn(H), v(H), is defined by
f o                                    ifi ¢H,vi(H) = <l  x,9 + (1 - Ii€Hz;)/IHI    if i €H,
for i=0,1, · · · ,n.  When H i s empty, it is conventional that v(H) = zo.
For a permutation 7(T) = (7(1),7(2), · · · , 7(t)) of elements of T, let us
define the set A(7(T)) by
A(7(T))=  x G Sn  x . ao + Ei=i Xjwj,             12 2122 -,21:20 '
where
wl = U({7(1),···,7(t)}) -z o
and
Wj = v({7(1), · · · ,7(t -j t 1)}) - u({7(1), · · · ,7(t -j + 2)})
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Figure 6.2: The sets A(7(T)) in Sn for n  - 2 and zo =  (1/3,1/3,1/3)T.
for j  =  2, · · · ,t.   The sets A(7(T)) in Sn,TCNo, are illustrated in
Figure 6.2 for n =2 and zo = (1/3,1/3,1/3)T.
Then it is clear that A(7(T)) is t-dimensional and A(T) is the union
of A(7(T)) over all permutations 7(T) of the elements in T.  Let W
denote the (n + 1) x t matrix with the i-th column equal to wi for
i=  1,2, · · · ,t.  Then
A(7(T)) = , zo + m-1Wx I x€ Ct(m). .
This means that A(7(T)) is homeomorphic to Ct(m). Thus the Dul-
triangulation of Ct(m) induces a simplicial subdivision of A(7(T)) after
the same transformation. It is denoted by Dvi(7(T)). It can easily be
seen that the union of Dul (7(T)) over all permutations of the elements
in T is a simplicial subdivision of A(T). It is written as Dvi (T). There-
fore, we obtain a simplicial subdivision of Sn with grid size m-1 by
taking the union  of Dvl (T)  over all T C  No  with  ITI = n.
For a nonempty T C No with t = ITI, a k-simplex a with vertices zo,
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zi, . . . , zk, for k t-l o r t,i s called T-complete if the system of n+2
linear equations
A" (It'  } , E,5 (.0, }-,(O)-(0)j*T
has a solution (A, p, B)T such that A, 2 0 for i=0,1, · · · ,k, and pj 2 0
for j /T, where u is the (n + 1)-vector with all components equal to
one. A T-complete simplex a is complete if for every x € a, zj = 0 for
all j 0 T.
Starting at zo, the (n + 1)-ray variable dimension method generates a
sequence  of adj acent T-complete t-simplices in A(T) for varying sets T
until a complete simplex is found.  Such a simplex yields an approximate
stationary point of f on Sn. As follows, we describe the steps of the
algorithm in case the simplicial subdivision of each set A(7(T)) is based
on the Dvl-triangulation with some given grid size m-1.
The (n+ 1)-Ray Variable Dimension Method Based on the Dvl-
Triangulation:
Initialization: Let k denote the unique index such that
fk(zo) = max f,(Zo).Osjsn
Set T = {k}, t - 1, and 7(T) = (k). Set y = 0, ir = (1), 8 - 1, and
p = O. Further, set zo = zo and To . Izo . Finally, set r = 0.
Step 1: Let ar be the simplex in Dul (7(T)) corresponding to the sim-
plex
Dvi (11,71',3, p).
Thus Tr is a facet of ar. Let z+ denote the vertex of ar opposite
to Tr·  Perform a linear programming step with (f(z+), 1)T in the
system of linear equations
 " ('Cz,) ) '' " (., ) - , ( : ) - ( : ) .
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If some Bc becomes zero then set zt = z+ and go to Step 2;
otherwise, some Acl becomes zero, then set z- = zd and zd = z+,
and go to Step 3.
Step 2: If No -T U {c}, then ar is complete and the algorithm ter-
minates; otherwise, perform the following increasing dimension
procedure. Set T,+1 - a r and r -r+1.  Set T=T U {c},
7(T) = (7(1), ·     , 7(t),c),
Yi = yi-1  and si = si-1 for i=t t l, · · · ,2,Y l - Y 2 and 81 = 82,
set p=p t l i f lr-1 (1) S p-1, set
T = (,r(1)+1, · · · , x(,r-1(1)-1)+1,2,1, :r(f-1(1)+1)+1, · · · , T(t)+1)
in case sl = 1, and set
T = (,r(1)+1,···,x(gr-1(1)-1)+1,1,2, gr(lr-1(1)+1)+1,···,T(t)+1)
in case 31 - -1. Finally, set t=t t l and go to Step 1.
Step 3: Let yi be the vertex of Dul(Y, 7r, 8, p) corresponding to the
vertex Z-.   Set T,+1 equal to the facet of ar OPPosite  to the vertex
z- and set r=r+1. Consider Table 6.2.1. If one of the cases
BD(j),  j  =  1,2, · · · ,8, occurs,  then  Tr  lies  in the boundary of
A(7(T)).
1. When one of the cases BD(1), BD(2) and Y (1) = m, BD(3)
and y,(i) = m, BD(6), or BD(8) occurs, then Tr is a complete
simplex and the algorithm terminates.
2. When one of the cases both BD(2) and y,(1) = 0 or both
BD(3) and yx (i) = 0 occurs, set
7(T) = (7(2),7(1), ···,7(t)),
and go to Step 1.
3. When one of the case both BD(4) and either gr(1) = 1 and
81 = 1 or r(i) = 2 and 82 - -1 or the case both BD(7) and
either x(1) = 1 and si = 1 or x(i) = 2 and 32 = -1 occurs,
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then set K = 7(t), T = T\ {7(t)}, yj - yj+1 and sj = sj+1
for j  =  2, · · · ,t - 1,  gr(j)  =  lr(j) -  1  if x(j)  96  1  or  2  for
j < max{r-1(1),T-1(2)},
lr(min{,r-1(l),ur-1(2)}) = 1,
r(j-1) = gr(j) -1 for max {7r-1(l), T-1(2)}  <j  St, t =
t - 1, and go to Step 4.
4.  When the case both BD(5) and either lr(i) = l or x(itl) = 1
occurs, then set  x = 7(t), T = T\ {7(t) }, yj  = y,+1 and
sj = 85+1 for j=2, · · · ,t-1, T(j) = lr(j) -1  if gr(j) 0  l  or
2 for j < max {lr-1(1), T-1(2)},
71 (min · 7r-1(1), lr-1(2) ) = 1,
7r(j -1) = lr(j) -1 for max {,r-1(1),lr-1(2)}  <j  S t,p=
p-l, t=t-l, and goto Step 4.
5. When one of the cases 1) BD(4) and neither gr(i) = 1 and
81 = 1 nor lr(i) = 2 and 82 - -1 and 2) BD(7) and neither
;r(i) = 1 and 81 = 1 nor ;r(i) = 2 and 32 - -1 occurs, then
set
7(T) = (7(1),        , 7(t - lr(i) + 2),7(t - Mr(i) + 1),···,7(t))
if  8,(i)  =  1,  and
7(T) = (7(1),        , 7(t - lr(i) + 3),7(t - lr(i) + 2),···,7(t))
if s,r(i) = -1, and go to Step 1.
6. When BD(5) and both r(i) 4 1 and T(i + 1) 0 1 occurs,
then set
7(T) = (7(1), ···,7(t - T(i) + 3),7(t - gr(i) + 2),···,7(t))
if  sx(i)  =  1,  and
7(T) = (7(1),        , 7(t - lr(i) + 2),7(t - lr(i) + 1), ···,7(t))
if s,(i) = -1, and go to Step 1.
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When none of the cases BD(j), j=1,2, · · · ,8, occurs, set y=y,
T = * ,s=3, and p=p according to Table 6.2.1, and go to
Step 1.
Step 4:  Set ar equal to Tr and perform a linear programming step with
(u", 0)-r in the system of linear equations
E„(f(1)  )+    S    "(.O)-Bl, -(1)
/U\_(0)
J=0 ,       jeT,,+A
If some Pc becomes zero then go to Step 2; otherwise, some Ad
becomes zero, then set z- =z d and zi = zi+1 for i =d, - · . ,1-1,
and go to Step 3.
Assuming nondegeneracy in each linear programming step, the algo-
rithm terminates in Step 2 or in Case 1 of Step 3 within a finite
number of iterations with some complete simplex a. Let zo, zi, ..., zk,
be the vertices of a  and  let  (A-, B-, B-).r  be the corresponding solution
of the linear system, then =1 = Ef o A;zj lies in a since A; 2 0 for all j
and El, A;  =  1. The vector xi  can be considered as an approximate
stationary point of f on Sn in the sense that (z - xi)Tf-(Zi) 5 0 for all
x in Sn, where f-(=1) = Efo A-f(zi) is the piecewise linear approxima-
tion of f at xi with respect to the Dvi-triangulation. If the accuracy
of approximation at zl is not satisfactory, then the (n + 1)-ray method
can be restarted at xi for some larger m. We remark that the steps of
the algorithm are similar in case zo (or zl) lies in the boundary of Sn.
6.4  The (211+1 - 2)-Ray Variable Dimen-
sion 1\/Iethod Based on the Dvi-Triang-
ulation
In this section we consider how to use the Du1-triangulation in the
(2*+1 - 2)-ray variable dimension method proposed by Doup, van der
Laan and Talman in [29]. This algorithm is able to find a stationary
point of f on Sn only when f is a complementary function. Let f :
Sn _0 Rn+1 be continuous on Sn such that z.rf(z) = 0 for all z € Sn,
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i.e., f is a complementary function on Sn. Our purpose is to find a
point z* in Sn such that f(z·) 5 0. Let No denote the index set
{0,1,···,n}.    For i  =  0,1, · · · ,n,  let u: denote  the  i-th unit vector
in  IT+1. Take arbitrarily  zo   €   Sn   as an initial point. Let Hbea
nonempty proper subset of No and let
Sn(H) = {z € Sn 1 xj = O for all j 0 H} .
Set Ho = •[j €H I x; = 0}.  Then the projection vector of zo on Sn(H),
v(H), is defined by
f 0                                          ifi *H,
14(H) =    (1 - Ej€H z,9)/(Ej€H x  + IHol)   if i €Ho,=9(1 + 'Hol)/(Ej€H x9 + 'Hol) otherwise,
for i=0,1, · · · ,n.  When H i s empty, we define v(H) = zo.
Let 9 -  (90,91, ···,9*)T  be a sign vector such that gi  €  {-1,0, +1}  for
i = 0,1,· · ·,n. Let I-(g) = {i € No I gi = -1}, Io(g) = {i € No l gi = 0}
and I+(g) = {i €No l gi = +1}. For a sign vector g such that both
I+(g) and {i € I-(g) 1 =9 > 0} are nonempty, we define
Zk/z  =l t a i f k€ I+(g) and x2 >0,
B S xk/Zo Sltaif k €Ii(g) and =2>0,
B = xk/=2 if k € I-(g) and x2 > 0,
A(g)= <z €Sn Zk = a if k €I+(g) and z = 0, >.
0 5 xk 5 a if k € Io(g) and x2 = 0,
0  -  zk  if  k  €  I-(g)  and  x   =  0,
with 0 5 B 5 1 5 1 t a
It is obvious that A(g) is a t-dimensional polyhedron with t  =   Io(g)  +1
and that Sn is equal to the union of A(9) over all the sign vectors g
such that 1Io(g)1 =n-1.I n addition, let ko =0 and let 7(9) =
(ki,k2,    0'ki-1) be a permutation of the t-1 elements in Io(g).  Then
we define
/1(g, 7(9)) = <x€S n   Z=z o + E;=1 Xjwjwith 0 5 At E. -6 1 1 6 1   b
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where wi = u(I+(g) U {ki, · · ·,4-1}) - Zo and
toi = u(I+(g) U {ki,...,ki-j}) - u(I+(g) U {ki, · · · , kt-j+i})
for j  =  2, · · · ,t.   Then it is clear that A(g, 7(9)) is t-dimensional and
that A(g) is the union of A(g, 7(9)) over all permutations 7(9)  of the
elements in Io(g).  Let P be the (n + 1) x t-matrix with the i-th column
equal to w' for i=1,2, · · · ,t.  Then
A(g, 7(9)) =  zo + m-ipx I x€ C,(m) .
This means that A(9, 7(g)) is homeomorphic to Ct(m). Thus the Dvl-
triangulation induces a simplicial subdivision of A(g, 7(g)), which is de-
noted by Dv1(9,7(9))· Moreover, as can easily be shown, the union of
Dvi (9' 7(g)) over all permutations of the elements in Io(g) is a simplicial
subdivision of A(g). We write it as Dvi(g)· Finally, a simplicial subdi-
vision of Sn with grid size m-1 is obtained by taking the union of Dvi (9)
over all sign vectors g such that both I+(g) and {i E I-(g) 1 ZY > 0}
are nonempty.
For x € Rn+ 1 , let the sign vector of z be defined by
sgn(z)  = (sgnO(z), sgnl(z),·-· ,sgnn(X)).r,
where
C  -1   if xi < 0,
sgnicz)
=1 0 if xi = 0,tl   if xi = tl,
for i=0,1, · · · ,n.
For a given sign vector g with t = 1/o(g)1 + 1, a k-simplex a with
vertices zo, zi,..., zk, for k=t-l o r t,i s called g-complete if the
(n + 2)-system of linear equations
  A l  (,Clz,)   )-     E     "g,  (u''   )  -   (:  )
jiIO(9)
has a nonnegative solution (A, p)T.
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Starting at zo with g = sgn(/(zo)), the (2*+1 - 2)-ray variable dimen-
sion method generates a sequence of adjacent g-complete t-simplices in
A(9) with g-complete common facets for varying sign vectors g until an
approximate solution has been found. Below we describe the steps of
the algorithm in case the simplicial subdivision of each set A(g, 7(9))
is  based  on the D 1-triangulation with some given grid  size m-1.
The (2n+1 - 2)-Ray Variable Dimension Method Based on the
Dul-Triangulation:
Initialization: Without loss of generality we assume that fi(zo) 0 0
for all i. Set g = sgn(f(z°)) and t=1. S e t y=0,7 r= (1),s=land
p = O. Further, set zo = zo and To = Izo' . Finally, set r = 0.
Setp   1:   Let   ar   be the simplex  in   Dvi (9,7(9)) corresponding  to   the
simplex
Dvi (Y, 7r, 8, p).
Thus Tr is a facet of ar• Let z+ denote the vertex of ar opposite
to Tr·  Perform a linear programming step with (f(z+), 1)1. in the
system of linear equations
t-1         /  f(zj) \ (uj)  /0\
Ext l    1    J -  E  Fig, l  o  ) = l 1 ) I/ jQEIOG)
If some Pc becomes zero, then set zt = z+ and go to Step 2;
otherwise, some Act becomes zero, then set z- = zd and zd = z+
and go to Step 3.
Step 2: When I+(g) = {c} or <j € I-(g) I x  > 0  = {c}, ar yields
an approximate solution ana the algorithm terminates; otherwise
perform the following increasing dimension procedure.  Set Tr+1 =
ar and r=r t l. When c€ I+(g), set gc =0,
7(9) = (c, kl,      , kt-1),
Yt+1 =0, 81+1 =1,i f p=0 then set
x = (1+1, T(1), · · · , T(t)),
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and if p 2 1 then set
;r = (t +1, lr(1), · · · , gr(t))
and p=p t l. When c€ I-(g), set gc =0,
7(9) = (kl, ···,kt-1,c),
1/i - 1/i-1  and si = 81-1 for i=t t 1, · · · ,2, 3/1 = yy and 81  = 82,
p=p t l i f x-1(1) S p-1,
T = (Mr(1)+1, ···,gr(,r-1(1)-1)+1,2,1, sr(x-1(1)+1)+1, · · · , Mr(t)+1)
in  case  81   -  1,  and
'r - (lr(1)+1,···, lr(,r-1(1)-1)+1,1,2, gr(gr-1(1)+1)+1,···, gr(t)+1)
in case 81 - -1. Set t=t t l, and go to Step 1.
Step 3: Let yi be the vertex of Dul (Y, T, 8, p) corresponding to the
vertex z-. Set Tr+1 equal to the facet of ar OPP0site to the vertex
z- and r=r+1. Consider Table 1.  If one of the cases BD(j),
j=1,2, · · · ,8, occurs, then Tr lies in the boundary of A(9,7(9))
1. When one of the cases BD(1), BD(2) and y«1) = m, BD(3)
and yx(,) = m, BD(6), or BD(8) occurs, then Tr yields an
approximate solution and the algorithm terminates.
2. When the case both BD(2) and yx(1) - 0 occurs, then set
A - ki, gki - tl, kj = kj+ifor j= 1,2,· · ·,t- 2,
Mr = (T(2), x(3), ···,gr(t)),
p=p-l, andt=t-l, and goto Step 4.
3. When the case both BD(3) and yT(,) = 0 occurs, then set
F - ki, gki = tl, A:j = kj+1 for j - 1,2, · · · ,t-2,
r = (x(2), x(3),···, 11 (t)),
and t=t-1, and go to Step 4.
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4. When either the case both BD(4) and either x(i) = 1 and
sl = 1 or lr(i) = 2 and 82 = -1 or the case both BD(7) and
either 7r(i) = 1 and 81 = 1 or,r(i) = 2 and 32 = -1 occurs,
then set K = ki-1, 94-1 = -1, Yj = yj+1 and sj = sj+i
for j  =  2, · · · ,t-1,  71.(j)  =  lr(j) -1  if T(j)  0  l or 2  for
j < max{T-1(1),T-1(2)},
lr(min <,r-1(1),gr-1(2) ) = 1,
T(j-1)= gr(j) -1 for max {7r-1(1), lr-1(2)}  <j St, and
t=t- 1, and go to Step 4.
5.  When the case both BD(5) and either,r(i) = l or,r(itl) = 1
occurs, then set K = kt-1, gk,_1 = -1, yj = yj+1 and sj =
85+1 for j - 2, · · · ,t-1, lr(j) = lr(j) -1 i f ir(j) 0 1 o r 2 for
j < max{T-1(1),x-1(2)},
71 (min <,r-1(1),7r-1(2) ) = 1,
T(j-1) = 7rci) -1 for max {,r-1(1), T-1(2)} <j S t, P=
p-1, and t=t-1, and go to Step 4.
6. When one of the cases 1) BD(4) and neither ;r(i) = 1 and
81 = 1 nor r(i) = 2 and 82 = -1 and 2) BD(7) and neither
A(i) = 1 and 31 - 1 nor K(i) = 2 and 82 = -1 occurs, then
set
7(g) = (ki, ···,kt-,CO+i, ki-,(i), ···,kt-i)
if s,(i) = 1, and
7(g) = (ki, I. · , kt_gr(i)+2, kt-,r(i)+1, "I, ki-1)
if s,(i) = -1, and go to Step 1.
7. When BD(5) and both ir(i) 96 1 and x(i + 1) 0 1 occurs,
then set
7(9) = (ki, ···, kt-,(i)+21 kt-,(0+1, "I, kt-1)
if s,(i) =  1, and
7(9) = (ki,  ··,kt-=(4+1, ki-,(i), ···,kt-1)
if s,r(i) = -1, and go to Step 1.
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When none of the cases BD(j), j  =  1,2, · · · ,8, occurs,  then set
y= # ,l r= * ,s=3, and p= # according to Table 6.2.1, and go
to Step 1.
Step  4:  Set or equal to Tr and perform a linear programming step with
-9*(uA, 0)-r in the system of linear equations
t    / f(zj) \
, uj\ /O,
S X, l     1      1|  -       E.    Fig, l  0  '1  -  l  1   
itIo<910*A
If some Pc becomes zero, then go to Step 2; otherwise, some Ad
becomes zero, then set z- = zd and zi = zi+1 for i = d,· · ·,t - 1,
and go to Step 3.
Assuming nondegeneracy in each linear programming step, the al-
gorithm terminates within a finite number of iterations in Step 2 or
in Case 1 of Step 3 with some simplex a.  Let zo, zi, ..., zk, be the
vertices  of  a    and  let   (A*, f*)T   be the solution corresponding  to  the
linear system, then =1 - Ef=o A;zj lies in a since A; 2 0 for all j and
El=ox; = 1. The vector xi can be considered as an approximate com-
plementary point of f on Sn. If the accuracy of approximation is not
satisfactory, then the (2,1+1 - 2)-ray method can be restarted at xi for





Algorithms on the Euclidean
Space
Since van der Laan and Talman initiated the (n + 1)-ray variable di-
mension algorithm on the unit simplex, a number of variable dimension
algorithms on R for computing solutions of nonlinear equations have
been developed, such as the (n + 1)-ray variable dimension method pro-
posed by van der Laan and Talman in [113], the 2n-ray variable dimen-
sion method by van der Laan and Talman in [113], the 2n-ray variable
dimension method by Wright   in   [195],   the 2-ray variable dimension
method independently by Saigal in [155] and by Yamamoto in [196],
and the (3'1 - 1)-ray variable dimension method by Kojima and Ya-
mamoto in [96]. The simplicial subdivisions that underlie these variable
dimension algorithms are the A*-triangulation, the Ki-triangulation,
the Ji-triangulation, or the K'-triangulation of IT. However, as has
been seen in Chapter 4, the Dl-triangulation is superior to both the
Ki-triangulation and the Ji-triangulation according to measures of ef-
ficiency such as the number of simplices in a unit cube, the diameter,
and the average directional density. Since the efficiency of the K'-
triangulation according to these measures is the same as the one of the
Kl-triangulation, the Di-triangulation is also superior to that trian-
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gulation. Concerning the A--triangulation, it can only be used in the
(n + 1)-ray variable dimension method. However, this algorithm is far
from efficient, compared to the other variable dimension methods. We
refer to van der Laan and Seelen [107] and van der Laan and Talman
[116]. This also holds for the 2-ray variable dimension method. There-
fore, it is interesting to incorporate the Dl-triangulation in the variable
dimension algorithms other than the (n + 1)-ray and the 2-ray methods.
Since it is not straightforward to use the Dl-triangulation in variable
dimension algorithms on Rn except the 2n-ray and the 2-ray variable
dimension methods, in this chapter we deal with how to adapt the Dl-
triangulation in variable dimension algorithms  on   R':.    A new version
of the Dl-triangulation is proposed. It induces similarly to the Dl-
triangulation a simplicial subdivision of each of the subsets, into which
a variable dimension algorithm subdivides  Rn.    One can directly  use
this version in both the 2n-ray and the (3'1 - 1)-ray variable dimension
algorithms. It is expected that the cost of computation can be reduced
through using the Dl-triangulation in these variable dimension algo-
rithms. This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces the
new version of the Dl-triangulation, called the Dt,2-triangulation. Its
pivot rules are given in Section 2. We describe how to incorporate the
Di-triangulation in the 2n-ray variable dimension method in Section 3
and how to use the D 2-triangulation in the 2n-ray variable dimension
method in Section 4. This chapter is based on Dang and Talman's [17].
7.1 The Dv2-Triangulation
Let N denote the index set {1,2, ···,n}. Let
PVn i {x € Rn 'Z i Z x2, x3,  *I,z n 2 0 3
and
D = {y € Wn I all components of y are even}.
The new version of the Dl-triangulation, called the Du,-triangulation,
subdivides Wn into n-dimensional simplices.
Take y € D. Let I(y) and J(y) denote the sets
I(y) - {i€N l y l= Vi} and J(y)-{j€Nlyl>Yj}·
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Take a sign vector 8= (sl, 82,  *  ,sn)T such that for all i€N, if yi =0
then si = 1, and for all i € I(y), if 31 - -1 then 8, = -1. It is obvious
that if there exists i € I(y) with s, - 1 then sl = 1. Let
K(y, s) = {i € I(y) 1 3,- 1}.
Let i denote the number of elements in I(y) and h the number of
elements in K(y, s).  Take an integer p such that when h=O,i f t=n
then p=O or 2 Sp s n-l and if l< n then 0 5 p s n- 1, and when
h>O, if h=nthenp=Oand if h < n then 0 5 P S n - 1. Takea
permutation T = (lr(l), gr(2), · · · , gr(n)) of the elements of N such that
for r with lr(r) =1,i f h=0 then j>r for all j 0 r with T(j) € I(y)
and if h>0 then j<r for all j 0 r with x(j) € K(y,3), and when
h=O,i f p 2 1 then
{r(k) I P S k s n}0 I(y)
and when h>O,i f p k l then
{,r(k) I p s k s n} 0 {gr(k) € K(y, 8) I p s k s n} .
When h = 0, let
gi(1) = <
f -1   if i € I(y),
l 0   otherwise,
for i =  1,2,···, n, and for j =2,3, · · · , n, let
gi(j) = <f  8:   ifi=j,
l 0  otherwise,
for  i  =  1,2, · · · ,n.   When  h  >  0, for j  =  1,2,···,n,if x(j) E K(y,s),
let
f 1  ifi€ K(y, s) and j 5 ir-1(i),
gi(T(j)) = < 0 otherwise,
for i=  1,2, · · · ,n; otherwise, let
f  8,(5)   if i = sr (j),
giCK(j) - C  -
l u   otherwise,
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for  i  =   1,2, · · · ,n. Finally,  let  ui  be  the  i-th unit vector  in  Rn  for
i=1,2, · · · , n.
Definition 7.1.1.  For the vector y, the permutation :r, the sign vector
8, and the numberp given as above, the vectors yo, yl, . . ., yn are given
as follows.
If p = 0, then yo = y and
yk =y+g(,r(k)),  k -1,2, · · · ,n.
If p 2 1, then yo =y +s,
1/k = 1/k-1 - 8,(k)14'r(k),  k= 1,2, · · · ,p-1,
yk =y+ 9(x(k)),  k=p' . . . ,n.
Let yo, yi,  . .., yn be obtained from the above definition.  Then it is
obvious that they are affinely independent. Thus their convex hull is
a simplex with vertices yo, 111, .. ., yn.  Let us denote this simplex by
1)1,2 CY, lr, s, p).  Let Dv2  be the set of simplices Dv,(y, gr, s,p) for all y,
r, 8 and p given as above. We shall show that Dv2 is a triangulation of
11/n
For y, T, s and p given as above, let
q=I K(y, 8) n {,r(k) I l S k<p} 1
and let
{T(k)€ K(y, s) 1 1 S k s n}
= {71 (il), 71 (i2),  ,  , 71 (iA) I i i <i y< • • < ih} ·
When  gr(i)  €  K(y, s)  and  i  >  ig+1,  then i-i denotes the index  ik-1
where k is such that i = ik.
Lemma 7.1.2. The union of all a in Dv, is equal to Wn.
Proof. Clearly, every simplex in Dv2 lies in Wn.  Let z € Wn be
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arbitrary.   Then  z  E  Du2(Y, lr, 8, p) with  y,  lr, 8  and p determined as
follows. Take the vector y equal to
y = <  l=i]        if Lxi] is even,l=i] + 1  otherwise,
for i=  1,2, · · · ,n, and take the sign vector s equal to
( 1    if lx,] is even,
Si -
<    -1      otherwise,
for i=1,2, · · · ,n.  It is obvious that y E D.
Case 1: h = 0.
When I = 1, the proof is the same as that of Lemma 4.1.3.
Suppose i > 1. Let
&11 = Sl(Zl - Yl),
Fi = 81(xi - yi) - 81(xi - Yl) for i € I(y)\{1},
and
pi = 81(zi - yi) for i € J(y).
Let  B  =  E;=1 pj·
When B  S l, take gr(i)  =  i for i  =  1,2,···,n, and p -  0.   Let Bo  =  1-p
and 4 -f i f o r i=1,2, · · · ,n. Thenitis obvious that A 2 0 for all k,
n
Z= E #jys  and  Z#j =1,
j=0 j=0
where yj is obtained from Definition 7.1.1 for j=0,1, · · · ,n.  Thus
x € D<2(Y, x, 8, p).
Suppose B > 1. Choose gr such that
Sgr(1)(Zir(1) - 1/ur(1)) S ST(2)(Zgr(2) - 1/,r(2)   "'  S,r(n) Zgr(n) - Yir(n) 
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and for r with ir (r) = 1,j>r for all j 9 6 r with T(j) E I(y). Let pmar
denote the largest 1 5 p f n-1 such that
{71·(k) I p s k s n}9 6 I(y).
We show that we can take the integer p between 2 and pmax i f t=n
and between 1 and Pmar if 1<n such that the following system has a
nonnegative solution,
Al     = ST(1) Z,r(1) - Yx(1) ,
01      = Sgr(2)(Zir(2) - Ygr(2)  - S,r(1)(X«1) - y,(1)),
 p-2   - 8,r(p-1) (Z*(p-1) - Y,r(p-1)) - agr(p-2) (Z,(p-2) - 1/%(p-2)  ,
14-1   =-84-1)(Zx(p-1) - 14(p-1)) + AP,
1Jk      = ST(k)(ZMr(k) - YT(k)) - ak,
for k= p,p +1, · · · ,n, where
if r < p,
Ap = <  (Zil' s,(j)(z'(j) - ygr(j)) - 1)/(n - p)(Ej*-p Sgr(j)(zur(j) - yjr<j ) -1 (1- 1)31(Xi - yl))/(n -p-l t l)
otherwise,
and
f Ap               if r<p o r both r k p and ir (k) 0 I(y)\{1},Ok - <C 31(zi - Yl)   if r k p and lr(k) € I(y)  {1},
fork=p,p+1,···,n.
For P = Pmar, if Bp-1 2 0, it is obvious that A 2 0 for all k, and we
take p = pmar·
Suppose Bp-1 <0 for p=pmar· Since p>l, there exist   2   5   po   Spmar-1 in casel=n, andlspospmar -l i n case i<n such that
05 -3 (po-1)(Zir(po-1) - 14(po-1)) + Apo
and either bothr=po+land po=n-tor
0 >  -ST(po)(Z,r(Po)  - Vi(po)) + Apotl,
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and thus,
8%(po)($%(po) - Y (po)) - apo 20.
Hence, when we choose p= po, then 1 4 2 0 for all k.  It is clear that
z= E Biys  and  E Bi = 1,
J=0 j=0
where yj is obtained from Definition 7.1.1 for j=0,1, · · · ,n.  Thus
x  €   Dt,2 CY, T , 8,P) .
Case 2: h > 0.
When h = 1, the proof is the same as that of Lemma 4.1.3.  When
h=n,choosep=0 and x such that
ST(1) Z,r(11 - 7,(1)) S" '5 8%(n)(Z,r(n) - 1/:r(n))
and lr(n) = 1. Let
#0   -1- 81(n)(X (n) - Vir(n)),
01   = s,(1)(Xs(1) - Y:r(1)),
 2   = S,r(2) Z,r(2) - Y,r(2)  - 81r(1)(X,(1) - ygr(1)),
 ,1     -  ST(n)(XT(n)  - 1/T(n)  - ST(n-1) (Z:r(n-1)  - Ygr(n-1) •
It is obvious that B k 2 0 for all k,
n
I= E #Sys  and  Z Bi  = 1,
J=0 j=0
where yj is obtained from Definition 7.1.1 for j=0,1, · · · ,n. Thus
z € Du2(Y, T, 8, p).
Suppose 1<h<n. Let Fl = 81(xi - Yl) and Fi = si(xi - yi) for
i € N\K(y, s).  Let B = Bl + Ei€N\K(y,a) Mi· Choose x such that
Sgr(1)(X'(1) - Yf(1)) S"'  S,r(n) ZT(n) - 14(n) 
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and for r with lr(r) =1,j<r for all j 0 r with x(j) € K(y, 3).
Suppose p 5 1.  Takep=0.  Let Bo =1-B and
/3 - < sgr(:.)(XT(i) - 14(i)) - Sir(i-1)(=:r(i-1) - Ygr(i-1))if lr(i) € K(y, s) and i > il,
8*(i)  Xgr(i)  - Y,r(i)) otherwise,
for i=1,2, · · · ,n.  Then it is obvious that A 2 0 for all k,
n
x = I Biys and  E Bi = 1,
j=0 j=0
where yj is obtained from Definition 7.1.1 for j=0,1, · · · ,n.  Thus
x  €   Dt,2 CY, T , 8,p)
Suppose p >1.Let Pm= denote the largest 1 5 P E n-1 such that
{x(k) |p s k S n} 96 {,r(k) E K(y, s)   P S k E n} .
We show that we can take the integer p, 1 S p S Pmar, such that the
following system has a nonnegative solution,
 0     - 8,r(1) Z,r(1) - 7:r(1) 
A       = 81,(2)(Z,r(2) - Y,r(2)  - 8%(1) (Z«1) - 14(1)),
 p-2  - 8,r(p-1)(Xjr(p-1) - y (p-1)) - Sur(p-2)(Z,r(p-2) - Y,r(p-2) ,
/1-1   = -ST(p-1)(Ix(p-1) - 14(p-1)) + C(P),
#i      = 8%(i)(Z«i) - ygr(i)  - Pi,
for  i  =  p, p -1-  1, · · ·, n,  where
c(p) = <  (Ey=p s,(j)(ZT(j) - y (j)) - 1)/(n - p)   if r <p,
CE;=p P.(i) - 1)/(n -p-h+q+1) otherwise
with
f  0                               if lr(j) € K(y, s) and iq+1 S j< ih,
P:r (j) = 1l  sT(j)(Zgr(j) - 14(j)) otherwise,
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for j  = p, p+ 1, · · · ,n, and where
f  s'r(i_t)(Z'r(i-1) - 1/%(i-1))   if i > ig+1 and lr(i) E K(y, 8),
Vi = 2 C(P) otherwise,
for i  =p,p t  1, · · · , n.
For  p =Pm=, if Bp-1 2 0, it is obvious that A 2 0 for all k, and we
take p = Pmar· Otherwise, since p > 1, there exists 1 5 Po 5 Pmar - 1
such that
0 5 -sT(Po-1) XT(po-1) - yjr(po-1)    C PO 
and
0 > -8,r(po)(Z,(po) - 11'Mr(po)) + c(Po + 1),
and hence,
8%(PO,(x,(po) - Y'r(po)) - vpo 2 0·
Thus when we take p= po, 4 2 0 for all k. Obviously,
z =  Bjyj and  Bj = 1,
j=0 j=0
where yj is obtained from Definition 7.1.1 for j=0,1, · · · ,n.  Thus
x € Dt,2 (Y, ir, 8, p).
From the above conclusions, the lemma follows immediately.
END
Lemma 7.1.3.  For 01 and 02 in Dv2, the intersection of al and 02 is
either a common face of both 01 and 02 or empty.
proof. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 4.1.4.
END
Theorem 7.1.4.  Du2 is a triangulation of Wn.
Proof. From Definition 7.1.1, Lemma 7.1.2 and Lemma 7.1.3,






Figure 7.1: The Dv,-triangulation of Wn for n=3 and x 1 5 2.
END
This simplicial subdivision is called the Dvi-triangulation of Wn. The
Dv2-triangulation is illustrated in Figure 7.1 for n=3 and zl 5 2.
7.2 Pivot Rules of the Dv2-Triangulation
Let  a  =  Dv2 CY, ir, 3, p)  be a simplex  of the Dv2-triangulation with  ver-
tices yo, yi, . . ., yn. We want to obtain the parameters of the simplex
a = Dv2(9,*,3, p) such that all vertices of a are also vertices of 8 except
the vertex y', in case the facet of a opposite to the vertex yi does not
lie in the boundary of Wn. In Table 7.2.1, we show how g, *, 3 and
p depend on y, T, 8, p and i. From this table, it is easy to obtain each
vertex #k of 8,k=0,1, · · · ,n, and in particular its vertex opposite to
the facet shared with a.
In this table, j* is equal to x(k) with k such that k 96 i, :r(k) 0 1
and n-2 S k s n. . Moreover, if x(n -1) =1,8 1 = -1 and
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lr(n - 1), gr(n) € I(9) then p# =p-1, and if lr(n - 1), x(n) E K(9,8-)
then
if there exists 1 5 k f n-2 satisfying T(k) 0 K(#, 3) and
P.=<k
r(j) € K(#,3) for k<j S n,
otherwise;
otherwise, p# = p. Finally, if gr(n) = 1, 31 = -1 and x(n - 1), lr(n) €
I(g) then
x- = (71 (1),x(2), · · · , r(n -2), x(n), lr(n - 1))
and p* =p-1, and if lr(n - 1), x(n) € K(y, 8-) then
x' = (71 (1), T(2), · · · , x(n - 2), x(n), r(n - 1))
and
p                  x(j) €K(#, 3-) fork<j S n,
*      1  k
if there exists 1 5 k S n-2 satisfying 7r(k)  0 K(9,3-) and
0 otherwise;
otherwise, lr* = T and p* = p.
Table 7.2.11). The Pivot Rules of the D.2-Triangulation for n 2 2
ip      9  /   0
/=n n=2 , + 284     8 - 2„112      r                                                    1
A=0 n 2 3                v               a                r                                         2
1<n                                        V               3                r                                          1
0   h>0 h=n ,+ 2,191    3-2„4 r n-1
A<n                                       9               8                r                                          1
0          1                                                                            9                 iT                                              0
P22 p.(,)00            y               8-23«1)    r                                         p
U/(1)
V«11= 0 caae(1)
h = 0 «0€ 1(V) ,«,) 0 0            9               3-23«,)    r                                         p
or *(i) = 1 =44
V.,)= 0 case(2)
15 0 r(i) € I(v) BD(1)
i 5                                            ,(i) 0 1
n                                          /(i) € K(y.i) 9 (,(1),..., r(,_1 -1),                  p
81 < 8 ,(i), *(i_, + 1),..., *(i- 1),
<  -1(1) r(i_,), r(i + 1),..., r(n))
h>0 it <i BD(2) E
= r-1(1)
i = il or ,«,) 't o            7               8- 28«,)    r                                         p
1r(i) 0 K(v,,) 16«,)
V«,1=0 case(3)
*(i) = 1 r(, + 1) E 44 BD(3)
h=0 r(i +1)0 I(V)     9                   3                    (1(1),.... 1r(i + l),                      p
/(i)..... /(n))
15 ir(i) 0 1                                             y                   8                   (r(1),..., gr(i + 1),                      p
:< ,(i),..., *(n))
P- h> 0 40 6 K(v, ')      1(' + 1) = 1 BD(4)
1                                                                     *(i +1)0 1          1                   3                    (1(1),..., *(itl),                      p
*(i),..., r(n))
1(i) % K(V,a)                       9             3             (r(1),..., (itl),               p
r(,),.... r(n))
*(i) =1, r(k)       y                   a                    r                                                    p-2
€ I(v) for all
/=p A=O PSksn
-1 P 2 2 otherwise           v               s                r                                         p-1
h>O                   var               p-1
Table  7.2.1 (2). The Pivot Rules  of the D.2-Triangulation for  n  2 2ip       93*    9
r-1(1)<P                         y              s (:r(1),...,1,(p-1), ptl
r(i), *(p),..., 1(i - 1),
*(i + 1),..., *(n))
T(i) 0 1 BD(5)
r(,) € I(y) ,(i) =1                     9                        3                         (*(1),..., ir(p - 1), r(i), P+1
h -0      r-'(1) 2 p r(p),...,  (i - 1),
r(i + 1),..., r(n))
1r-1(1) 2P :r(j) € I(y) 9 + 24• u' 3 - 24- u"         (r(1),..., tr(p - 1), r(i), P+1
tr(i) 0 I(y) for P s j s n ir(p),..., r(6 - 1),
(j 0, )                                                                   ir(, + 1),.... r(n))
p=n-2
*AE 1(v)                                     a                      (40..., r(p- 1), 49, P+2
forpsjsn *(p),.... *(i- 1),
C j 0 0 *(i + 1),..., r(n))
p<n-2
not all p s,E n     v                        s                        (,r(1),...,  (p- 1), 44 P+1     1
6 00 satisfy  (p),..., ir(i - 1),                                      c
r(j) € I(y) *(i + 1),...,r(n))                                      J
P S     l s P     h>O    ,(i) E K(9,3)    1,+1 <i                  9                     8                      (r(1),..., r(i-1 - 1), *(i),    p                    I
is <n- < r-'(1) ,(,-1 + 1),...,r(i - 1),
n          1                                                                                                                                                                     *('-1 ), %(i + 1),...,r(n))
i,+1 < i BD(6)
= T-'(1)
i= 4+1                     '                        s                        (r(1),.... s(p- 1), 44 P+1
ir(p),..., r(i - 1),
*(i + 1),...,r(n))
*(,) 0 K(v,,)    r(j) €K(y,s) y + 244 3- 2314          (r(1),..., T(p - 1), r(i), n-1forpsjsn r(p),..., *(i - 1),
0 0 0 r(i + 1),..., r(n))
not all p s j s n     v                        s                        (*(1)...., Ap- 1),44 P+1
(j 0 ,) satisfy ,(p),..., r(i - 1),
T(j) € K(y, 8) *(i + 1),..., *(n))
15P i=n-1 , + 23«n) a - 2,4.)       r                                      P#
= n- u«n) "4.)
1 i=n , + 2,4.-1)     3 - 2,4.-1)     lf'                                               p
11«n-1) .«n-1)
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7.3 The 2n-Ray Variable Dimension 1VIethod
Based on the Dl-Triangulation
In this section we deal with how to use the Dl-triangulation in the 2n-
ray variable dimension algorithm given by van der Laan and Talman
in [113]. Similarly one can apply the Dl-triangulation to the 2-ray
variable dimension method proposed independently by Saigal in [155]
and by Yamamoto in  [196].   Let  f  :  Rn  _-+  If' be continuous.   We  want
to compute a zero point of f, i.e., a vector z*  € R" such that f(z*) = 0.
Take  arbitrarily an initial point  zo  €  Ir.   Let N denote the index  set
{1,2, · · · , n}. For a sign vectort = (tl, 12,      , in)T withti € {-1,0, +1}
for all i€N and 1 4 0, let us define the set
A(t) =  z € Ir I x, = Z  + Aiti, Xi 2 0 for all i € N .
It is clear that the dimension of A(t) is equal to d, where d is the number
of nonzero components  of  t,  and that A(t) is homeomorphic to the set
14- = · x €R 1 1 z i 2 0 for i=1,2, · · · ,d j.
Thus from the Di-triangulation of Rd restricted to Ri, we obtain a
simplicial subdivision of A(t) with grid size equal to one. The trian-
gulation of A(t) is denoted by Dl(t). By multiplying the simplices of
the Dl-triangulation with 6,6 > 0, we obtain a simplicial subdivision
of A(t) with grid size equal to 6.
Let a denote a k-dimensional simplex in Di (t) with vertices vo, vi,  . ..,
v k,k=d-l o r d. The simplex a i s called t-complete if the system of
linear equations
k   ( f(u') (u'\         0 jE Ai 1 ) ' E B, l, 1 - '( 1 }-(11j=0 i€N,ti=°
has a solution (A,p,B)T such that A, 2 0 for all O S j s k and Ifjl <B
for all j with tj =0.I f w e have that B=O a t a solution (A, P, Pr,
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then we call this simplex complete.
Starting at zo, the 2n-ray variable dimension algorithm on It generates
a sequence of adjacent d-simplices in A(t) having t-complete facets for
varying sign vectors t until a complete simplex is found.  Such a simplex
yields an approximate zero point of f.
The 2n-Ray Variable Dimension Method Based on the Dl-
Triangulation:
Initialization: Without loss of generality we assume f (zo) 0 0 and
there is a unique index r such that lb(zoH = maxipsn l.fi(Zo)1.  Set
tr = sgn(A(zo)), ti - 0 for all i 96 r, and zl = r. Next, set vo = zo and
To = {vi}. Further, set y=0,1 r= (1),8=1 and p=0. Finally, set
k = 0 and d = 1.
Step  1:   Let  ak  be the simplex  in  Dl (t) corresponding  to the simplex
Di (y, gr, s, p).  Thus  71  is a facet of ak·   Let u+ denote the vextex
of  01   opposite   to 4. Perform a linear programming  step   with
(f(v+),1)T in the system of linear equations
d-1
(vj) \ , /O\
J=0 i€N,ti=°(fl Ir Z „('.')-4(;}-l,f
If some  Pcl becomes equal to B > 0, then set ud = v+ and
te - -sgn(Fc), and go to Step 2; if some Ag becomes zero, then
set v- = vg and vg = v+, and go to Step 3; if B becomes zero,
then ak is a complete simplex and the algorithm terminates.
Step 2:  Set wk+1 = ak and perform the following increasing dimension
procedure. Set zd+1 = c, Yd+1 = 0,
T = (T(1), ···,x(d), d +1)
if p = 0,
T = (d +1,7r(1), · · · , x(d))
ifp21,31+1 -1, a n d p=p t l i f p 2 1.  Set k=k+l a n d
d=d+1, and go to Step  1.
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Step 3:  Let yi be the vertex of DiCY, lr, 8,P) corresponding to the ver-
tex  v-.    Set Tk+1 equal  to the facet  of ok opposite  to the vertex
v-and k=k +1. Consider Table 4.2.1.
1. When i 21, 1%(i) = 0, 8%(i) = 1 and p - 0, set yj = yj+1 and
sj = sj+1 for lr(i) S j s d-1, gr(j) = gr(j) -1 i f both j<i
and x(j) > x(i), and fori<j Sdset
«j- 1) - c
f lr(j) - 1   iflr(j) > 7r(i),
l 71·(j) otherwise.
Set K= Z,(i), t': =0, and d=d-1, and go to Step 4.
2. When i - 0, y (1) - 0,8%(1) = 1 and p 2 2, set yj = yj+1
and sj = sj+1 for x(1) S j S d-1, for 1<j g d set
A(j - 1) = < ir(j) - 1   if 71·(j) > lr(1),
l gro) otherwise,
and p=p-1. Set /0 = 4(1), t  =0, and d=d-1, and go
to Step 4.
When the above cases do not occur, then set y= # ,T= * ,S=g
and p=p according to Table 4.2.1, and go to Step 1.
Step 4: Set ak = 77: and perform a linear programming step with
(uA, 0)T in the system of linear equations
d                        (         f(vi) (Uj \    0 jExj I
j=o , 1 }' S "l, 1 -' ( 1 }-(1 1JEN, 3+K, t,=0
If some IBel becomes equal to B  >  0, then go to Step 2; otherwise,
some Ag becomes zero, then set v- = ug and vs = vs+1 for j =
g, · · · ,d-1, and go to Step 3.
Assuming nondegeneracy, then under the convergence condition given
in [113], the algorithm terminates in Step 1 within a finite number of
iterations with a d-dimensional complete simplex a. Let vo, vi, . . ., ud
be the vertices of a and let (A*, p*, B-).r be the corresponding solution
of the linear system. Then B* = 0, 51; = 0 for j with tj = 0, Ef=o A; =
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1,  and  A;  2  0  for  all j. We obtain that El=o A;f(us)  =  0.   The
point xi  = Ef= 0 Aivj can therefore be considered as an approximate
zero point of f and lies in 0.  If the accuracy of approximation is not
satisfactory then the 2n-ray variable dimension method can be restarted
at xi with a finer simplicial subdivision in order to improve the accuracy
of approximation.
7.4 The 271-Ray Variable Dimension Al-
gorithm Based on the Dv2-Triangulation
In this section we consider how to incorporate the Dv2-triangulation in
the 2'1-ray variable dimension method proposed by Wright in [195]. It
can similarly be derived how to apply the Dv,-triangulation to the (3n-
1)-ray variable dimension method proposed by Kojima and Yamamoto
in  [96].
Let t= (ti,t2, ,tn)T denote a sign vector such that 4 E {-1,0,+1}
for i=1,2, · · · ,n.  Let us define the set H(t) by
H(t) = {i€N l t i=0} .
Let T denote the set of all such sign vectors t with 1 0 0.  Take ar-
bitrarily an initial point  zo  E  Rn.    For  t  €  T, let X(t) denote the
set
 x° + x  €  ./r    tizi  =  tjzj  2  0  if ti  0  0  and  4  0  0   1tixi  2 1  xj  I    if ti  96  0  and  tj  -  0            f
Then it is obvious that for ti, 12 E T, X(ti) n X(12) is a common face of
both X(ti) and X(12) and that the union of X(t) over all t€T i s equal
to  Rn.   Let d denote the dimension of X(t) for t€T, i.e., d = IH(t)1+1.
The en-ray variable dimension method is based on a simplicial subdi-
vision of lin which satisfies that its restriction on every subset X(t)
induces a simplicial subdivision of X(t). For a given t € T, we will
derive a triangulation of X(t) from the Dvi-triangulation of Wd Let
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Z(t) denote the sign vector set
,1- I zj =tjfor j€Nwith tj 0 0              
<z=(zl,ZY''..,Zn) 1I zj € {-1, +1}  for j€N with tj=0  J
For z E Z(t),let us define the set X(t, z) by
n| Lxi = z,·xj k O i f t i 0 0 and 4 0 0  1
X(t, z)=  zo + x E R   ,I Zix, 2 zjzj 2 0 i f t i g   0 and tj =O  f
It is obvious that the set X(t) is equal to the union of X(t, Z) over all
z € Z(t).  Let k2, ka,      , k,1 denote the indices such that t'9  = O for
j=2, · · · ,d.  Next, let B denote the n x d matrix with the first column
equal to the sign vector t and the j-th column equal to the n-vector
Zk, uk,  for j  =  2, · · · ,d.   Then  it can easily be  seen  that
X(t, z) = <zo +B z I z€ Wd. .
Thus X(t, z) is homeomorphic to the set Wd. Then given the Dv,-
triangulation of Wd, we obtain a simplicial subdivision of X(t,z) with
grid size equal to one under the same transformation. It is denoted
by Dv2(X(t, z)).   Note that by multiplying the simplices of the  Dv2-
triangulation with 6,6 > 0, we obtain a simplicial subdivision of X(t, z)
with grid size equal to 6. Thus, using the Dv2-triangulation of Wd, we
derive a simplicial subdivision of the subset X(t) by taking the union
of Dt,2(X(t, z)) over all z € Z(t), which is represented by D.2(X(t)).  It
is also obvious that the union of simplicial subdivisions of all subsets,
Ut€Tl)*2(X(t)), induces a triangulation of R':. Therefore, a simplicial
subdivision for the 2n-ray variable dimension method is obtained.
Let f : Rn -0 Ir be continuous. We want to compute a zero point of
f, i.e., a vector z- € Rn such that f (z*) = 0.
Definition 7.4.1. A k-simplex a with vertices vo, vi, ..., vk for k =
d - 1 or d is t-complete if the system of linear equations
k      (  f(U,)
E'.1 1 } t 'S, Biti (t ) -(1)1'=0   \
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has a nonnegative solution (A, p).   If B  - 0  at a nonnegative solution
(A, p),then the simplex a is complete.
Starting at zo with t = -sgn(f(zo)), the 2'1-ray method generates for
varying sign vectors t a sequence of adjacent d-dimensional simplices
in X(t) having t-complete common facets until a complete simplex is
yielded.  Then an approximate zero point of f has been found (see
Wright [195]).
The 2n-Ray Variable Dimension Method Based on the D,2-
Triangulation:
Initialization: Without loss of generality we assume that A(x°) 96 0
for all i. Set
ti =    -1   if fi(zo) > 0,      if fi(zo) < ,
for i =  1,2,···,n.  Next, set z = 1, 7  . 0, s  =  1, x  =  (1)  and p = O.
Further, set vo =z o and To = {Vo}. Finally, set k=0 and d=1.
Step 1: Let ok be the simplex in D.2(X(t,z)) corresponding  to  the
simplex Dv, CY, lr, s, p).   Thus  Tk  is a facet  of ak·    Let u+ denote
the vertex of ok Opposite to 'rk. Perform a linear programming
step with (f(U+),1)T in the system of linear equations
i; A, (ft') ) . E ..'·Ct')-(9)rtH(t) \
If some Bb becomes zero then set vd = v+, and go to Step 2;
otherwise, some Ac becomes zero, then set v- = vc and vc = v+,
and go to Step 3.
Step 2:  When d - n, ak is a complete simplex and the algorithm ter-
minates. Otherwise perform the following increasing dimension
procedure.  Set Tk+1 =a k and k=k t l.  Next, set tc - 0,
kd+1  -  c,  Yd+1  - Yl  and  ad+1  =  81•   Let m denote the integer such
that x(m) = 1. Then x and p are adapted as follows.
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1. When p = 0, if sl = -1, then set
T= (gr(1),···,gr(d), d + 1);
otherwise, set
T = (ir(1), · · · , T(m - 1),d + 1, lr(m), · · · , ir(d)).
2. When p k l,i f m<p and 81 = -1, then set
r = (,r(1), · · · , x(m),d+1, r(m + 1), ···,T(d))
and p=p t l;i f m<p and sl =1, then set
T = (;r(1),···,Mr(m - 1), d +1, gr(m), ···,71·(d))
and p=p t l;i f m k p and 81 = -1, then set
T = (T(1),···, lr(d), d + 1);
if m k p and sl =1, then set
x = (,r(1), · · · , 7r(m - 1), d +1,7r(m), · · · , ,r(d)).
Set d=d+1, and go to Step  1.
Step  3:   Let  yi  be the vertex of Dv2 CY, X, 8, p) corresponding  to  the
vertex v-. Consider Table 7.2.1.  If one of the cases BD(1),
BD(2), BD(3), BD(4), BD(5) or BD(6) occurs, then the facet
Tk+l of ak opposite to the vertex u- lies in the boundary of X(t).
1. When either  BD(1)  or BD(5) occurs,  set  tk«,)  =  Zk .),  K  =
kir<i),
k = f k.     if,< «i),
l k,+1   lf x(i) 5 4
for t=1,2, · · · ,d-1,
f y,     if i < gr(i),
76 =   y,+1   if x(i) 5 t,
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fort=1,2,···,d-1,
C lr(t) if lr(t) < x(i) and 1 < i,
T(i) - <  %(1 +
1) if lr(t + 1) < r(i) and i 5 1,
7r(t) - 1 if x(t) > lr(i) and 6 < i,
:r(1 + l) -1   ifx(6 + l)> :r(i) and i 51,
for 6=1,2, · · · ,d-1, and
3* = < s,      if i < gr(i),s:+1   if x(i) < 1,
for  6  = 1,2,···,d-1. Finally,  set irk+1 equal to  Tk+1,  d  =
d-l and k=k+1, and goto Step 4.
2. When either BD(2) or BD(6) occurs, set tk.(i-1) = Zk.(i-1),
K=kT(i-1 )'
k = < 4     if L < :r(i-1),
l  k:+1   iff(i-1) 5 4
for 1=1,2, · · · ,d-1,
f y#      if i < ir(i-1),
y& = Cl y,+1   if K(i-1) 5 4
for 1=1,2, · · · ,d-1,
C 7rct) if gr(t) < lr(i-1) and i < i-1,
|  T(L + 1) if x(t + 1) < r(i-1) and i-15 1,
71-(t) - <
 71-(t -1 if T(t) > z·(i-1) and G < i-1,
C  T(i + 1) - 1   if gr(1 + 1) > Gr(i-1) and i-1 5 1,
for t=1,2, · · · ,d-1, and
s: =   s,     if i < T(i-1),8,+1   iff(i-1) 54
for t= 1,2, · · · ,d-1. Finally, set (r +1 equal to Tk+1, d=
d-l and k= k+1, and goto Step 4.
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3.  When BD(3) occurs, set tk«.+t)  =  Zk«;+1),  K  =  14(iti),
4 = f  k.      if,< r(i + l),
l /c:+1   if x(i + 1) 5 4
f o r t=1,2, · · · ,d-1,
f  y,        if L < lr(i + 1),
y* =   y:+1   ifx(i + 1) 54
for i=  1,2, · · · ,d-1,
C 71-(t) if lr(t) < lr(i +1) and 6<i t l,
i  71.(1 +
1) iflr(L +l) < lr(i +l) a n d i t l s t,
71-(1) - 1 if x(6) > gr(i +1) and 1<i t l,
gr(ttl)-1   if x(6 +1) > lr(i +1) a n d i t l s t,
for  1         1,2, ·  ·  ·, d  -1,
f 8:      if i < lr(i t 1),
8&   il  st+1   if gr(i + 1) 5 t,
f o r t=1,2, · · · ,d-1, a n d p=p-1. Finally, set ak+1 equal
to Tktl, d=d-l and k= k+1, and goto Step 4.
4.   When BD(4) occurs, set tk*i)  =  Zk.(i),  A  =  k,r(i),
k.= f k.     ift < lr(i),
l  k:+1   lf lr(i) 5 1,
for t=1,2, · · · ,d-1,
f y.     if: < f(i),
76 -
  7,+1   if x(i) 5 4
for t=1,2, · · · ,d-1,
( 71 (1 if x(L) < sr(i) and L < i,
= i  T(1 +
1) if x(1 + 1) < 7r(i) and i S t,
7r(t) -1 if r(t) > :r(i) and e <i,
lr(6 + l) - 1   if lr(1 + l) > lr(i) and i 5 1,
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for 6=1,2, · · · ,d-1,
f s:      if L < 7r(i),
St == f
l 3,+1   if x(i) 5 6,
f o r t=1,2, · · · ,d-1, a n d p=p-1. Finally, set ak+1 equal
to Tk+1, d=d-l and k=k+1, and goto Step 4.
5.  In allother cases in Table 7.2.1 the facet Tk+ 1 of ok OPP0site
to the vertex v- does not lie in the boundary of X(t).  If
case(1) occurs then set zk = -Zk   if either case(2) or/(1) /(1)1
case(3) occurs then set Zk.(i) = -Zk,(i); otherwise set y = 9,
T = * ,8=3 and p - p according to Table 7.2.1.  Set
k=k+1, and go to Step 1.
Step 4: Perform a linear programming step with tK(uK, 0)T in the sys-
tem of linear equations
 A, <f ft.') 1 +   z   . , (.0. ) - {   ) .1=0 \ /       riH(t).,96* rr  r   
If some Bb becomes zero, then go to Step 2; otherwise, some Ac
becomes zero, set u- =u c and u' = u'+1 for 1=c, · · · ,d-1, and
go to Step 3.
Assuming nondegeneracy, then under the convergence condition given
in [195], the algorithm terminates in Step 2 within a finite number of
iterations. Then an n-dimensional simplex a is obtained with vertices
vo, vi,  . . ., un for which E;=0 lif(vj)  = 0, Ey=o A;  =  1, and A;  2  0
for all j, where A- is the corresponding solution of the system.  The
point xi = Ey=0 A;v' can be considered as an approximate zero point
of f and lies in a.  If the accuracy of approximation is not satisfac-
tory then the 2n-ray variable dimension method can be restarted at xi






Simplicial homotopy algorithms on the unit simplex Sn were initiated
by Eaves in [34] for computing fixed points. Eaves's algorithm is built
upon a homotopy function and starts at a complete simplex on the
trivial level. It generates a sequence of adjacent (n + 1)-dimensional
complete simplices with varying grid sizes until a complete simplex
yields a satisfactorily approximate solution.  The idea of homotopies
was generalized by Eaves and Saigal to IP in [42]. Triangulations of
continuous refinement of grid sizes play a basic role in simplicial homo-
topy algorithms. In order to develop more efficient simplicial homotopy
methods, a number of triangulations of continuous refinement of grid
sizes have been proposed such as the K&-triangulation for (0,11 x Sn
of  Eaves  in  [34], the K,-triangulation  for  (0,1]  x R*of Eaves  and  Sai-
gal in [42], the .76-triangulation for (0,1] x Sn and the J3-triangulation
for (0,1] x Ir of Todd in [177], the triangulations for (0,1] x Sn and
(0,1] x Rn  of van der Laan and Talman in  [111], the triangulations
for  (0,11  x  Sn  and  (0,11  x Rn of Shamir in  [166], the triangulations
for (0,11  x Ir of Kojima and Yamamoto in  [95], the triangulations
for (0,1] x Ie of Broadie and Eaves in [5] and the triangulations for
(0, l] x II;=1Snj of Doup and Talman in [27]. All these triangulations
are based on either the Kl-triangulation or the Ji-triangulation of Ie.
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As was seen in Chapter 4, the Dl-triangulation is superior to both
the Ki-triangulation and the Ji-triangulation of R" according to mea-
sures of efficiency such as the number of simplices in the unit cube,
the diameter and the average directional density. So it is significant to
construct triangulations of continuous refinement of grid sizes based on
the Dl-triangulation. In this chapter we focus on triangulations of con-
tinuous refinement of grid sizes for (0,1] x IP with a fixed refinement
factor of two. Based on the Dl-triangulation, a new triangulation of
continuous refinement of grid sizes for  (0,1] x It" is proposed having
a fixed refinement factor of two. This simplicial subdivision is called
the D:1-triangulation and is such that on each level 2-k, k=0,1, · · · ,i t
triangulates Rn according to the Dl-triangulation with grid size 2-k.  It
is shown that the D -triangulation is superior to the IG-triangulation
and the J3-triangulation for (0,1] x Rn according to measures of effi-
ciency. This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces the
simplices of the 1)3-triangulation. In Section 2 we prove that the collec-
tion of these simplices indeed yields a triangulation of continuous grid
refinement. Its pivot rules are described in Section 3. We compare the
D3-triangulation with the IG-triangulation and the .4-triangulation in
Section 4. This chapter is based on Dang's [14].
8.1   Definition of the D3-Ttriangulation
In this section we give an algebraic definition of the new triangulation
for simplicial homotopy algorithms, based on the Di-triangulation of
Rn.  Let ui denote the i-th unit vector in R +1 for i = 0,1, ... , n.  Next,
let No denote the index set {0,1, · · · ,n} and let D denote the set
Y - (YO, 71,   0o,Yn)T,  and
  y E (0,1] x R'   for some integer k 2 0, yo = 2-(k+1) and
yi/yo is odd for i=  1,2,···,n
Take yED. Let
ti. <  -1   if yi/yo
= 1(mod4),
1     if Yi/YO = 3(mod4),
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for i  =  1,2, · · · ,n.   Take a permutation gr =  (gr(0), lr(1),···, gr(n))  of
the elements of No. Let j denote the integer such that T (j) = 0. Take
a sign vectors=  (so, 81, . . . , an)T  such that so = -1, si  €  {-1,1} for
i= 1,2,···,n and 3%(i) = t'r(i) for i= i t 1, · · · , n.  Next, let
WT(i) = (Y'r(i)   YOST(i))/YO
for  i  =  0,1, · · · ,j  -  1  and  let  I  denote the  set
 lr(i) | W,r(i)/2 is even and O s i f j-1  .
In addition, let h denote the number of elements in the set I. Finally,
take Pl and 1}2 to be integers such that -1 S p l S j-2 and if h=0
thenOSP2 Sn-j-land if h>Othen 1)2=n- j.
Definition 8.1.1. Let y, lr, 8, pi and P2 be given as above. Then y-1,
yo, · · ·, yn are given as follows.
If pl - -1, then y-1 = y and
1/i =1 1   yos'r(,) ulr(,),  i =  0,1,···,j- 1.
If pi 20, then
y-1 .y+Y O E  SjrCE)U'r(t),
yi - yi-1 - 7031,(1)1:T(i), i=0,1, · · · ,pl -1,
yi =y -1. 70844UT(,7, i= Pl,-  ,j-1.
If h > 0, then
y1 -y+Y o Z =  Sjr(t)U (1) + Y O ELj+1 81r(t)UT(t) + YOUO,
yi = yi-1 - 2703%(01:TCD, i=j t 1, · · · ,n.
Ifh=Oand P2 - 0, then
yj =y -1. y o Ef=-0181rCOUS(0 -y o ELi+i Sir(t)UJT(t) -1- yOUO,
yi =y j -1- 2703%(i)U'(i),  i-j+1, · · · ,n.
Finally,  if  h  =  0  and  112  2 1,  then
y1 -y  Y O   01 8,r(1)11,r(t)   y o EK=j+1 Sir<t)U,r(1)   yOUO,
yi - yi-1 - 2708,(i)1111(0, i=j+1, · · · ,j+P 2-1,
yi  =  1*  4- 21/08.(,)14'r(i),i= j -1- 1'2,· ··, 71,
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where
j-1               n
y* =V+Y O E 8«1)U,r(t) -y o  E  8,r(t)U'r(0 + yotzO.
/=0 t=j+1
Let y-1, yo,  . . ., yn be obtained from Definition  8.1.1.   Then it is
obvious that y-1, yo, . . ., yn are affinely independent.  Thus the con-
vex hull of y-1,  yo,  . . .,  yn is a simplex. We write this simplex as
1)3(11' T, 8,131,1)2)·  Let 1)3 denote the set of simplices 1)3(7, T, 8, Pl,.112)
for 7, lr, 8, Pl and 1'2 given as above. We show that I)3 is a triangulation
of continuous refinement of grid sizes of (0,1] x R' by a constructing
process in the following section.
8.2    Construction of the D3-triangulation
In this section we show that the set D3 defined in Section 1 is a trian-
gulation with a fixed refinement factor of two for (0,1] x Rn. Let N
denote the index set {1,2, · · · ,n} and let Q denote the set of all vectors
in R" whose components are integers. Take an arbitrary element w in
Q. Then we define
I.(w) = {i€N I w i i s odd} and Ie(w) = {j€N   w j i s even}.
Furthermore, let A(w) denote the set
{z €R n'w i-1 S x i s w i t l fori€ Io(w) and xi =w i fori€ Ie(w)}
and let B(w) denote the set
 x E R n l x i=w i for i E Io(w) and wi -1 5 x i s w i +1 fori€ Ie(w)}.
Let k be a nonnegative integer. Finally, let Dk(w) denote the convex
hull of the set
( 2-k  x A(w)) U ( 2-(k+1)  x B(w)).
Lemma 8.2.1. The set Dk(w) is equal to the set C defined by
C =  d € 12-(k+1), 2-9 x Rn    l di - wi· IS 21:+14 - 1 for i € Io(w)  11 i  I   - 2/:+14 f  i  Ic( )  f
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Proof.  Take 2 = (zo, z)T € Dk(w). Then there exist
2A = (2-k, ZA T f {2-,} x A(w),
28 = (2-(k+1), ZB T E  2-(k-+1)  X B(te),
AA 2 0 and AB 2 0 such that
AA+AB=landi= AA A + AB B·
Thus
xi - wi = (2k+izo - 1)(Zit - Wi) for i € Io(w)
and
xi - wi = (2 - 2/:+1=o)(zf - wi) for i € Ic(w).
Therefore, 2 € C. This means that Dk(w) C C.
Next, take 5 - (zo, z)T €C, A A = 2k+1ZO -1 and AB =2- 2k+lzo·
If AA = 0 or AB = 0, then, respectively,
5 €  2-(k+1)  x B(w) or 5 € <2-k  x A(w).
When AA > 0 and AB > 0, choose ZA and =B such that
zil = (zi - (2 - 2/:+1=0)wi)/(2/:+1=0 - 1) and zf = wi for i € Io(w)
and
Zii = wi and zf = (zi - (2k+lzo - 1)wi)/(2 - 2/:+1=o) for i C Ie(w).
Let 2A = (2-k,ZA)T  and 28 = (2-(k+1),ZB)T.  Then
2'4 €  2-k'  x A(w) and 28 €  2-(k+1)  x B(w).
Since 2 - A/12,4 + ABaB, we obtain 2 € Dk(w). This means that also
C C Dk(w).
END
Lemma 8.2.2. The union of Dk(w) over all w€Q i s equal to
[2-(k+1),2-k] x Rn.
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Proof.  From the construction we know that for all w € Q every element
in Dk(w) lies in [2-(k+1),2-k] x Rn. Next, take d= (do, di,···,dn)T E
[2-(/:+1),2-k] x Rn and choose w such that
w,-{ Ld,1
if ld, J is even and di - ldi] 6 2- 2k+ldo
or ldi] is odd and 4 - ldi] S 2/:+1do - 1,
ldi] + 1  otherwise,
for i  =  1,2, · · · ,n.   Then  I  di -w i IS 2k+ldo - 1  for  i € Io(w) and14-wils 2- 2k+ido for i € Ie(w).  Thus d € Dk(w). The lemma
follows immediately.
END
Lemma 8.2.3. For wl, w2 6 Q, Dk(wi) n Dk(w2) is either empty or a
common face of both Dk(wi) and Dk(we), and when Dk(wi) 1-1 D':(w2)
is not empty, then it is equal to the set G defined by the convex hull of
the set
(<2-k  x (A(wl) n A(w2))) u ( 2-(k+1)  x (B(wl) n B(w2))).
Proof. Suppose that D/:(wi) n Dk(W2) is not empty. Obviously,
G c Dk(wl) n Dk(w2).
Let 2 = (zo,z).r € Dk(wi) rIDk(w2). Then there exist Aft 2 0, AS) 2 0,
2 1 = (2-k, Zi)T € {2-k} x A(wi)
and
2 1 = (2-(k-+1), z )T € <2-(&+1)  x B(wi)
such that
A  + A&, - 1 and 2 = A  2 ,  +  A  2 
for  i  =  1,2.   Thus  A   =  Al  and  A1  =  X1·   If  A    =  0  or  A1  =  O,  then
  C G. If Al > 0 and X1 > 0, then consider the following two cases for
ieN.
1. If i € Io(wl) and i € Ie(w2) or i € Ie(wi) and i € Io(w2), then
I wii - w,3 1= 1.
Thus x ti = xii and x1, = x1i·
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2. If i € Io(wl) and i € Io(w2) or i € Ie(wl) and i € Ie(w2), then
| WA - 11,71< 2.
Thus ZJi = Zli and x1i = x1i.
This means that 21 =  1 and 21 = 51. Therefore, 2€G and
Dk(wl) n Dk(w2) c G.
From these results, the lemma follows immediately.
END
The lemmas presented above can also be found in [95], but without
proofs. The proofs are given here to make the following results more
understandable.
Let Dl denote the set of faces of all simplices of the Dl-triangulation
of Rn and for w€Q let 2-kbl 1 2-(k+1)A(w) be defined by
<a C 2-(k+1)A(w) l a€ 2-kbl and dim(a) = dim(A(w)) 
and let 2-(k+1)Dl 12-(*+1)8(w) be defined by
<a G 2-(k+1)8(w) 1 0€ 2-(k+1)Di and dim(a) = dim(B(w)) .
Then it is obvious that 2-/:Dl 1 2-(41)A(w) is a triangulation of
2-(k+1)A(w) and 2-(k+1)bl   1  2-(k+1)8(w) is a triangulation of 2-(k+1)B(w).
Let a denote the number of elements in the set Io(w) and b the number
of elements in the set Ic(w).  Let (A € 2-kbl 1 2-(k+1)A(w) be equal to
the convex hull of yl, 1/1, · · 0, y  and let aB € 2-(k.1.1)Dl 12-(k.1.1)B(w)
be equal to the convex hull of y , 71, · .., y1. In addition, let a denote
the convex hull of the set ( 2-k x aA) U ( 2-(k+l)  X GB)·
Lemma  8.2.4.   0  is a simplex in  [2-(/:+1), 2-k] x  Rn  and is equal to
the convex hull of (2-k,yl)T, (2-k, yl)T,...,(2-k,yl)T, (2-(k+1) 'Y )T,
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(2-(ktl)' yli)T,..., (2-(ktl)' y )T.
Proof.  We only need to show that a is a (n + 1)-simplex. Suppose




ZAA(2-k, vt)T + Exf (2-B+1), 1,1,)T = 0.
i=O li=0
Then we conclude that at least one of
(2-k,Yl)T, (2-k, yl)T'...,(2-k, yl)T
and
(2-(ktl), Y )T, (2-(ktl), t/1)T,..., (2-(ktl)' y )T
is affinely dependent. This contradicts the fact that both
(2-k'yl)T,(2-k,yi)T'...,(2-k, Yl)T
and
(2 - (kt l ) 1 Y Z ) T, ( 2 - (kt l ), y1 ) T, . . . , ( 2 - (kt 1 ) ' y  ) T
are affinely independent.
END
Let T(k, k + 1) denote the collection of all such simplices o constructed
above.
Lemma 8.2.5.  For al, 02 E T(k, k + 1), al n 02 is either empty or a
common face of both al and 02.
Proof. Clearly, 01 is equal to the convex hull of the set (<2-k'  X TA) U
({2-(,+,)} X .rA) for some TA in 2-kbl and some 7-  in 2-(k+1)Dl and
02 is equal to the convex hull of the set ({2-k} x Ti) U ({2-(k+1)} x TA)
for some Tl in 2-kbi and some T in 2-(k+1)Dl· From Lemma 8.2.3,
we have that 01 n 02 is equal to the convex hull of the set (<2-k  x
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(71 n Tl)) U (· 2-(k+1)'  X (TA f.1 1.1)). Since TA n Tl is either empty or
a common face of both T  and Tj and 4 A 7 is either empty or a
common face of both 4 and TA, the lemma follows immediately.
END
Lemma 8.2.6. The union of all simplices in T(k, k + 1) is equal to
[2-(k+1),2-k] x Rn.
Proof. From Lemma 8.2.2, the lemma follows immediately.
END
Lemma 8.2.7. T(k, k + 1) triangulates [2-(k+1), 2-k] x Rn.
Proof. From Lemma 8.2.4, Lemma 8.2.5, and Lemma 8.2.6, the
lemma follows immediately.
END
Theorem 8.2.8. The union of T(k, k+ 1) over all nonnegative integers
k triangulates (0,1] x IP.
Proof. The result is clear, the proof is omitted.
END
Next we show that the set 1)3 of simplices obtained in Section 2 coin-
cides with the union of T(k, k + 1) over all nonnegative integers k.  It
is obvious that if a is a simplex in T(k, K +1) for some integer k 2 0
then a is equal to 1)3(y' T, 8, pl,1'2)  for  some  y,  T,  8,  Pl   and  1'2 ·
Lemma 8.2.9. Let y-1, yo,..., yn be obtained from Definition 8.1.1
for some given y,  lr,  8, pl  and P2  and let a denote the convex hull of
y-1, yo, . . ., yn.  Then a is a simplex in T(k, k + 1) with k such that
= 2-(ktl)yO
Proof.  From the definition of y-; YO, . . ., yn, we can rewrite them into
 -1 =( 0, #-1)T,  ...,  71-1 =(70, #j-1)T
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and
YS = (2y0, 7-j)T,...,  yn = (2yo, 7-n)T.
Let fA be equal to the convex hull of 95,..., 9-n and let fB be equal to
the convex hull of 9-1,..., Dj-1. Furthermore, let
114(i)  =  Cy,r(i)  + yosir(i))/70,  i = 0,1, · · · ,j-  1
and
WT(i) - 7,(0 i y o'i=j t l, · · · ,n.
Then it is obvious that
fA 6 2yoDi I YoA(w) and 98 € yoDi I YoB(w).
Since a is equal to the convex hull of ({2yo} x fA) U ({yo} x fw), the
lemma follows immediately.
END
Theorem 8.2.10.  The set D is equal to the union of T(k, k + 1) over
all nonnegative integers k.
Proof.  From the definition of the Di-triangulation, the construction
of T(k, k + 1), Lemma 8.2.9, and the definition of 1)3, we obtain this
conclusion immediately.
END
Theorem 8.2.10 implies that D:, is a triangulation of (0,1] x Rn. we
call it the 1)3-triangulation of (0,1] x Rn.
8.3 Pivot Rules of the D3-Triangulation
A simplicial homotopy algorithm, based on the D)-triangulation of con-
tinuous refinement of grid sizes of (0,1] x R':, can be implemented ac-
cording to the following pivot rules.  Let a simplex of the 1)3-triangulation,
a = 1)3(Y, lr, S, Pl,Pi , be given with vertices y-1, yo, 0, 0, yn.  We wish
to  obtain the simplex  of the 1)3-triangulation,  8  =  1)3(9, *,3,151, i-2),
such that all vertices of a are also vertices of a except y'. Table 8.3.1
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describes  how 9,  *,  5, A  and #2 depend  on  y,  ir,  3, Pl,  P,  and  i.  From
this table, it is easy to obtain all vertices of 8, in particular the vertex
of a opposite to the facet shared with a. In this table,
i.-< j-1 ifi=j-2,j-2 ifi=j-1
and
(n if i =n-1,r
- n- 1   if i = n.
Table  8.3.1 (1). The Pivot  Rules  of the  D3-Triangulation
i j   Pl ;'2 9 5*   01 112 3
-1 0 y - y08 8 (r(1),...,x(n), r(0)) 1,2-1    0          n
1 ,+210 s - 2840)st'(I)    r                                     Pt          P2          j
S.(O)U
40)
j>1 -1                    V              s                     r                               pl + 1    1)2         3
0                   y            a                  r                           p l-1   P2       1
h=0 pl 2 1     0             v                   a- 2300)u'(0)     (r(1),..., ir(n), gr(0)) pi-1 pi  j-1
p 2 2 1 y s- 23.(o)u"(i)     (r(1),..., ir(j), x(0), Pi - 1 pi + 1 j-1
r(j + 1),..., x(n))
h 21 h=l      y                  3                           (ir(1),..., x(n), r(0)) Pi-1 pi  5-1
340)= 1.(01 h>l      y                  a                           (r(1),..., r(n), Ir(0)) pi-1 Pitl j-1   1
h 2 1                                             1                 3- 2,40)u'(o)    (r(1), . . . , r(j), ir(0), Pi - 1 Pi + 1 j-1 -4
S.(01 = -t.(0) r(j + 1),..., ur(n)) 'J
OSi h=0 -1          0             9                  a- 2341)941)      (1(0),..., r(i -1),            pl           P2           j-1
Sj ir(i + 1),..., r(n), r(i))
-1 P 2 2 1 v 3- 23«i)u*(i)      (1(0), ...,gr(i - 1),            Pl            p, +1 j-1
ir(, + 1),..., r(j), ir(i),
r(j + 1),..., r(n))
h21 h=l      y                                               (r(0),..., :r(i - 1),            pi            pi           j-1
34.)= 4(4 ir(i + 1),..., ir(n), r(i))
h>1      7                  8                           (r(0),..., r(i- 1),            Pl           1)2 +1 j-1
r(i + 1),..., r(n), r(i))
A k l                                                  7                   3- 23*.)u'(')      (r(0), . . . , r(i - 1),            pi            Pi +1 5-1
344 =-t«v r(i + 1),..., r(j), r(i),
r(j + 1),..., %(n))
Table  8.3.1 (2). The Pivot Rules  of the  D -Triangulationi j p l p,9- 5*     1#2  
OSi i<p i-1                    y                     s                      (ir(0),..., ir(i + l),          
     Pi           Pi           j
Sj-1 ir(i),..., T(n))
i=Pl-1 V                 3                   x                                    pi - 1    m         j
i k p i                           V                     s                      (r(0),...,ir(pi - 1), Pl + 1    P2          j
0 5 Pi 1r(i), T(pl),·••, wr(i - 1),
<j-2 er(i + 1),..., r(n))
ikpi 7 + 2Yo 3 -23.(.·)    I                       pl      p,      j
467   u«*)0 5 pl S«..)11
=j-2
j j<n h=0                     0           V                 '                   T                                    pi         p 2+1    j
-1
n-1 -1                                y                     8                      (r(0),..., I(j + 1),               pi           p2           j+1             1r(j),..., r(n))
pl  2 0                             9                       8                         (r(j + 1), r(0),..., ,r(j), pit 1 P' j+1
r(j + 2),..., x(n))                                                                   1
j<n                                        1             7                     3                      r                                            pi           ; )1-1     j
-1 P222 y a- 234,+1)     (r(0), · · · , r(j + 1),              pi           p2 -1     j+1
11*(,+1) r(j),..., T(n))
pi  2 0                             1                       8-2,4,·+2)      (,r(j + l), T(0),..., r(J'),       pitl     p,-1     j t l
U«jtl) ir(j + 2),..., r(n))
h 2 1      -1                                   y                       3-23,(j+1)     (r(0), ···,gr(j + l),                pi             p2 -1     j+1
16«j+1) ,r(j)'...,1(n))
pi  2 0                             y                       3-23«i+1)      (*(j + l), r(O),..., x(j),      pitl     p, -1     j+1
11*(jt 1 ) r(j + 2),..., gr(n))
n                                                        y + 1/2 (r(n), r(0),..., r(n - 1)) -1 P: +1   0
708
Table  8.3.1 (3). The Pivot Rules  of the D,-Triangulation
i           j                        Pl           Pl                9     3                        *                                            pl           #2          3
j<i h=0 -1           0                   v     s- 23.(,)11"(')     (r(0),..., r(,i - 1), r(i),           Pi           Pi           j t 1
Sn r(j),..., T(i - 1),
ir(i + 1),..., ir(n))
pi 20 7    3- 23,(i)u"(')     (r(i), gr(0),..., 1r(i - 1), Pi + 1 P2 j+1
r(i + 1),..., r(n))
i<p2 y 8 (gr(0),..., r(i + 1),                  Pl          P2          j
+j-1 r(i),..., x(n))
i = P2 7   3                   T                                   pl        pe-1    j
+j-1
:21)2+5 7 3 (gr(0),..., gr(j +P l- 1),            pl             Pl +1     j                    x
1 Spi< x(i),r(j + 1'2), ···,gr(i - 1),                                                                   <
n-j-1 r(i + 1),..., x(n))                                                                        i
-1 ikn-1 1 3 (ir(0),..., ir(j - 1),                   Pi           Pi           j+1
1 5 Pe ir(:"), r(j),..., r(i'* - 1),
=n-j
x(i** + 1),...,x(n))pl 20 -1 V 3 (er(i"), ir(0),..., ir(i" - 1),     pl +1 Pe j+1
x(i'- + 1),..., x(n))
j<i h 21 Y 3 (r(0),..., r(i + 1),                   Pl           P,           1
<n gr(i),..., x(n))
n -1 y 3 (r(0),..., r(j - 1), r(n),          Pl           P2 -1 j+1j<n
Ir(j),..., ir(n - 1))
pl 20 V 3 (r(n), r(0),...,x(n - 1)) pitl Pi-1 j+1
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8.4     Comparison of Several Triangulations
for Simplicial Homotopy Algorithms
In this section we first calculate the number of simplices of differ-
ent continuous grid refinement triangulations in the set [1/2,1] x Un,
where Un is the n-dimensional unit cube.  For the definitions of the
IG-triangulation and of the 6-triangulation, see Chapter 3.
Theorem 8.4.1. The number of simplices of the IG-triangulation and
of the J,-triangulation in the set [1/2,1] x Un is equal to
A = (2n+1 - 1)n!.
Proof. See [177].
END
Theorem 8.4.2. The number of simplices of the D -triangulation in
the set [1/2,1] x Un is equal to




for j 22, do = di  =  1, and Cr =  m,(,tm),.
Proof.  Let Q denote the set {w € Rn  I wi  E  {0,1,2}  for i =  1,2, · · · ,n} .
Take w €Q. Let A(w) denote the set
 z€Rn  w: -1 5=i j i w i t l fori€Io(w) and  xi = wi for i € Ie(w)
and let B(w) denote the set
xi - Wi for i € Io(w),
<z € Rn   wi 5 xi S witl for i € Ie(w) and wi= 0,   ,.Wi- 15 xi S Wi for i€ 2 .
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Furthermore, let 1/2D(w) denote the convex hull of the set
({1} x 1/2A(w)) U ({1/2} x 1/2B(w)).
Then it is obvious that
[1/2,1] x Un = Uw€Ql/20(w).
Let m denote the number of elements in Ie(w). Then there are 2"'Cr
elements in Q such that m components of each of them are even. Thus
the number of simplices of the D: -triangulation in the set
Uw€Q'|I.(w)1=m 1/2D (w)
is equal to
(2m - 1)Cmdm(n - m)! + Cmdmdn-m•
Since
Ul=o(Uw€0,14(w)1=ml/2D(w)) = [1/2,1] x Un,
the theorem follows immediately.
END
Theorem 8.4.3 When n 2 3, qn < Pn· And as n goes to infinity, qn pn
converges to e - 2.
Proof. The conclusion is obvious, the proof is omitted.
END
From Theorem 8.4.3, we conclude that the number of simplices of the
D,-triangulation is smaller than for the other triangulations with a fixed
refihement factor of two that underlie simplicial homotopy algorithms.
Furthermore, since the 1)3-triangulation subdivides each level {2-k} x
Rn, for k=0,1, · · · ,i n t o simplices according to the Dl-triangulation
of  Rn   with   grid   size   2-k, the average directional density   of  the   D3-
triangulation is on each level less than the one of the IG-triangulation
or of the ..4-triangulation. The latter two triangulations subdivide each
level {2-k} x It" into simplices, for k=0,1, · · · , according to the IG-






Triangulations of continuous refinement of grid sizes with a fixed fac-
tor of two for (0,11 x R" are simple, but they can not reach quadratic
convergence when being used to compute zero points of smooth nonlin-
ear mappings.  In this chapter we develop a new triangulation of con-
tinuous refinement of grid sizes with arbitrary factors for  (0,1]  x Rn,
based on the Dl-triangulation. This simplicial subdivision is called the
D2-triangulation.  We show that the D2-triangulation is superior to
the K2-triangulation and the 6-triangulation proposed by Kojima and
Yamamoto in [95] according to measures of efficiency. However, the D2-
triangulation does not induce the 1)3-triangulation as its special case.
Therefore, we also give a new triangulation of continuous relinement of
grid sizes with even factors for (0, l] x R': such that the D3-triangulation
is derived as its special case. This simplicial subdivision is called the
D; -triangulation. According to measures of efficiency we also show
that the D;-triangulation is superior to the K;-triangulation and the
J;-triangulation proposed by Kojima and Yamamoto in [95]. The lat-
ter two triangulations are such that the K3-triangulation and the 6-
triangulation are induced as their special case, respectively. This chap-
ter is organized as follows. Section 1 gives the constructive procedure of
the D2-triangulation. The algebraic definition of the D2-triangulation
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is introduced in Section 2. The pivot rules of the D2-triangulation is de-
scribed in Section 3. Section 4 gives the definition of D;-triangulation.
We describe the pivot rules of the D;-triangulation in Section 5. Finally,
several triangulations with continuous grid refinement for (0,1] x Rn
are compared in Section 6. This chapter is based on Dang's [16] and
[19].
9.1           Construction  of the D2-Triangulation
Let n b e a positive integer and let N denote the index set {1,2, · · · , n}.
Next, let Q denote the set of vectors in Rn whose components are
integers. Take an arbitrary element w € Q. Then define
I.(w) = {i€N l w,i s odd}  and Ie(w) = {j€N l w j i s even}.
Furthermore, let A(w) denote the set
{x €R n'w, -1 6 1 x i s w i t l fori€ Io(w) and xi =w i fori€ Ie(w)}
and let B(w) denote the set
{x €I f i   Z i=w, · fori€ I.(w) and wi -1 5= ,S w i +1 fori€ Ie(w)}.
Let k be a nonnegative integer. Then let Dk(w) denote the convex hull
of the set
(<2-k  x A(w)) U (<2-(k+1)  x B(w)).
As were shown in Chapter 8,
Dk(w) =  d € [2-(*+1),2-k] x Rn    l di- wi IS 2/:+14 - 1 for i € Io(w)   111 di-wils 2- 2/:+ido for i € Ic(w)  J
and
Uw€QDk(w) = [2-(k+1),2-k] x Rn.
For wi, w2 € Q, Dk(wi) n Dk(w2) is either empty or a common face of
both Dk(wi) and D/¢(w2), and when Dk(wl) n Dk(w2) is not empty, it
is equal to the convex hull of the set
((2-k  x (A(wl) n A(w,))) U ((2-B+1)  x (B(wl) n B(w28).
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Take G to be one out of the Ki-triangulation, the Ji-triangulation or
the Di-triangulation of IP.  Let G denote the set of faces of all simplices
in G.  Then take ao € (0, l] and Bi € {1/j   j =1,2, · · · } for i=0,1, · · · .
Take aj+1 such that aj+1 - ajBj, for j = 0,1,· · ·.
Let akG I akA(w) be defined by the set
 a   akA(w) l a€ akG and dim(a) = dim(A(w)) 
and let Ok+1 G I akB(w) be defined by the set
 0* c. akB(w) l a€ ak+10 and dim(a) = dim(B(w)) .
For the Di-triangulation, the Ki-triangulation, and the Ji-triangulation,
it is obvious that a,G I akA(w) is a triangulation of a,:A(w) and
ak+10 I akB(w) is a triangulation of OkB(w).
Let a denote the number of elements in the set Io(w) and b the number
of elements in the set Ie(w).  Next, let aA € a/:G I akA(w) with vertices
Vt, yl, ···, yl and let aB E ak+iG I akB(w) with vertices y , 71, · · ;
y1.   Furthermore,  let a denote the convex  hull  of the  set
( 2-k  X aA) U ( 2-#+1)  X OB)·
Then it can easily be obtained that a is a simplex and is equal to the
convex  hull  of  (2-k, Yl)T,  (2-k, yl)T,  ...,  (2-k,yl)T,  (2-(k+1)' y )T'
(2-(ktl)' y1)T, . . ., (2-(ktl), V )T.
Let T(k, k + 1) denote the collection of all such simplices a. Clearly, we
have that  for al, 02 C T(k, k + 1), 01 n 02 is either empty or a common
face of both al  and 02. Moreover, Ua€T(k,k+1)0  -  [2-(k+1),2-k]  X Rn.
Hence T(k, k + 1) is a triangulation of [2-(/:+1),2-k] x R':.
Theorem 9.1.1. unoT(k, k + 1) is a triangulation of (0,1] x IT.




We call the triangulation constructed in Theorem 9.1.1 the G2-triangulatio
In this way we obtain the K2-triangulation, the J2-triangulation, and
the D2-triangulation of (0,1] x IT.   In  case of the D2-triangulation,
each level <2-k  x Rn is triangulated according to the Dl-triangulation
with grid size ok for k =  0,1, · · ·. Similarly for the IG-triangulation
and the J,-triangulation.
9.2    Description of the D2-Triangulation
Let No denote the index set {0,1,··.,n} and let ui denote the i-th unit
vector in R +1  for i=0,1, · · · ,n.
Take a permutation T  =  (T(0), lr(1), ···,gr(n)) of the elements oi No.
Let q denote the integer such that lr(q) = 0.  Take a vector v in
(0,1] x le such that for some nonnegative integer k, yo = 2-(k+1) and
y (i)/ak+1 is an integer for i=0, · · · ,q-1 and Y,r(i)/ak is an integer for
i=q+1, · · · ,n. Then define
f ly,(i)/ak] + 1  if LY,(i)/ok] is odd,
114(i) - 1  Ly.(i)/04J otherwise,
for i=0,1, · · · ,q-1 and
*f yjr(i)/ak + 1   if yjr(i)/ak is even,
WJr(,) - 1l Yf(4/Ok otherwise,
for i=q+1, · · · ,n.
Definition 9.2.1. Let y and gr be as given above. Then 7-1, yo,...,
yn are given as follows:
7-1 =   -0 yf(j)U:ru) + Otk   =g+110'r(j)U:ro),
yi = yi-1   ak+lu*(i),  i= 0,1, · . · ,q-1,
ye - ak I:1-  U' (j)UTO) + I;=g+11/ir(j)UTO) + 2you0,
71 = yi-1 -1- crkuir(i),i=q+l, · · · , n.
Let y-1, yo,  ..., yn be obtained from the above definition.   Then it
is obvious that they are affinely independent. Thus their convex hull
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is  a simplex.   Let us denote this simplex by K2(y, T).   Then the  IG-
triangulation is  the  set  of all such simplices K (y, x). Following the
conclusions in the previous section, we have that this triangulation is a
grid refinement simplicial subdivision of (0,1] x Rn such that the factor
of refinement can be chosen arbitrarily between any two levels.
Take a permutation 7r =  (lr(0), lr(1), · · · , lr(n)) of the elements of No.
Let q denote the integer such that lr(q) = 0.  Take a vector y in (0,1] x
Rn such that for some nonnegative integer k, yo = 2-(k+1) and either
1/%(i)/ak  is  even for  i  =  q + 1, · · · ,n  and  y,(i)/(rk+1  is  even  for  i  =
0, · · · ,q-1 or y (i)/ak is odd for i=q+1, · · · ,n and if 1/A is even,
Yx(i)/ak+1  is even for i = 0, · · · ,q-1  and if 1/A is odd, yx(i)/ak+1 is
odd for i=0, · · · ,q-1.  Take s t o b e a sign vector. If y«i)/ak is odd
for j=q+1, · · · ,n, define
'  ly (i,/ak] + 1  if [y,r(i)/cikj is odd and
either vre/ak 0 ly40/Ok]
Wr(,) = < or both ly*(i)laki = Ys(i)/ak and 81,(i) = 1,
ly*(i)/ak] if lyf(i)/aki is even,
.  ly,(i)/ak] - 1  otherwise,
fori=0,1,···,q-land if Y,r(j)/Crk is even for j=q+1, · · · ,n, define
ly%(i)/aki + 1  if ly,(i)/ak] is even and
either y«0/ak 0 lyx(i)/ak]
W'r('.) = < or both lyir(i)/ok] = Y (i)/ok and sjr(i) = 1,
LY,(i)/ok] if ly%(i,/ak] is odd,
lyx(i)/ak]   -  1      otherwise,
for i=0,1, · · · ,q-1.
Definition 9.2.2. Let y, x and s be as given above. Then y-1, yo, ...,
yn are given as follows:
y-1 = y,
yi = Y,-1 -1- ak+18f(i)U'(i),  i=0,1, · · · ,q-1,
yq = (Ik   114(j)UT(j) + I;1=q+1(Y (j) - (Zks,r(j))14,r(j) + 2you0,
yi = yi-1 + (rks'r(i)UT(i),i=q-1-1,···,n.
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Let  y-1,  yo,   ...,  yn be obtained  from the above definition.     Then  it
is obvious that they are affinely independent. Thus their convex hull
is a simplex.   Let us denote this simplex by J2(y, lr, 8).  Then  the J,-
triangulation is the set of all such simplices .12( ' lr, 8). Following the
conclusions in the previous section, we have that this triangulation is a
grid refinement simplicial subdivision of (0,1] x Rn such that the factor
of refinement can be chosen arbitrarily between any two levels.
Take a permutation r  =  (T(0), r(1), ···,x(n))  of the elements oi No.
Let q denote the integer such that sr(q) = 0. Take a vector y in (0,1] x
- 2-(k+1) and eitherRn such that for some nonnegative integer k, yo -
y*(i)/ak  is  even  for  i  =q t  1, · · · ,n  and  y*(i)/Ok+1  is  even  for  i  =
0, · · · ,q-l o r 7,(i)/Ok is odd for i=q+1, · · · ,n and if 1/14 is even,
Y,(i)/0/:+1  is even for i -  0, · · · ,q-1  and if 1/Bk is odd, yx(i)/ak-1-1 is
odd for i=0, · · · ,q-1.  Take s  to be a sign vector. If Y,(j)/Ok is odd
for j=q+1, · · · ,n, define
lyx(i)/okj + 1   if lyf(i)/ak] is odd and
either y'(0/ak 0 LY,(i)/akj
WHO = < or both ly (i)/ak] = y (i)/ak and 6%(i) = 1,
ly=co/Ok] if ly,Co/Ok] is even,
.  lyw(i)/ok] - 1  otherwise,
for i=0.1  · · · ,q-1 and if YT(j)/00: is even for j =q+1, · · · ,n, define
'  LY (i)/ak] + 1   if ly,(i)/ak] is even and
either yx(,) / ak 9 lygr(i)/Czk]
WHO = < or both ly,(i)/aki = Y,(i)/04 and sf(,) = 1,
Lyir(i)/ad if ly,(i)/Ok] is odd,
.  ly,(i)/ak] - 1   otherwise,
for i=0,1, · · · ,q-1.
Take two integers pl and 1)2 such that -1 S p i S q-2 and 0 6 1)2 6
n-q-1.
Definition 9.2.3. Let y, lr, s, pl and 112 be as given above. Then y-1,
yo, . . ., yo are given as follows.
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When pl = -1, y-1 = y,
1 i =1 1 + aktlsf(i)tzir(i), i=0,1, · · · ,q-1,
and when pl 2 0,
7-1 -y+ ak+1  5 -0 sir(j)U (j),
yi . yi-1 _ Qk.1.18,(014'r('), i -0,1,···,1,1 -1,
yi =y -1- Ckk+1ST(i)UT(i),  i= pl, · · · ,q-1.
When 132 - 0,
yq = ok Elio Ws(Aux(j) + IZy=g+1(Yx(j) - aks,(j))u'(j) + 2youo,
yi =y g + aksT(i)UT(i),i=qtl,···,n,
and when P, 21,
79 = ak Elz  10*(j·)U (j) 4- Eln-q+l Ygr(j)14*(j) 4  2yot:0,
yi - yi-1 - aksir(i)UT(i),i=qtl,···,q+Pl-1,
yi . y* + aks (i)UT(i),  i=q+ 1,2, · · · ,n,
where
q-1              n
Y. = Ok  10'r(j)11'r(j) t  E (Yx(j) - aks%0))11're) 4- 270uo.
j=qtl
Let y-1, yo ..., yn be obtained from the above definition. Then it is
obvious that they are affinely independent. Thus their convex hull is a
simplex.  Let us denote this simplex by 02(Y, T, 8, Pl, p,)·  Then the D,-
triangulation is the set of all such simplices 1)2(Y, T, 8,pl,Pi)• Following
the conclusions in the previous section, we have that this triangulation
is a grid refinement simplicial subdivision of (0,1] x Rn such that the
factor of refinement can be chosen arbitrarily between any two levels.
9.3 Pivot Rules of the 1)2-Triangulation
Let f:Rn_*R"bea continuous function. Suppose that we want to
compute a zero point of f, i.e., a vector z* E Rn such that f(z*) = 0.
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Let v be an arbitrary point in Ir. Then the function g : (0,1] x Rn --+
Rn is defined by g(t, z)  =  (1 - t) f(x) + t(z - v).  Let (0,1] x R': be trian-
gulated according to one of the triangulations defined above, denoted
by the G -triangulation. Next, let H be the piecewise linear approx-
imation of g with respect to the G -triangulation. More precisely, let
x = EZ=-1 Aiy' be a vector in some simplex of the G -triangulation
with vertices y-1, yo, . . ., yn, where Ai 2 0 for all i and El-  1, = 1.
Then H(z) is defined by
H(z) - i 1 Aig(yi).
Clearly  H(1, v)  =  0  and  H(1, w)  96  0  for  w  0  v.   Now the simplicial
homotopy algorithm follows the piecewise linear path, P, of zero points
of H originating at  (1, v).   The path P is linear on each simplex a of
the G -triangulation it passes. Such a linear piece can be generated by
making a linear programming step in the system of linear equations
A,1 ( 't'  ) - (1 )0
If by implementing a linear programming step some Ai becomes zero,
then the vertex yi of 0 is replaced by a vertex of the unique simplex of
the G2-triangulation, say 8, adjacent to a and sharing with a the facet
opposite to y'. This vertex of 8 lies opposite to that facet.
Let  a  simplex  of the IG-triangulation,  a  =  IG(y, r), be given  with
vertices y-1, yo, . . ., yn.   We wish to obtain the simplex of the IG-
triangulation, 8 = IG(9, *), such that all vertices of a are also vertices
of 8 except the vertex yi. Table 9.3.1 shows how # and * depend on
y,  gr  and   i.
Next, let 0 - J2(y, 7r, s) be a simplex of the 6-triangulation with ver-
tices y-1, yo, . .., yn Suppose that we want to obtain the simplex of
the .4-triangulation, 8 - J,(9, *, 5), such that all vertices of a are also
vertices of a except the vertex yi. Table 9.3.2 shows how #, * and 3
depend on y, lr, s and i.
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Finally, let a simplex of the D,-triangulation, a = 1)2(V, T, 8,Pl,P2 , be
given with vertices y-1, yo, . . ., yn.  If we want to obtain a simplex of
the  1)2-triangulation, a =  1)2(9, *, 3, A, A),  such  that all vertices  of a
are also vertices of 8 except the vertex yi, then Table 9.3.3 shows how
9,  , 5, lil and 15 depend on 1/, T,8'Pl, ;)2 and i.
In these tables, yo = 2-(k+1), y = (Yl,72,0 0,Yn)T, 90 = 2-#+1), and
9  -  (91, y-2, 0 0    , #n)T. In addition,
i.-{ q -1 ifi=q-2,q-2 ifi=q-1
and
ifi=n-1,
  =   n-1   i f i=n.
Table 9.3.1. The Plvot Rules of the IG-Triangulation
:q   9  *  4 k
-1             0                                                                7                                                 (sr(1),...,r(n), r(0))                  n            k-1
q 2 1    112(01 = Crk(w«o) + 1) y- (V,(o) - afkw,(o))6'(0)     (r(1),..., 1(n), x(0)) q-1 k
40) 0 (rk (w,Co) + 1) , + Ok+lu'(0) (r(1),..., r(q - 1), r(0),            g            k
r(q),..., x(n))
0<i                                                                           y                                                 (r(0), ...,r(it 1),                      g            k
<q-1 x(i),..., r(n))
q-1 g k l    V,(9-1) = atk(w«g-1) - 1) V (r(0),..., r(q), q-1 k
ir(q - 1),..., ir(n))
1
31,(q-1) 0 (rk(Wir(e-1) - 1)    7 - ctk+lg1(9-1) (r(q - 1), r(0),..., r(g - 2),     q            k
r(q),..., r(n))                                                                E
9            q<n    v: +l) = ak(114(,+1) +1) 7 (r(O),..., x(g + 1), g+1 k     '
ir(q),..., r(n))
q+1                                                                                      k'«q+1) 0 C k(W,(e+1) + 1)    P + 0kti'(9+1) (ir(0),..., x(q),                 g
x(q + 2),..., r(n), ir(q + 1))
q<i                                                                    y                                            (r(0),..., r(i + 1),                    q           k
<n r(i),..., r(n))
n                q<n     7,(n) = Ok<w,(n) -1)             V                                                 (gr(n), x(0),..., r(n - 1)) q+l k
y (n) 0 0/:(w,(n) -1) 7 - atku*(n) (r(0),..., *(g), ir(n),                   g            k
r(q + 1),..., ir(n - 1))
n                                                          y                                            (ir(n), r(0),..., x(n - 1)) 0 k+1
Table 9.3.2. The Pivot Rules of the 12-Triangulation
i           q                                                  9                                  3                           *                                          4           k
-1 0 V- aka                          3                             (r(1),...,gr(n), r(0))            n            k-1
q 21 V t 2crk+13.Co,u'(0)     3- 23.colu,40)      r                                           q           k
O s i                                                              y                                     s                             (r(0),..., r(itl),                q            k
<q r(i),..., ir(n))
-1
q-1    g 2 1    7,(q-i) = ak(wi(,-1) V S - 28„(9-1) (ir(0),..., ir(q - 2), q-1 k     i
-8.(q-11) 14*(9-1) r(q),..., x(n), ir(q - 1))
71(q-1) 96 Ok(w«g-1) v 3- 23«q-i)         r                                       q          k                7
-3,(q-1)  U,(9-1)
q         g<n                                     y                            3-23«q+1)        ir                                    q         k
t:*(,+1)
q<i                                                         V                                  s                           (r(0),...,r(itl),               q           k
<n r(i),..., ir(n))
n          q<n                                           V                                  3- 23,(n)u'(n)     (r(0),..., r(g - 1), 1(n),     g +1     k
r(q),..., ir(n - 1))
n                                                       v t ak+13                      3                             (r(n), T(0),...,r(n- 1)) 0 k+1
Table 9.3.3(1). The Plovt Rules of the 02-Triangulation
i       q                           Pl        P2       9              '            f                          f h h            k
-1 0 , - ah'             i                      (*(1),..., ,(n), *(0)) n       P 2-1 0 k-1
1                                                           V + 20,+1 , - 2,40) V , pl h       k
..Co,u.(o) u•(O)
f22 -1                     V                 :                1                                 9 P l+1 h       kO                   V                                                        q       pi - i P2       k
y o) = ak(w o)   Pl  1     0         1                , - 2,«0) (*(1),...,r(n),r(0)) 1 -1    pl- i    n          k
-' 40)) u.(O)
P2 2 1 (,(1),..., 1(9), *(0), ,-1 pi-1 P2+1 k8 - 28.(0)
u•(O) ,(, + 1),..., T(n))
g.(0) PE 0,(W.(0)                           v                , - 2,.(0) 1r , Pl M      k
-8.(01) u*(O)
05' 944 - 0,(w.(,)    -1         0         v                , - 2,4.) (*(0),..., 1(1- 1). ,-1 Pi P2      k            I
Sq -469 u.(0 1(1 + 1),...,1(n), 1(i))                                                                           f-c.ri
-1 p 2 2 1 y , - 2..(.) (*(0),..., *(1 - 1), ,-1 Pi P2+1 k 00
u« 0 ,(i + 1)..... ,(f), ir(i),                                                                             1
1(, + 1),..., ,(n))
V.(;) 9£ ak(w ;1                              7                 , - 2,«.)     r                                 q pi P2      k
-'.(61) u«V
' <P i                     y                     i                   (1(0),..., r(,+1), 9 Pl pl      k
-1 ,(i),..., An))
i =Pl ,              #             r                          1       pl- 1   Pi       k
-1
i >p l                        V                       '                     (1(0), · · · , '(pl - 1), 1r(i), Pl + 1 Pl      k
-1 ,(pt),..., /(i - 1),
0 5 Pl ,(1 + 1),..., *(n))
<9-2
i k Pl y + 20ktl 3  -  2,4,.)         1                                                                   9 P pl       k
0 5 Pl i.(..)u.('.)   u*(i.)
=,-2
Table 9.3.3(2). The Plovt Rules of the 02-Triangulation
i           q                            pl           pl                g                  I                                                                      # Fi h         k
g        q S n.                          0             V              '1                                 q pl P 2+1    k
-2                                            l                    y                    I                            X                                                ' pl P 2-1    k
-1       M 2 2 . - 28.(,+1) (*(0),..., ,(1 + 1), , +1    pt         p 2-1    k
u'('+1)' *(f), . . . , 1(n))
pl 2 0                    V ,-2,«,+1) (1(f + 1), 1(0)...., 1(9), ,+l Pl + 1 P,-1    k
U '(Itt) ir(, + 2),..., *(n))
n-1                                              7               8-2,4,+1) r f Pl pl      k
u'(,+1)
q<i -1  0   7   i -2,«,)u«'J (1(0),....1(,-1),r(i), f + 1    Pl          Pi          k
Sn ,(1),..., ,(i - 1),
,(i + 1),..., *(n))
pt 2 0                           y                    , - 2,«ju44     (1(i),ir(0),..., 1(i - 1), f+l Pi + 1    Pi         k               
1(i + 1), ,(n))                                                                 1
i<q            y                                            (,(O),... ,r(, + 1), 1 Pl Pl      k
+P2 - 1 r (i), . . . , T(n))
i=g         y              .                   I                                 q pl P j-1    k
+P2 - 1
1>9             y                                                 (*(0),..., 1(, +P 2- 11, , Pl P2+1 k
+P2 - 1 .(i),.(f + p2),···, '(i- 1),
1 5 P2 < ,(i + 1),..., *(n))
n-q-1
ikP2+1 V ,-2,1('..)
1 , Pl Pi      k
1 SP2 = u.(•..
n-9-1
n n , + 01,+1' 8 (*(n), 1(0),..., 1(n - 1)) 0 -1        Pl + 1 k+l
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9.4    Description of the D -Triangulation
In a similar way as in the first section we can obtain a triangulation of
continuous refinement of grid sizes with even factors for (0,1] x Rn such
that it induces the 1)3-triangulation as its special case. This simplicial
subdivision is called the D;-triangulation. We describe it as follows.
Let No denote the index  set  {0,1,···,n}  and  let ui denote  the  i-th
unit vector in R':+1 for i = 0,1, · · · ,n.  Let B-1  =  1.  For j = 0,1, · · · ,
let A € {1/i Ii = 1,2,···} and aj+1 - aiBi/2 with ao some positive
number in  (0,1].
Take a permutation T =  (,r(0), lr(1), · · · , lr(n)) of the elements of No.
Let q denote the integer such that lr(q) = 0.  Next, let K(T) denote the
set
for some integer k 2 0, yo = 2-(k+1),
  y€ (0,1] x R n    1/*(i)/2ak+1 is an integer for i=0, · · · ,q-1
and Ygr(,) /crk is odd for i=q+1, · · · ,n
Take y E K(,r). Then define
f  ly"(,·)/akj + 1  if ly,(i)/ak] is odd,
'(i) - 1 ly.(i)/ak] otherwise,
for i=0,1, · · · ,q-1.
Definition 9.4.1. Let y and T be given as above.  Then y-1, yo, . . .,
yn are given as follows:
y-1  = 7,
yi      = y,-1 + 2ak+114*(i),  i =0,1, · · · ,q-1,
Y         =  ak Elio w,(Au're)  +  ES=q+1 (Y,(j)  - Ok)u'r(j)  + 2youo,
yi     = yi-1 + 2akt:%(4, i = q + 1, · · .,n.
Let y-1, yo, .. ., yn be obtained from the above definition.  Then it is
obvious that they are affinely independent. Thus their convex hull is
a simplex.  Let us denote this simplex by K; (y, gr).  Let Ki denote the
collection of all such simplices K;(y, T). Then following the conclusions
in the first section, we have that K; is a grid refinement triangulation of
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(0,1] x 12" such that its factor of refinement can be chosen as any even
integer.  We call it the K;-triangulation.  When the factor of refinement
is always chosen equal to two, the IG-triangulation is induced as its
special case.
Take a permutation T  =  (,r(0), ir(1),·.·,gr(n)) of the elements of No.
Let q denote the integer such that x(q) = 0. Next, let J(K) denote the
set
'                       for some integer k 2 0, yo = 2-(k+1),
if 1/A is even, yx(i)/2ak+1 is even
<1/6 (0,1] >< Rn    fori =0, · · · ,q-1,
iI 1/Bk is odd, y*(i)/20/:+1 is odd
for i=0, · · · ,q-1,
and yx(i)/Ok is odd for i=q+1, · · · ,n  ,
Take y € J(Sr). Then define
ly,Co/a ] + 1  if ly,(,)/ak] is odd and
either 9%(i)/al: 4 ly,<(i)/abl
WT (i) =
< or both ly,r(i)/Ok] = Ygr(i)/ak and sjr(i) = 1,
ly (i)/ok] if ly%(i)/Ok] is even,
. lt/ (i)/ok] - 1  otherwise,
for i=0,1, · · · ,q-1. If 1/Bk-1 is odd, let
C -1   if y (i)/ak = 1(mod4),
tT(i) = <l 1     if Y,(i)/Ok = 3(mod4),
for i=q+1, · · · ,n and if 1/Bk-1  is even, let
f  1     if y (i)/Ok = 1(mod4),
t%(i) =   -1 if y«/Crk= 3(mod4),
for i=q+1, · · · ,n.  Take a sign vector s= (31,82, 0   , , Sn)T such that
si E 1-1, +1} for i= 1,2,···,n and sT(i) = t*(i) for i=q t l, · · · ,n.
Definition 9.4.2. Let y, T and s be given as above. Then y-1, yo, ...,
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yn are given as follows:
7-1  = y,
Yi    = Yi-1 -1- 2ak.1.18,(i)1:T(i), i=0,1,···,q-1,
yq       = ak Elzo w'r(j)US(j) + E;=gtl (y,r(j)  - oks'r(j))UT(j) + 270t 0,
yi      . yi-1 + 2aks,(i)14=(i),i=q+1,···,n.
Let 7-1, yo,..., yn be obtained in the above manner.  Then it is obvious
that they are affinely independent. Thus their convex hull is a simplex.
Let us denote this simplex by J;(y, lr, s).  Let J; denote the set of all
such simplices J;(y,T, s). Then following the conclusions in the first
section, we have that J; is a grid refinement triangulation of (0,1] x R'l
such that its factor of refinement can be chosen as any even integer.  We
call it the J;-triangulation. When the factor of refinement is always
chosen equal to two, the .6-triangulation is induced as its special case.
Take a permutation T  =  (gr(0), gr(1),···, lr(n)) of the elements of No.
Let q denote the integer such that sr(q) = 0. Next, let D(lr) denote the
set
'                     for some integer k 2 0, Yo = 2-(k+1),     '
if 1/A is even then y,(i)/2ak+1 is even
for i=0. · · · ,q-1,< y € (0, l] x R    if -                                                            '1/Bk is odd then y*(i)/2ak+1 is odd
for i=0, · · · ,q-1,
and YT(i)/Otk is odd for i=q+1, · · · ,n  ,
Take y € D(x). Then define
ly,(i)/ak] + 1  if LY,(i)/Ok] is odd and
either 7%(,·)/ak t ly#V/akl
WT(i) = < or both ly*(i)/ak] = vir(i)/ak and ST(i) = 1,
lyfco/ak] if LYT(i)/ak] is even,
.  ly.(i)/ak] - 1  otherwise,
for i=0,1, · · · ,q-1.  If 1/Bk-1  is odd, let
C  -1   if y,(i)/ak = 1(mod4),
1%(0 = < 1     if yf(i)/ak = 3(mod4),
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for i=q+1, · · · ,n and if 1/Bk-1  is even, let
f 1     if y,(i)/Ok - 1(mod4),
t.(i)  =        -1 if Y*(i)/ak = 3(mod4),
for i = q t 1, · · · , n.  Take a sign vector s= (81, 82, 0.   , sn)T such that
si E  {-1,4-l} fori= 1,2,···,n and 8% (i)  = t'r(i) fori=q-1-1,···,n.
Then define
 = <  gr(i) 1 W.(i)/2 is even and O s i s q-1    if 1/A-1 is odd,
 ,r(i) 110,(i)/2 is odd and O s i s q-1     if 1/Bk-1 is even
and let h denote the number of elements in I.  Take two integers Pl  and
p2 such that -1 5 pi S q-2, if h = O then 0 6 Pi ji n- q-1, and if
h>Othen P2=n-q.
Definition 9.4.3. Let y, T, s, pl and P, be given as above. Then y-1,
VO'..., Yn are given as follows.
When pl = -1, y-1 - y,
yi =1 1+ 2ak.1.18,r(i)14*(i), i=0,1, · · . ,q-1,
and when pi 20,
y-1 -y+ 20/:+1 El-  Sgr(j)UTO),
yi = 1/1-1 - 2ak+18'r(i)14:r(i), i=0,1, · · · ,Pl -1,
yi =y+ 2ak+18'r(i)14*(0, i= p b· · ,q-1.
When h > 0,
yq - Ok  jq-  W,r(j)ux< j) + I:;=gtl YT(j) + Oks'r(j))14*(j) + 270140,
Y' = Y,-1 - 2akS,r(i)14'r(i),i=q-1-l'..., 11,
and when h = 0, if 132 = 0, then
yq  =  ak Elii w,(AuT(j)  + Ey=q+1 (yx(j)  -  aks,(j))UT(j) + 270140,
yi =y g + 2(rksjr(i)UT(i),i=qtl,···,n,
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and if P2 2 1, then
yq  =  Qk  jq-0 tu (j)U,(j)  + I:n-qtl (ygr(j)  +  0ksgr(j))uir(j)  + 2yoUO,
yi = y,-1 - 2aks,r(i)u'r(i), i=q +1, · · · ,q +1)2-1,
Yi= 7*+2aks*(qUT(,), i=q -1-1:'2, ,, ,71,
where
n
y* - ak   U4(1)11'r(j) +   E  (14(j) - aks,rci))u'ru) + 2youo.
j=qtl
Let y-1, yo,  . . ., yn be obtained from the above definition.   Then it
is obvious that they are affinely independent. Thus their convex hull
is  a  simplex.   Let us denote this simplex by  D;(y, ir, 3, Pl,1)2)·   Let  D;
denote the set of all such simplices D; (1/, lr, 8, 131,P,)· Then following the
conclusions in the first section, we have that D  is a grid refinement
triangulation of (0,1] x Rn such that its factor of refinement can be
chosen as any even integer. We call it the D;-triangulation. When the
factor of refinement is always chosen equal to two, the 1)3-triangulation
is induced as its special case.
9.5 Pivot Rules   of  the D2*-Triangulation
A simplicial homotopy algorithm, based on one of the K;-triangulation,
the J;-triangulation, or the DS-triangulation, can be implemented ac-
cording to the following pivot rules.
Let a simplex of the K;-triangulation, a  =  K;(y, er), be given with
vertices y-1,  yo,  . . ., yn.   We wish to obtain the simplex of the K;-
triangulation, 8 = K;(9, *), such that all vertices of a are also vertices
of 8 except the vertex y'. Table 9.5.1 shows how g and * depend on
y, T and i.
Next, let a simplex of the J;-triangulation, a = J;(y, lr, 8), be given
with vertices y-1, yo, . . ., yn.  We wish to obtain the simplex of the
J;-triangulation, 8  =  J;(#, *,3), such that all vertices of a  are also
vertices of a except the vertex yi. Table 9.5.2 shows how 9, * and 3
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depend on y,x, s and i.
In addition, let a simplex of the 1)2*-triangulation, a  =  1)2*(y, lr, 8,111, Pp),
be given with vertices y-1, yo, ..., yn. We wish to obtain the simplex
of the D;-triangulation, 8 -  D;(9, *,3, A, A),  such  that all vertices of
0- are also vertices of 8 except the vertex yi. Table 9.5.3 shows how
9,*, 3, fl and 132 depend on 7,1r, s, pl,p2 and i.
In these tables, yo = 2-(k+1), V = (yl,0..,Yn)T, 7-0 = 2-(1+1), and
9 -   1,",,  n)T. Moreover, u-(1,1,···, 1) T. In addition,
' * - {




i** -1  n-1   i f i=n.
Table 9.5.1. The Pivot Rules of the K;-Triangulation
i                q                                                               9                                *                                                   4            k
-1          0                                                 7- cku (r(1),...,r(n), *(0))                n          k-1
g 2 1    ,40) - ak (wi(o) + 1) y - (1«0) - ak (x(1),..., r(n), r(0)) q-1 k
(w*(o) + 1))
u«a)
72(0) 0 (rk(w,(o) + 1) 7 + 2(:rk+itt,(0) (X(1),..., r(q- 1),                     q            k
ir(0), r(q),..., T(n))
0<i                                                                          y                                (r(0),..., r(itl),                     q            k
<q-1 ir(i),..., r(n))                                                                1
q-1 q >      7%(q-1) = otk(Wi(q-1) - 1) v (r(0),..., r(q), .q-1 k      x(q - 1),...,x(n))
7,(q-1) 96 crk(wi(g-1) - 1)    7 - 20ek+114«0) (x(q - 1),x(0),...,r(q - 2),     q            k
ir(q),..., x(n))
q                q<n                                                       v                                (ir(0),..., r(q + l), q+l k
s.(q),..., :r(n))
q< £                                                                    7                             (r(0),...,r(itl),                    g           k
<n x(i),..., ir(n))
n q<n , - 20ktims(n) (r(n), r(0),..., ir(n - 1)) q+1 k
n                                                                                      7 + ak+1 U (r(n),r(0),..., r(n - 1))           0            k +1
Table 9.5.2. The Pivot Rules of the J;-Trianulation
i q     1 5   i   q i
-1          0 9-aks (,r(1),x(2),...,r(n),T(0)) n k-1
q>0 V + 40:k+1     3 - 2,40)8*(0)             gr                                           q           k
%(0)3401 U
O<i                                                                                y                       s                                          ('r(0),...,lr(itl),                    q             k
<q-1 %(i),..., %(n))
g-1 q>0 9.('ll) =          8.(4-1)  =       V                          a                                               (T(0),..., %(q), q-l k
ak(W«q-1) trrq-11 T(q - 1),..., *(n))
-31(q-1)) SK(q-1) 9 y , - 23,(q-1)ur< -1)       (gr(0),..., lr(q - 2), q-1 k   ,-
tr(q-1) Mr(q),...,gr(n),Ir(q- 1))                                8
Vir(q-1) 9E                       V                8- 28«q-1)              'r                                    g         k               I
a'k(wr(9-1) U*(9-1)
-3,·(0-11 
q                  q<n                                                           7                       3                                          (%(0),..., %(q + 1), q+1 k
*(q),..., %(n))
q <  i                                                                                          v                          s                                               ('r(O),...,gr(i + l),                       q               k
<n gr(i),..., Mr(n))
n             g<n                                            7                 3- 23,(n)u«n) (Mr(0),..., :r(q - 1), q+1 k
%(n), %(q),..., 1(n- 1))
n                                                  y + ak+13 8 (T(n),1r(0),..., T(n- 1))        0             k+l
Table 9.5.3(1). The Plvot Rules of the D;-Triangulation
i       q                             pl              P2       9            1           1/                        Fl       Fl       q       k
-1 0 7 - ah' S (1(1),..., 1(n), 1(0)) P 2-1 0 n k
-1
Y + 4ahtl ,  -  2/.(0)        11·                                                            Pl                  P2                  9                 k
'.(O)u«o)    u.(O)
9>l -1                                  Y                                     T                                                  P0                                                                                 n + 1V             '            r                          Pl- 1   P2       9       k
V.(O)
. pl k      h=0     0             7                                         (,(1),...,1(n), *(0)) P l-1   n        9-1    kI - 2/.(0)
ak(w.e)             1                                     u.(0)
-'.(OP P2 2 1 . - 2.40)    (*(1),...,r(g), :r(O), Pl- 1 P i t l    9-1    k
u•(o ir(1 + 1),..., 1(n))
'.(O)
= h>O     h=1       y                    i                   (,(1),..., r(n), ,(0)) P l-1    n         q-1    k
t.(01 h>  1        y                       i                      (1(1),..., *(n), *(0)) Pl - 1 P2+1 q-1 k
' 40)                                                                           7                              •-  2,40)        (*(1),..., *(g), *(0), Pl - 1 P2+1 q-1 k   1
u•(O) 1(q + 1),..., *(n)) C:
v«o) 0





OSi Y.(.) = -1        h=0     0            y                  ,-2,44     (*(0),..., *(1 -1),           Pl          P2          9-1     k
<9 ak (w.(.) u'(') ,(i + 1),..., *(n), *(i))
-, •(0) P2 2 1 V , - 2'.(i)
(1(02.., *(1 -1),           pl          p2 +1     q-1     k
u*(i) ,·(1  +  1) , . . . , 1(g),  1·(i),
1,(, + 1),..., r(n))
49)= h>O     h=l      y                  i                 (r(0),...,1(i- 1),           Pl          P2          q-1     k
t.(,) h>1      9                                     (1(0),...,1(1 -1),           Pl          P2 + 1     q-1     k
*(i + 1),..., 1(n), *(i))
*(i + 1),..., *(n), 1(i))
                ,- 2,44 (1(0),..., 1(1 -1),           pl          p2 +1     4-1     k
'•(0
*(g + 1),..., *(n))
u•(') ,(i  +  1) , . . . , *(q),  r(i),
Table  9.5.3(2). The Ptvot Rules  of the  D;-Triangulation
i       q                       pl                  P,     9            1              f                          Fl       Fl       4       1 




i <pl       y (1(0),...,1(i + 1),                 Pl             P2             9             k
-1 1,(i), . . . , ir(n))
i=p l                              y                $                   1                                   p l-1    P,         9         k
-1
i k p i                                         y'                          (40), ···•*(pl - 1), Pl + 1   P,       e       k
O S Pl < '(i), "(Pl ), · · · . *(i - 1),
 kq- 2
,(i + 1),..., r(n))
v + 401,+1 , - 2,4 s.)      T                                Pt         P2         4        k
u •('.)
0 5 k                           4                                                                                                             |=9-2
g q<n h=0 0       7             8                1                             Pl        P 2+1    g        k          Cl
-1 C>
n-1 -1       9   •    (1(0),...,1(1+1),  Pl  P,  g+1 k  41(q), . . . . r(n))
P   - 0                                        9'                          ('(9 + 1), ,(0),..., f(e), Pl+1 h  q+1 k
*(f + 2),..., *(n))
q<n 1       9             i                r                             Pl        P 2-1    q        k
-1 P22 V ,-28.(,+1) (1(0),...,,(gtl),  Pl P2-1 1+1 k
2 u'(efl) *(,), . . . . 1(n))
Plk 0      V   s -2,49+1) (*(9 + 1).1(0).....ir(q), Pl + 1 P2 - 1 ,+1 k
u.(.+1) *(9 + 2),..., *(n))
-1 h>0   9   ,-2,4,+1) (1(0),···,1(9+1),  Pl PP-1 g+l k
u'(9+1) 1 (1), ..., 1(n))
Pl 20                  v          ,-2,4,+1)  (1(9 + 1),1(0).....1(9), Pi + 1 P2 - 1 q+1 k
u'(,+1) ,(q + 2),...,,(n))
n                                                                     7 + Oh+1' 8 (,(n),*(0),...,r(n- 1)) -1 P i t l    0        k+1
Table  9.5.3(3).  The  Pivot  Rules  of the  D&-Triangulation
i q       Pl    P2   9 1    f        F l f 2 4£
q<i -1        h=0 0 9     8- 2,«4uw(4     (1(0),..., r(q - 1), *(i),            pl           P2            e t l     k
Sn *(g),..., r(i - 1),
*(i + 1),..., *(n))
pi 2 0
7     i -2,«lu«.,     (*(i), *(0),..., 1(.-1), Pl + 1 PP g+l k
r(i + 1),..., T(n))
i<q V 8 (*(0),..., *(i + 1),                    Pl            P2            q           k
+P2 -1 gr(i),..., :r(n))
i=q ,   8                T                             Pl       Pl-1   q       k
+P2 -1
i 2 9+P 2        v , (1(0),..., 1(q +P e -1),             Pl             P2 +1      9             k              $-
1 5 1'2 < 44, *(f + m), · · · , '(i- 1), ..1
n-q-1 ,(1 + 1),... ,(n)) C
-1 i>n-1 V • (,(0)....,r ,-1),*(i"Q pl  pl  9+1 k  I
1 5 P2 *(f)..  ..1(i.. - 1),
=n-9-1 ,(i" + 1),..., *(n))
pl 2 0 y 8 (T(i -),ir(0),...,Ir(i- -1), pl + 1 P2  q+l k
*(i"  + 1),..., ,(n))
9<i h>0 V 8 (r(0),...,1(i + 1),                    Pl            P2            9           k
<n ,(i),..., *(n))
n q<n -1 y 8 (1(0),..., ,(, - 1), 1(n),            pl             pl - 1 q+1 k
Pi 2 o
,(9),.... r(n-  1) )
V (1(n), *(0),..., *(n- 1)) Pl + 1 P2 - 1 q+l k
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9.6     Comparison of Several Triangulations
for Simplicial Homotopy Algorithms
In this section we first calculate the number of simplices of the K,-
triangulation, the J2-triangulation and the D2-triangulation in the set
[1/2,11 x Hn, where JIn denotes the set
{z € Rn 10 3* xi 5 2 for i = 1,2,···,n}.
For simplicity, we take ao = 1 and set a = 1/Bo.
Theorem 9.6.1. The number of simplices of both the K2-triangulation
and the .12-triangulation in the set [1/2,1] x Hn is equal to
Pn (a)  =   1     ,
f  (1 - an+1)2nn!/(1  - a)    if a 96  1
l (n + 1)2*n! if a = 1.
The number of simplices of the 1)2-triangulation in the set [1/2,1] x Hn
is equal to




for j 2 2, do = di = 1, and (72 = m,(,tm)!.
Proof.  Let Q denote the set {w € R':  1 wi  E  {0,1,2}  for i = 1,2, · · · ,n} .
Take w €Q. Let A(w) denote the set
{x €R n l w i -1 5= ,S w i t l fori€ Io(w) and xi =w i fori€ Ie(w)}
and let B(w) denote the set
xi = toi for i E Io(w),
  z € Rn   Wis xi Switlfori€Ic(w) and wi = 0,   .
wi-  1   5  xiswifor  i  €Ie (w)  and  wi=  2      J
Next let D(w) denote the convex hull of the set
({1} x A(w)) u ({1/2} x B(w)).
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Then it is obvious that
[1/2,1] x H = Uw€OD(w).
Let m denote the number of elements in Ie(w). Then there are 2"'(32
elements in Q such that m components of each of them are even.
Thus the number of simplices of both the IG-triangulation and the
6-triangulation in the set Uw€0,14(w)1=mD(w) is equal to
2m2n-mamcT'm!(n - m)!.




Ul=0(Uw€Q,II.(w)1=mD(w)) = [1/2,11 x Hn,
the theorem follows immediately.
END
Theorem 9.6.2. When n 2 3, qn(a) < Pn(a)· As n goes to infinity,
qn (a) pn (a) converges to some number smaller than or equal to € - 2.
Proof. The conclusion is obvious, the proof is omitted.
END
From Theorem 9.6.2, we have that the number of simplices of the
D2-triangulation is the smallest one for the G2-triangulations for sim-
plicial homotopy algorithms. Furthermore, since the D2-triangulation
subdivides each level  2-k  x IP, for k = 0,1,···, into simplices ac-
cording to the Dl-triangulation of R':, the average directional density
of the D2-triangulation is on each level less than the ones of the K,-
triangulation and of the .4-triangulation which triangulate each level
<2-/:} x R':,for k=0,1, - - · , according to the Ki-triangulation of Rn
and  the Ji -triangulation of IP, respectively.
Next, we calculate the number of simplices of the IG-triangulation, the
J;-triangulation and the D;-triangulation in the set [1/2,1] x 2aoUn,
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where Un is the n-dimensional unit cube. Set a = 1/Bo.
Theorem 9.6.3. The number of simplices of both the K;-triangulation
and of the J;-triangulation in the set [1/2,1] x 200Un is equal to
j<(a) = ((20)'1+1 - 1)n!/(20 - 1).
The number of simplices of the D;-triangulation in the same set is equal
to




for j  22, do = di  =  1,  and  CZ  =  mIC,tm)1.
Proof.  Let Q denote the set {w € Rn I w i E {0,1,2}  for i=1,2, · · · ,n} .
Take w E Q. Let A(w) denote the set
{x €R n'w i-1 5 x i S wi +1 fori€ Io(w) and xi =w i for i€ Ie(w)}
and let B(w) denote the set
xi = lei for i € Io(w),
  z € Rn   wi 5 zi 5 wit l fori € Ie(w) and wi - 0,   .wi-l S zi Swifori€Ie(w) andwi-2  J
Furthermore, let aoD(w) denote the convex hull of the set ({1} x
aoA(w)) U ({1/2} x aoB(w)). Then it is obvious that
[1/2,1] x 200Un = Uw€QczoD(w).
Let m denote the number of elements in Ic(w). Then there are 2„'Cr
elements in Q such that m components of each of them are even.
Thus the number of simplices of both the K;-triangulation and the




2mam(72(n - m)!m! = (2a)mn!.
The number of simplices of the D;-triangulation in the same set is equal
to
(2m - 1)Cramdm(n - m)! + Cnmamdmdn-m•
Since
U;1=0(Uw€Q,II.(w)1=mcrob(w)) = [1/2,11 x 2aoUn,
the theorem follows immediately.
END
Theorem 9.6.4. When n 23, qj(a) < pj (a). And as n goes to infin-
ity, qj(a)/1<(a) converges to e - 2.
Proof. The conclusion is obvious, the proof is omitted.
END
From Theorem 9.6.4, we have that the number of simplices of the
D;-triangulation is the smallest one for the K;-triangulation, the J;-
triangulation and the Di-triangulation for simplicial homotopy algo-
rithms. Furthermore, since the D;-triangulation subdivides each level
 2-k   x Rn,  for  k  =  0,1,···, into simplices according  to  the  Dl-
triangulation of It':, the average directional density of the D;-triangulation
is on each level less than the ones of the K;-triangulation and of the
J;-triangulation. The latter two triangulations subdivide each level
<2-k   x Rn into simplices,  for  k  =  0,1, · · · , according  to  the  Ki-
triangulation of R': and the Ji-triangulation of IP, respectively.
Chapter 10
Conclusions
Simplicial algorithms have extensive applications in economics, game
theory, and other scientific fields, see references. Therefore, it is very
significant to improve the efficiency of simplicial algorithms.  As has
been seen in the previous chapters, the Dl-triangulation is superior
to all other triangulations of Rn underlying simplicial algorithms ac-
cording to measures of efficiency of triangulations such as the number
of simplices in a unit cube, the diameter, and the average directional
density. Moreover, it is possible to utilize the Dl-triangulation or the
variants of the Dl-triangulation in the various simplicial algorithms.  By
now we have implemented the Di-triangulation to underlie the Sand-
wich method. Numerical tests show that based on the Dl-triangulation,
the Sandwich method has become much more efficient.
The Sandwich method was discovered on the Euclidean space by Mer-
rill in 1972 and was independently rediscovered on the unit simplex by
Kuhn and MacKinnon in 1975. Let f : Ir -+ R': be continuous. Our
purpose is to compute an approximation of a zero point of f.  In the
Sandwich method a homotopy mapping h on [0,1] x Rn is defined by
h(t, x) = tf(z) + (1 - t)(z - zo),
where zo is an arbitrary point in IP. Let G be a simplicial subdivision
of [0,1] x Rn such that all vertices of every simplex of G are contained
in
{0} x Rn U {1} x Rn.
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The Ki-, Ji-,and Di-triangulations can straightforward be utilized in
the Sandwich method.  Then for S = (t, z) C {0} x Rn U {1} x Rn, we
define 5(2) by
1(2) =   z - zo  ift= 0,f(Z) if t = 1.
Let G denote the collection of all facets of simplices of G. An n-simplex
of G with vertices #0,  1, .. .,  n is called complete under f if there exists
a nonnegative solution of the linear system
A. ( «t'))„i ('(I')) t...„.('(t.) } -(1)
It  is  obvious  that  if (0, zo)  is an interior point of some n-simplex  in
{0} x R# then this n-simplex is a unique complete n-simplex in {0} x
Rn,   For a given simplicial subdivision  G  with  grid  size 6, choose  an
initial point (0, zo) such that it is an interior point of some n-simplex
a in {0} x R". Starting at the n-simplex a, the Sandwich method
generates a sequence of adjacent (n + 1)-simplices in G with common
complete facets. Under the convergent condition given by Merrill in
[133], the Sandwich method will terminate at a complete n-simplex
0- with vertices  94,  7-1, . . . ,  gin  in  {1}  x I T within a finite number  of
iterations.  Let A , A;, · · ·, AA denote the solution that corresponds to
the linear system related to a*.  Then Elo AT = 1  and
A f(yo) + A;f(yl) t. . . + A:f(yn) =0 0
Let
z* = A yo + A;yl + . . . + A yn.
Then z* is an approximation of a zero point of f.  When the precision
is not good enough, one can restart the Sandwich method at zo = =*
with a finer simplicial subdivision.
Let SMD1 denote the Sandwich method based on the Dl-triangulation,
SMK1 the Sandwich method based on the Ki-triangulation, and SMJ1
the Sandwich method based on the Ji-triangulation. We have made
computer programs of these methods in PASCAL to test numerical
efficiency of these methods.  Let FE denote the number of function
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evaluations and LP the number of linear programming pivotings.  In
all the following numerical tests the initial point is equal to zo with
x9 - 0.5 for i= 1,2,···,n and the initial grid size is equal to 6 - 0.5.
At each restart the new grid size is half the previous one. Restarting
the algorithm terminates when the accuracy for maxisisn Ifi(=*)1 of less
than 10-5 has been reached. Numerical results are given as follows.
Problem A: The function f : Ir -+ Rn is given by
n
L(x) = xi - (I =1 + i)/2n
j=1
for  i  =  1,2, · · · ,n. This problem  can be found in Kojima  and  Ya-
mamoto's [96].
Table 10.1. Numerical Results for Problem A
n SMK1 SMJ1 SMD1
FE LP FE LP FE LP
5   63    92 103 113   26   44
10 176 260 395 440   52   89
15 339 502 848 953   79  134
20 555 823 1460 1650  108  182
25 805 1203  2290  2590  142  235
30  1113  1665  3268  3703  177  288
35  1512  2244  4427  5022  215  345
40  1899  2835  5684  6464  254  403
Problem B: The function f : Ir -4 Ir is given by
codi E,-1 Z')fi(z) = Zi - e
for  i  =  1,2, · · · ,n. This problem can  also be found in Kojima  and
Yamamoto's [96].
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Table 10.2. Numerical Results for Problem B
n SMK1 SMJ1 SMD1
FE LP FE LP FE LP
5 174 307 207 339 224 339
6 1316 2194 290 446 151 235
7 2854 5031 983 1854 1023 1503
8 5809 10987 1987 3955 868 1329
9 2161 3830 2640 5361 1713 2849
10  26269 48830 2556 5330 2550 4834
11               20156 59878 6163 10852
12                               20268  65505
Problem C: The function f : Ir -+ It is given by
fi(x) = xi - 5 sin(i   xj)
for i=1,2, · · · ,n.
Table 10.3. Numerical Results for Problem  C
n SMK1 SMJ1 SMD1
FE LP FE LP FE LP
5 2802 4826 908 1713 864 1533
6  11488  19386 2508 5025 1833  3412
7                7670  14309  5645  9671
Problem D: The function f : Ir -+ Ir is given by
fi(x) =x   - (n-i t l t   x _1+1)/n
for i=1,2, · · · ,n.
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Table 10.4. Numerical Results for Problem D
n SMK1 SMJ1 SMD1
FE LP FE LP FE LP
5   46   86   46   101   31   36
10 100 280 100 335   55   65
15 185 605 185 725   80   95
20 295 1055 295 1265 105 125
25 430 1630  430  1955  130  155
30  590  2330  590  2795  155  185
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Samenvatting
De dekpuntstelling van de Nederlandse wiskundige Brouwer uit 1912
heeft het mogelijk gemaakt dat in een groot aantal wetenschappelijke
onderzoeksgebieden het bestaan van oplossingen voor mathematisch
geformuleerde problemen aangetoond kon worden. Brouwers stelling
zegt dat iedere continue funktie van een compacte en convexe verza-
meling in zichzelf een dekpunt heeft, d.w.z.  een punt dat op zichzelf
wordt afgebeeld.  In 1967 was Scarf de eerste die een constructief be-
wijs van Brouwers dekpuntstelling gaf op de eenheidssimplex, zijnde
de deelverzameling van de Euclidische ruimte waarin alle componenten
van elk punt nietnegatief zijn en tot 66n sommeren.
Scarfs algoritme deelt de eenheidssimplex op in een (groot) aantal
primitieve sets. Startend in een hoek van de eenheidssimplex, genereert
het algoritme een reeks van aangrenzende primitieve sets totdat na een
eindig aantal stappen een primitieve set is gevonden die een benaderend
dekpunt geeft. Door Hansen werden de primitieve sets in 1968 ver-
vangen door de simplices van een simpliciale opdeling ontdekt door
Freudenthal in 1942 en op de eenheidssimplex operationeel gemaakt
door Kuhn in 1960. Tegelijkertijd ontwikkelde Kuhn zelf twee sim-
pliciale algoritmes op de eenheidssimplex om dekpunten te berekenen,
die ook gebaseerd waren op de simpliciale opdeling van Freudenthal.
De nauwkeurigheid van benadering van een benaderend dekpunt wordt
volledig bepaald door de maaswijdte of gridgrootte van de simpliciale
opdeling. Wanneer de nauwkeurigheid niet voldoende groot is kan men
het algoritme herstarten met een opdeling in simplices die een kleinere
diameter hebben. Zowel de algoritmes van Scarf en van Hansen als
de beide methodes van Kuhn hebben als nadeel dat ze alleen maar op
de rand van de eenheidssimplex gestart kunnen worden en derhalve
niet in of dichtbij een benaderende oplossing die voor een minder fijne
simpliciale opdeling werd gevonden.
Om het probleem van herstarten op te lossen werd in 1971 door
Merrill op de Euclidische ruimte de Sandwich methode voorgesteld en
in 1972 door Eaves op de eenheidssimplex en door Eaves en Saigal op de
1
Euclidische ruimte het simpliciale homotopie of continue deformatie al-
goritme. In beide methodes wordt een kromme van dekpunten van een
homotopie funktie gevolgd die een triviaal probleem deformeert in het
oorspronkelijk op te lossen probleem. Die kromme verbindt een dekpunt
van een triviale funktie met een dekpunt van de oorspronkelijke funktie.
Om de kromme te volgen wordt de onderliggende verzameling tussen
twee niveaus opgedeeld in simplices en wordt de homotopie funktie op
deze simplices gelineariseerd. Beide methodes genereren nu een stuks-
gewijs lineair pad van dekpunten van deze gelineariseerde funktie. Dit
pad begint op het ene niveau in het (unieke) dekpunt van de triviale
funktie en eindigt met een benaderend dekpunt van de oorspronkelijke
funktie.  In een eindig aantal stappen vindt de Sandwich methode in het
andere niveau een simplex die een benaderend dekpunt geeft. Als de
nauwkeurigheid van benadering niet voldoende is kan men de methode
herstarten met dat punt als dekpunt van een nieuwe triviale funktie en
met een fijnere simpliciale opdeling.
In een simpliciaal homotopie algoritme wordt de gridgrootte van
de simplices continu en automatisch verkleind, zodat herstarten niet
nodig is om een grotere nauwkeurigheid van benadering te bereiken.
Zowel de Sandwich methode als het simpliciale homotopie algoritme
hebben een extra dimensie nodig om de procedure te implementeren en
te garanderen dat ze in een eindig aantal stappen eindigen. Bovendien
genereren beide methodes een reeks van v61dimensionale simplices.
Simpliciale herstart algoritmes zonder een extra dimensie werden
geinitieerd door Van der Laan en Talman in 1979. Deze zogeheten
variabele dimensie algoritmes kunnen in een willekeurig punt van de
eenheidssimplex of de Euclidische ruimte starten en genereren een reeks
van aangrenzende simplices van vari6rende dimensie.  In een eindig
aantal stappen eindigen ze met een simplex die een benaderend dekpunt
geeft. Indien gewenst, kan men deze algoritmes in dat punt herstarten
met een fijnere simpliciale opdeling om een hogere nauwkeurigheid te
bereiken. Zowel op de Euclidische ruimte als op de eenheidssimplex zijn
meerdere variabele dimensie algoritmes voorgesteld. Ze onderscheiden
zich naar het aantal stralen waarlangs ze starten met het genereren van
66n-dimensionale simplices en naar de simpliciale opdeling die gebruikt
wordt.
Het is duidelijk dat simpliciale opdelingen een basisrol spelen in
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simpliciale algoritmes om dekpunten te berekenen. Zowel de methodes
van Hansen en Kuhn als de Sandwich methode van Merrill en de sim-
pliciale homotopie algoritmes van Eaves en van Eaves en Saigal maken
gebruik van Freudenthals triangulering. Om simpliciale algoritmes te
verbeteren, werd in 1974 door Todd de zogeheten Union Jack triangu-
lering voorgesteld en door Saigal een variant van de triangulering van
Freudenthal.  Om de verschillende trianguleringen te kunnen vergelijken
zijn diverse criteria ontwikkeld. Zo stelde in 1974 Saigal als criterium
voor het aantal simplices van een triangulering in een eenheidskubus,
en introduceerden Saigal, Solow en Wolsey een jaar later de diameter
van een triangulering als maatstaaf.  Nog een jaar later stelde Todd
voor de gemiddelde richtingsdichtheid van een triangulering te nemen.
Volgens de laatste twee maatstaven zijn Freudenthals triangulering en
de Union Jack opdeling gelijkwaardig maar beter dan de triangulering
van Saigal. Volgens het eerste criterium zijn alle drie de trianguleringen
gelijkwaardig. Dit theoretische resultaat werd bevestigd door reken-
resultaten. In 1976 construeerde Todd een nieuwe triangulering met
continue gridverfijning gebaseerd op de Union Jack triangulering.
Gemotiveerd door de maatstaven van effici6ntie voor triangulerin-
gen, stelden Van der Laan en Talman in 1980 een transformatie voor
zodanig dat Freudenthals triangulering onder deze transformatie de kle-
inste gemiddelde richtingsdichtheid heeft. Deze triangulering vormt een
effici6nte simpliciale opdeling voor hun eerste variabele dimensie algo-
ritme op de Euclidische ruimte.
Terwijl de in de zeventiger jaren ontwikkelde trianguleringen voor
homotopie methodes allen een vaste verfijningsfactor van twee hebben,
stelden Van der Laan en Talman in 1980 een triangulering voor met
continue en willekeurige verfijning van gridgroottes. Deze triangulering
is gebaseerd op Freudenthals opdeling. In 1982 ontwikkelden Kojima
en Yamamoto een klasse van dergelijke trianguleringen gebaseerd op
Freudenthals triangulering en op de Union Jack triangulering.
Het lijkt logisch dat niet elke triangulering even geschikt is voor een
simpliciaal algoritme en dat voor verschillende algoritmes niet altijd
dezelfde opdeling de meest effici6nte is. In 1987 construeerden Doup
en Talman een triangulering gebaseerd op Freudenthals triangulering
om gebruikt te worden in het variabele dimensie algoritme van Van der
Laan en Talman op de eenheidssimplex. Door gebruik te maken van
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de lokatie van het startpunt heeft deze triangulering vele voordelen in
effici6ntie en heeft bovendien geleid tot diverse nieuwe variabele dimen-
sie algoritmes op zowel de eenheidssimplex als ook op het Cartesische
produkt van eenheidssimplices.
Omdat zowel volgens theoretische criteria als op grond van nu-
merieke resultaten blijkt dat de in een simpliciaal algoritme gebruikte
triangulering van invloed is op de eflici6ntie ervan, is het van groot be-
lang betere trianguleringen voor simpliciale algoritmes te ontwikkelen.
In deze monograaf wordt een nieuwe triangulering van de Euclidis-
che ruimte voorgesteld, de Di-triangulering. De Dl-triangulering, die
elke eenheidskubus opdeelt, is volgens elke efficientiemaatstaafsuperieur
aan alle tot dusver bekende trianguleringen voor simpliciale algoritmes.
Ten tweede wordt een nieuwe triangulering van de eenheidssimplex
gepresenteerd, de Ti-triangulering.  Deze is een combinatie van de
Di-triangulering en de Union Jack triangulering. Vervolgens beki-
jken we hoe de Dl-triangulering in variabele dimensie algoritmes op de
eenheidssimplex kan worden geincorporeerd. Een variant van de Dl-
triangulering wordt daartoe ontwikkeld zodanig dat deze een simpliciale
opdeling induceert van elk van de gebieden waarin een variabele dimen-
sie algoritme de eenheidssimplex opdeelt. Verder wordt bestudeerd hoe
de Dl-triangulering te gebruiken is in simpliciale variabele dimensie al-
goritmes op de Euclidische ruimte. Daartoe wordt een andere geschikte
variant van de Di-triangulering geTntroduceerd.
Ook wordt beschouwd hoe de Dl-triangulering gebruikt kan worden
in simpliciale homotopie algoritmes. Daartoe wordt een nieuwe triangu-
lering met continue gridverfijning geconstrueerd, de D:,-triangulering.
Deze triangulering, die een vaste verfijningsfactor van twee heeft, is
superieur aan de andere trianguleringen met een verfijningsfactor van
twee. Tevens wordt een triangulering met continue en willekeurige ver-
fijning van gridgroottes gegeven, de D2-triangulering. Deze trianguler-
ing induceert de D -triangulering echter niet als speciaal geval.  Ten
slotte wordt een triangulering met alleen even verfijningsfactoren gep-
resenteerd, de DS-triangulering, die de 1)3-triangulering wel als speciaal
geval induceert. De D;-triangulering blijkt in theorie gelijkwaardig tezijn aan de D2-triangulering maar beide trianguleringen zijn superieur
aan de andere trianguleringen met continue en willekeurige verfijnings-
factoren. Rekenresultaten ondersteunen deze theoretische conclusies.
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